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Abstract. We develop a theory of weighted colimits in the framework of weakly bi-enriched ∞-
categories, an extension of Lurie’s notion of enriched ∞-categories. We prove an existence result for
weighted colimits, study weighted colimits of diagrams of enriched functors, express weighted colimits
via enriched coends, characterize the enriched ∞-category of enriched presheaves as the free cocom-

pletion under weighted colimits and develop a theory of universally adjoining weighted colimits to an
enriched ∞-category. We use the latter technique to construct for every presentably Ek+1-monoidal
∞-category V for 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞ and class H of V-weights, with respect to which weighted colimits are de-
fined, a presentably Ek-monoidal structure on the ∞-category of V-enriched∞-categories that admit
H-weighted colimits. Varying H this Ek-monoidal structure interpolates between the tensor product
for V-enriched ∞-categories and the relative tensor product for ∞-categories presentably left ten-
sored over V. Studying functoriality in the class of V-weights H we deduce that forming V-enriched
presheaves is Ek-monoidal with respect to the tensor product on small V-enriched ∞-categories and
the tensor product on ∞-categories presentably left tensored over V. As an application we construct
a V-enriched version of Day-convolution and give a new construction of the tensor product for ∞-
categories presentably left tensored over V as a V-enriched localization of Day-convolution. As further
applications we construct a tensor product for Cauchy-complete V-enriched ∞-categories, a tensor
product for (∞,2)-categories with (op)lax colimits and a tensor product for stable (∞,n)-categories.
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1. Introduction

It was long time a problem in algebraic topology to construct a symmetric monoidal structure on
the ∞-category of spectra. Lurie [16] gives a remarkable elegant solution for this problem:

(1) He axiomatizes the essential properties of the ∞-category of spectra Sp to obtain the notion
of stable ∞-category [16, Definition 1.1.1.9.].

(2) He constructs a tensor product for stable presentable ∞-categories whose tensor unit is the
stable∞-category of spectra Sp [16, 4.8.2.]. Playing the role of the tensor unit the∞-category
of spectra Sp refines to the initial E∞-algebra for the tensor product of stable presentable ∞-
categories, which is identified with a closed symmetric monoidal structure on Sp.

To achieve (2) Lurie builds a tensor product for presentable ∞-categories [16, Proposition 4.8.1.17.]
that may be thought of as a higher categorical analogue of the tensor product of abelian groups: the
higher algebra for this tensor product is a higher categorical analogon of commutative algebra, where
the ∞-category of spaces plays the role of the integers, rings and commutative rings are replaced by
monoidal and symmetric monoidal presentable∞-categories and left, right and bi-modules correspond
to left, right and bitensored presentable∞-categories. To construct a symmetric monoidal∞-category
of spectra Lurie extends the notion of spectrum to a notion of spectrum object in any presentable
∞-category and proves that forming spectrum objects is the universal recipe to turn presentable
∞-categories to stable presentable ∞-categories: he proves that forming spectrum objects defines a
symmetric monoidal localization on the ∞-category PrL of presentable ∞-categories and left adjoint
functors, whose local objects are the stable presentable ∞-categories [16, Proposition 4.8.2.18.]. This
guarantees that the full subcategory of local objects, the full subcategory of stable presentable ∞-
categories, inherits a symmetric monoidal structure from PrL, for which Sp is the tensor unit [16,
Corollary 4.8.2.19]. This way Lurie constructs a tensor product for spectra giving rise to brave new
algebra, a homotopical version of commutative algebra, and a tensor product of stable ∞-categories
giving rise to a higher categorified version of commutative algebra, which is omnipresent in the theory
of higher-categorical invariants like higher derived Brauer groups [1] or secondary K-theory [19], and
serves as a starting point for tensor triangular geometry [2]. Lurie’s approach to a tensor product
of stable homotopy types via a tensor product of stable ∞-categories is very robust and works in
various other situations: studying multiplicative infinite loop space machines Gepner-Groth-Nikolaus
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[5, Theorem 4.6.] adapt Lurie’s strategy to preadditive and additive presentable∞-categories: the au-
thors produce symmetric monoidal structures on the ∞-categories MonE∞(S),Grp

E∞
(S) of E∞-spaces

and grouplike E∞-spaces via constructing tensor products for preadditive and additive presentable
∞-categories, respectively, for which the ∞-categories MonE∞(S) and Grp

E∞
(S) are the respective

tensor units [5, Theorem 5.1.]. In a similar fashion one can produce tensor products for compact spec-
tra, compact grouplike E∞-spaces and compact E∞-spaces by constructing tensor products for small
stable ∞-categories, additive ∞-categories, preadditive ∞-categories, respectively, which arise via lo-
calization from closed symmetric monoidal structures on the ∞-category Catrex∞ of small ∞-categories

having finite colimits [10, Lemma 8.15.] and the ∞-category Cat∐∞ of small ∞-categories having finite
coproducts [12, Proposition 3.6.], respectively. Lurie’s constructs the symmetric monoidal structure

on PrL as the restriction of a symmetric monoidal structure on the larger ∞-category Catcc∞ of large

∞-categories having small colimits, into which PrL embeds. Consequently, the tensor products of
(presentable) stable, additive and preadditive ∞-categories are all derived from symmetric monoidal

structures on the ∞-categories Catcc∞, Cat
rex
∞ and Cat∐∞, respectively, which are instances of the fol-

lowing powerful construction: for any set K of small ∞-categories Lurie [16, Proposition 4.8.1.3.]
constructs a closed symmetric monoidal structure on the subcategory Cat∞(K) ⊂ Cat∞ of small ∞-
categories having K-indexed colimits and functors preserving K-indexed colimits. This symmetric
monoidal structure is characterized by the following key properties:

(1) The symmetric monoidal structure on Cat∞(K) is closed. The internal hom between two

∞-categories C,D having K-indexed colimits is the full subcategory FunK(C,D) ⊂ Fun(C,D)
of functors preserving K-indexed colimits.

(2) For K = ∅ the empty set the symmetric monoidal structure on Cat∞(∅) = Cat∞ is the cartesian
structure.

(3) For K′ ⊂ K an inclusion of subsets of small ∞-categories the subcategory inclusion Cat∞(K) ⊂
Cat∞(K′) admits a symmetric monoidal left adjoint.

Taking K to be the set of finite ∞-categories gives the closed symmetric monoidal structure on Cat
rex
∞

leading to the tensor product of small stable ∞-categories, choosing K to be the set of finite sets gives
the closed symmetric monoidal structure on Cat∐∞ leading to the tensor products of small additive and
preadditive ∞-categories. For K the large collection of all small ∞-categories and the correspond-
ing construction Ĉat∞(K) for not necessarily small ∞-categories one obtains the closed symmetric
monoidal structure on Catcc∞ leading to the tensor product of presentable stable ∞-categories. For

general set K of small ∞-categories the tensor product on Ĉat∞(K) is understood best as interpolat-

ing between the tensor product on Cat
cc
∞ and the cartesian structure on the ∞-category Ĉat∞ of not

necessarily small ∞-categories: the factorization ∅ ⊂K ⊂ Cat∞ gives a factorization

(1) Catcc∞ = Ĉat∞(Cat∞) ⊂ Ĉat∞(K) ⊂ Ĉat∞ = Ĉat∞(∅),

where both inclusions admit symmetric monoidal left adjoints. The composite of both left adjoints
assigns to any small ∞-category C the presentable ∞-category P(C) of presheaves on C [16, Theorem

5.1.5.6.] and so restricts to a symmetric monoidal functor Cat∞ → PrL. This proves in particular that
the functor of presheaves is symmetric monoidal.

It is goal of this work to build a theory of colimits and limits in enriched ∞-category theory,
which is an ∞-categorical extension of the theory of weighted colimits and limits in classical enriched
category theory, and to construct an analogoue of Lurie’s tensor product on Cat∞(K) in V-enriched
∞-category theory, where V is any presentably E2-monoidal ∞-category. To draw this analogy we
follow the subsequent table of analogies, which we explain in the following:
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Non-enriched Enriched
S V

∞-categories V-enriched ∞-categories
colimits weighted colimits
the cartesian structure on Cat∞ the tensor product of V-enriched ∞-categories

the tensor product on PrL the relative tensor product on LModV(PrL)
the ∞-category P(C) of presheaves the V-enriched ∞-category PV(C) of V-enriched presheaves
a set K of small ∞-categories a set H of V-enriched presheaves (=V-weights)

To understand this table, we first need to explain the concept of weighted colimit. For that we
draw an analogy to colimits in the non-enriched setting. A cocone on a functor F ∶ J →D between ∞-
categories is an object X ∈D equipped with a natural transformation from F to the constant diagram
on X, which is the same datum as a map of presheaves on J from the final presheaf to the presheaf
D(F(−),X). The colimit of a functor F ∶ J → D, if it exists, is a cocone colim(F) on F inducing for
every object Y ofD an equivalenceD(colim(F),Y) → lim(D(F(−),Y)). The notion of weighted colimit
arises by replacing the notion of cocone by the notion of weighted cocone: if J,D are ∞-categories
enriched in a presentably monoidal ∞-category V and F is a V-enriched functor J → D, it is natural
to replace presheaves on J by V-enriched presheaves on J and the presheaf D(F(−),X) on J by the
V-enriched presheaf MorD(F(−),X), where MorD(−,−) is the morphism object in V. Moreover it is
natural to replace the final presheaf on J by the constant V-enriched presheaf on the tensor unit of V.
But in this situation the following problem arises: there is generally no constant V-enriched presheaf
on J since there is generally no V-enriched functor from J to the V-enriched∞-categoryB1V classifying
objects. The solution to this problem is to view any enriched presheaf as a possible analogon for the
final presheaf and to consider colimits relative to a V-enriched presheaf on J, which one calls a V-weight
on J in this context. In analogy to the case of colimits a V-enriched cocone on a V-enriched functor
F ∶ J → D is an object X ∈ D equipped with a map H →MorD(F(−),X) of V-enriched presheaves on
J. To refer to H we call such a V-enriched cocone on F a H-weighted cocone on F. The H-weighted
colimit of a V-enriched functor F ∶ J → D if it exists, is a H-weighted cocone colimH(F) on F that

induces for every object X of D an equivalence MorD(colimH(F),Y) →MorPV(J)(H,MorD(F(−),X)).
We call a V-weight on a V-enriched ∞-category J small if J is a small V-enriched ∞-category meaning
that the space of objects is small. If any V-enriched functor F ∶ J → D admits a H-weighted colimit,
one says that D admits H-weighted colimits. For any collection H of V-weights we say that D admits
H-weighted colimits if it admits H-weighted colimits for every H ∈H.

In nature weighted colimits are ubiquitious. To get a feeling for this concept, it is reasonable to
consider two important classes of weighted colimits, which are more elementary to understand, and
to think of arbitrary weighted colimits as an interpolation between these two classes. The first sort of
weighted colimits are conical colimits, which are the natural enriched analogon of colimits of diagrams
in an enriched ∞-category indexed by a non-enriched ∞-category. Given a V-enriched ∞-category
D and a functor F from an ∞-category K to the underlying ∞-category of D one can consider the
colimit colim(F) of F satisfying the universal property that the natural map on mapping spaces

D(colim(F),Y) → lim(D(F(−),Y)
is an equivalence. But one can also use the enrichment and ask for the stronger condition that the
natural morphism on morphism objects

MorD(colim(F),Y) → lim(MorD(F(−),Y))
is an equivalence. If this holds, we call F the conical colimit of F. For example any stable ∞-category
C has a canonical enrichment in spectra [10, Theorem 8.1.]. The loops of any object X in C, i.e. the
pullback 0×X 0 in C, is a conical pullback in the spectral ∞-category underlying C, which implies that
the invertible adjunction Σ ∶ C ⇄ C ∶ Ω of suspension and loops refines to a spectral adjunction.
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A functor F from an ∞-category K to the underlying ∞-category of D corresponds to a V-enriched
functor F′ ∶ KV → D from the V-enriched ∞-category KV arising from K by tensoring the mapping
spaces of K with the tensor unit of V. Since V-enriched presheaves on KV are identified with non-
enriched V-valued presheaves on K, there is a constant V-enriched presheaf on any object of V and
the conical colimit of F is the colimit of F′ weighted with respect to the constant V-enriched presheaf
on the tensor unit of V.

The second sort of weighted colimits are tensors, exclusively defined for V-enriched functors B1V →

D, which classify objects of D. Similarly, V-enriched presheaves on B1V classify objects of V and the
tensor of an object V ∈ V with an object Y ∈ D is the colimit of the V-enriched functor B1V → D

classifying Y weighted with respect to the V-enriched presheaf on B1V classifying V. So by definition
the tensor of V and Y corepresents the V-enriched functor D → V,X ↦MorV(V,MorD(Y,X)). If all
tensors exist, the V-enrichment endows the underlying ∞-category of D with a closed left V-action
whose internal hom recovers the V-enrichment [10, Theorem 6.7.].

Another example of weighted (co)limits appears in higher category theory under the names lax and
oplax (co)limits and lax and oplax pushouts and pullbacks (Definition 5.36, Definition 5.41). Given
functors α ∶ A → C, β ∶ B → C of ∞-categories one can consider the pullback A ×C ×B whose objects
are triples (A ∈ A,B ∈ B, γ ∶ α(A) ≃ β(B)). But one can also consider the lax pullback A ×laxC ×B
whose objects are triples (A ∈ A,B ∈ B, γ ∶ α(A) → β(B)) as well as the oplax pullback A ×oplax

C
×B

whose objects are triples (A ∈ A,B ∈ B, β(A) → α(B)). In higher category theory the lax and oplax
versions of the pullback are much more useful since they make more use of non-invertible morphisms:
the pullback of two functors ∗ → C classifying objects A,B of C is the space of equivalences between
A and B while the lax pullback is the space of morphisms A → B in C and the oplax pullback is the
space of morphisms B→ A in C.

(Op)lax pullbacks can be described as weighted colimits for a simple weight: the (op)lax pullback
A ×laxC ×B is the limit of the diagram A → C,B → C of ∞-categories corresponding to a functor
F ∶ {0,1}▷ → Cat∞ weighted with respect to the functor H ∶ {0,1}▷ → Cat∞ corresponding to the
diagram {0} ⊂ [1] ⊃ {1}, where we view F and H as functors enriched in Cat∞. Similarly, the oplax
(co)limit of a functor J → C of (∞,2)-categories, studied in [7] for J an ∞-category, is the colimit
weighted with respect to a Cat∞-enriched weight on J that assigns to any object Z of J an (op)lax
version of the slice ∞-category JZ/.

In this work we build a theory of weighted colimits and limits that extends the classical theory of
weighted (colimits) from enriched category theory to enriched∞-category theory. Among many other
we prove the following key results:

(1) We prove an existence result of weighted colimits that splits the existence of weighted colimits
in the existence of conical colimits and tensors (Proposition 3.63).

(2) We prove that enriched left adjoints preserve weighted colimits, enriched right adjoints preserve
weighted limits (Proposition 3.55) and the enriched Yoneda-embedding preserves weighted
limits (Corollary 3.66).

(3) We characterize the V-enriched ∞-category of V-enriched presheaves on a small V-enriched
∞-category as the free cocompletion under small weighted colimits (Corollary 3.67).

(4) We study enriched (co)ends as examples of weighted (co)limits and prove that arbitrary
weighted (co)limits can be constructed from tensors and weighted (co)ends (Theorem 3.38).

(5) We study enriched functoriality of weighted colimits in the weight and the enriched functor
(Proposition 3.23, Corollary 3.42).

(6) We prove a Bousfield-Kan formula for weighted colimits that computes weighted colimits as
a geometric realization of colimits indexed by spaces (Proposition 3.43).

(7) We prove that weighted colimits in enriched ∞-categories of enriched functors are formed
object-wise (Theorem 3.94).
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(8) We characterize presentably V-tensored ∞-categories as V-presentable ∞-categories, an en-
riched analogon of presentability expressed via weighted colimits (Theorem 5.12).

(9) We develop a framework of universally adjoining weighted colimits to an enriched ∞-category
(Proposition 3.85).

(10) We study absolute weighted colimits, those which are preserved by any V-enriched functor,
and construct the Cauchy-completion by universally adjoining absolute weighted colimits to
an enriched ∞-category (Notation 5.48, Proposition 5.54).

To prove these results we use a theory of bi-enriched ∞-categories of [9] that extends enriched ∞-
category theory and is especially useful to describe enrichment on ∞-categories of enriched functors,
which is for example essential to prove (7). Consequently, we develop our theory of weighted colimits in
the more general framework of bi-enriched ∞-categories. However, our definition of weighted colimits
specializes to the definition of weighted colimits for enriched ∞-categories of [15, § 6] (Remark 3.22).

We use the technique of universally adjoining weighted colimits to an enriched ∞-category (9) to
construct a tensor product for V-enriched ∞-categories that admit weighted colimits for a fixed set of
weights:

Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 4.42 (1)) Let V be a presentably Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category for 0 ≤ k ≤ ∞
and H a set of small V-weights. There is a presentably Ek-monoidal structure on the ∞-category

EnrV(H)

of small V-enriched ∞-categories having H-weighted colimits and V-enriched functors preserving H-
weighted colimits. For every C,D ∈ EnrV(H) the internal hom is the V-enriched ∞-category of V-
enriched functors C →D preserving H-weighted colimits.

Specializing Theorem 1.1 to (op)lax colimits and (op)lax pushouts we obtain the following corol-
laries:

Corollary 1.2. Let K be a set of (∞,2)-categories. There is a presentably symmetric monoidal
structure on the ∞-category

Cat
(op)lax

(∞,2)
(K)

of (∞,2)-categories having K-indexed (op)lax colimits and functors preserving K-indexed (op)lax col-
imits.

Corollary 1.3. There is a presentably symmetric monoidal structure on the ∞-category

Cat
push,(op)lax

(∞,2)

of (∞,2)-categories having (op)lax pushouts and functors preserving (op)lax pushouts.

In Theorem 1.1 the condition of smallness on a V-enriched ∞-category is crucial: there is no tensor
product of not necessarily small V-enriched ∞-categories having H-weighted colimits. The reason is
already visible for enrichment in the cartesian monoidal ∞-category S of small spaces: there is no
tensor product on the ∞-category of not necessarily small S-enriched, i.e. locally small, ∞-categories
having small colimits and functors preserving small colimits since any such tensor product destroys
local smallness. The remedy is to consider presentable ∞-categories, which are locally small and
to which the tensor product restricts, or to consider locally large ∞-categories having small colimits
whose very large∞-category carries a closed symmetric monoidal structure. A locally large∞-category
may be viewed as an ∞-category enriched in the ∞-category of large spaces, which arises from the
∞-category of small spaces S by formally adding large filtered colimits. In analogy we may think
of a locally large V-enriched ∞-category as an ∞-category enriched in the formal completion of V
under large filtered colimits. Lurie [16, Definition 4.2.1.25.] introduces for every monoidal∞-category
V a notion of ∞-category pseudo-enriched in V, which we identify with an ∞-category enriched in
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the ∞-category of presheaves on V equipped with Day-convolution [9, Corollary 4.31.]. Similarly, in
[9, Definition 3.28.] we introduce for every monoidal ∞-category V compatible with small colimits
a notion of ∞-category quasi-enriched in V, which we identify with an ∞-category enriched in the
∞-category of presheaves on V preserving small limits, a model for the formal completion of V under
large filtered colimits. Consequently, we may view an∞-category quasi-enriched in V as a locally large
V-enriched ∞-category. We prove analogues of Theorem 1.1 for quasi-enriched and pseudo-enriched
∞-categories:

Theorem 1.4. (Theorem 4.42 (2) and (3)) Let 0 ≤ k ≤ ∞.

(1) Let V be an Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits and H a collection of
not necessarily small V-weights. There is a closed Ek-monoidal structure on the ∞-category

QEnrV(H)

of not necessarily small ∞-categories quasi-enriched in V having H-weighted colimits and V-
enriched functors preserving H-weighted colimits.

(2) Let V be a small Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category and H a set of small V-weights. There is a
presentably Ek-monoidal structure on the ∞-category

PEnrV(H)

of small ∞-categories pseudo-enriched in V having H-weighted colimits and V-enriched func-
tors preserving H-weighted colimits.

For H the collection of all small V-weights the ∞-category QEnrV(H) is the ∞-category QEnrccV
of large ∞-categories quasi-enriched in V that admit small weighted colimits, which by Theorem 1.4
admits a closed Ek-monoidal structure. We identify QEnrccV with the ∞-category LModV(Catcc∞) of
∞-categories left tensored over V compatible with small colimits (Remark 5.4). For general set H

of V-weights the tensor product on QEnrV(H) interpolates between the relative tensor product on
LModV(Catcc∞) ≃ QEnrccV and a tensor product of ∞-categories quasi-enriched in V: the inclusion
∅ ⊂H ⊂ {small V−weights} gives lax Ek-monoidal inclusions

LModV(Catcc∞) ⊂ QEnrV(H) ⊂ QEnrV = QEnrV(∅).
The Ek-monoidal left adjoint of the inclusion LModV(Catcc∞) ⊂ QEnrV sends any small V-enriched
∞-category C to the presentably left tensored ∞-category PV(C) of V-enriched presheaves on C and

so restricts to an Ek-monoidal functor EnrV → LModV(PrL) to the ∞-category of ∞-categories pre-
sentably left tensored over V. This way we obtain the following corollary, which connects the higher
algebra of V-enriched ∞-categories with the considerably more tractable higher algebra in the ∞-
category PrL of presentable ∞-categories:

Corollary 1.5. (Corollary 5.5) Let V be a presentably Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category for 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞. The
functor

PV ∶ EnrV → LModV(PrL)
of V-enriched presheaves is an Ek-monoidal functor, where the left hand side carries the tensor product
of V-enriched ∞-categories and the right hand side carries the relative tensor product.

By Corollary 1.5 the functor of V-enriched presheaves is Ek-monoidal and so preserves Ek-algebras.
As a consequence the V-enriched∞-category of V-enriched presheaves on any Ek-monoidal V-enriched
∞-category is an Ek-algebra in LModV(PrL) and the V-enriched Yoneda-embedding is Ek-monoidal.
In particular, for k = ∞ the V-enriched∞-category of V-enriched presheaves on a symmetric monoidal
V-enriched∞-category is a V-algebra in PrL, i.e. a presentably symmetric monoidal∞-category under
V. Hinich [15, Proposition 8.4.3.] constructs for every Ek+1-monoidal∞-category V an Ek-monoidal V-
enriched Yoneda-embedding, which satisfies the Ek-monoidal version of free cocompletion and therefore
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is canonically equivalent to our construction of Ek-monoidal V-enriched Yoneda-embedding. This gives
an affirmative answer to a question of [3, Question 1.6.].

We combine Corollary 1.5 with the following theorem to construct a V-enriched version of Day-
convolution: Lurie [16, Proposition 4.8.1.17.] gives an explicite formula for the tensor product of
presentable ∞-categories by proving that for every presentable ∞-categories C,D there is a canonical
equivalence

C⊗D ≃ FunR(Cop,D),
where the right hand side is the ∞-category of right adjoint functors Cop to D. We prove an enriched
version of Lurie’s result:

Theorem 1.6. (Theorem 5.8, Corollary 5.25) Let V be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category,

B ∈ EnrV and C,D ∈ LModV(PrL). There are canonical V-enriched equivalences

C⊗V D ≃ EnrFunR
V(C

op,D),

PV(B) ⊗V D ≃ EnrFunV(Bop,D),
where the right hand side is the V-enriched ∞-category of right adjoint V-enriched functors Cop to D.

Using that E∞-algebras in LModV(PrL) are V-algebras in PrL we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 1.7. (Corollary 5.31) Let V be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category, C a small

symmetric monoidal V-enriched ∞-category and D a V-algebra in PrL. Then EnrFunV(Cop,D) carries
the structure of a V-algebra in PrL.

We use Corollary 1.7 to characterize the relative tensor product for ∞-categories presentably left
tensored over V as a V-enriched localization of the V-enriched ∞-category of V-enriched presheaves.
For that we characterize ∞-categories presentably left tensored over V as V-enriched presentable ∞-
categories: for any small regular cardinal κ a V-enriched ∞-category M is V-enriched κ-presentable
(Definition 5.11) if it admits small weighted colimits and every object of M is a small κ-filtered conical
colimit of V-enriched κ-compact objects of M, where an object X of M is V-enriched κ-compact if
the morphism object functor MorM(X,−) ∶ M → V preserves small κ-filtered conical colimits. We
characterize V-enriched κ-presentable ∞-categories:

Theorem 1.8. (Theorem 5.12) Let τ ≤ κ be small regular cardinals, V a τ-compactly generated
monoidal ∞-category and M a V-enriched ∞-category. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The V-enriched ∞-category M is V-enriched κ-presentable.
(2) The V-enriched ∞-category M is a κ-compactly generated left tensored ∞-category.
(3) There is a small V-enriched ∞-category N and a κ-accessible V-enriched localization M ⇄

PV(N).

We use Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 1.8 to deduce the following corollary:

Corollary 1.9. (Theorem 5.8) Let V be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category and M,N

presentably left tensored ∞-categories. By Theorem 1.8 there are accessible V-enriched localizations
PV(C)⇄M,PV(D)⇄ N. There is an accessible V-enriched localization

PV(C⊗D)→M⊗V N.

Blumberg-Gepner-Tabuada [4] develop algebraic K-theory of stable ∞-categories and characterize
algebraic K-theory by an universal property. In analogy [19] characterize secondary algebraic K-theory
by a universal property based on the notion of 2-stable (∞,2)-category: secondary algebraic K-theory
is a categorification of algebraic K-theory that instead of the stable ∞-category of module spectra
ModR over a ring R uses the ∞-category Mod2R of small (Cauchy-complete) stable ∞-categories left
tensored over ModR, thought of as secondary R-modules. Like ModR is the prime example of a stable
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∞-category, Mod2R is the prime example of a 2-stable (∞,2)-category. An ∞-category is stable if
it admits a zero object, pushouts and pullbacks and a commutative square is a pushout square if
and only if it is a pullback square. The (∞,2)-category of small stable ∞-categories is a 2-stable
(∞,2)-category in the following sense: it is enriched in stable ∞-categories (via its canonical Cat∞-
enrichment) and it is a preadditive (∞,2)-category: it admits a zero object in the enriched sense
and conical finite coproducts and products and such agree via the canonical map. More generally,
we inductively define (Cauchy-complete) n-stable (∞,n)-categories for every n ≥ 1 as those (Cauchy-
complete) preadditive (∞,n)-categories that are enriched in (Cauchy-complete) n-1-stable (∞,n− 1)-
categories. We prove that the (∞,n + 1)-category Catex(∞,n) of small stable (∞,n)-categories is n + 1-
stable and the (∞,n+1)-category Catex,∧

(∞,n)
of small Cauchy-complete stable (∞,n)-categories is Cauchy

complete and n + 1-stable (Corollary 5.84). We use Theorem 1.1 to construct a tensor product for
n-stable (∞,n)-categories generalizing the tensor product of stable ∞-categories:

Corollary 1.10. (Corollary 5.86) Let n ≥ 0. There are canonical presentably symmetric monoidal
structures on the ∞-categories

Catex(∞,n),Cat
ex,∧
(∞,n)

.

1.1. Notation and terminology. We fix a hierarchy of Grothendieck universes whose objects we
call small, large, very large, etc. We call a space small, large, etc. if its set of path components and
its homotopy groups are for any choice of base point. We call an ∞-category small, large, etc. if its
maximal subspace and all its mapping spaces are.

We write

● Set for the category of small sets.
● ∆ for (a skeleton of) the category of finite, non-empty, partially ordered sets and order pre-
serving maps, whose objects we denote by [n] = {0 < ... < n} for n ≥ 0.
● S for the ∞-category of small spaces.
● Cat∞ for the ∞-category of small ∞-categories.
● Cat

cc
∞ for the∞-category of large∞-categories with small colimits and small colimits preserving

functors.

We often indicate ∞-categories of large objects by (̂−), for example we write Ŝ, Ĉat∞ for the ∞-
categories of large spaces, ∞-categories.

For any ∞-category C containing objects A,B we write

● C(A,B) for the space of maps A→ B in C,
● C/A for the ∞-category of objects over A,
● Ho(C) for its homotopy category,
● C◁,C▷ for the ∞-category arising from C by adding an initial, final object, respectively,
● C≃ for the maximal subspace in C.

Note that Ho(Cat∞) is cartesian closed and for small ∞-categories C,D we write Fun(C,D) for the
internal hom, the ∞-category of functors C→D.

We often call a fully faithful functor C→D an embedding. We call a functor φ ∶ C→D an inclusion
(of a subcategory) if one of the following equivalent conditions holds:

● For any ∞-category B the induced map Cat∞(B,C) → Cat∞(B,D) is an embedding.
● The functor φ ∶ C → D induces an embedding on maximal subspaces and on all mapping
spaces.

Let S be an∞-category and E ⊂ Fun([1],S) a full subcategory. We call a functor X→ S a cocartesian
fibration relative to E if for every morphism [1]→ S that belongs to E the pullback [1] ×SX→ [1] is a
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cocartesian fibration whose cocartesian morphisms are preserved by the projection [1] ×S X→ X. We
call a functor X→ Y over S a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E if it preserves cocartesian lifts
of morphisms of E. We write CatE∞/S ⊂ Cat∞/S for the subcategory of cocartesian fibrations relative to
E and maps of such.

Acknowledgements. We thank David Gepner and Markus Spitzweck for helpful discussions.

2. Enriched ∞-categories

In this section we recall the theory of enriched∞-categories of [10] and further develope this theory
for our needs.

2.1. ∞-operads. To define enriched∞-categories we first need to introduce non-symmetric∞-operads
[6, Definition 2.2.6.], [10, Definition 2.16.].

Notation 2.1. Let Ass ∶= ∆op be the category of finite non-empty totally ordered sets and order
preserving maps. We call a map [n]→ [m] in Ass

● inert if it corresponds to a map of ∆ of the form [m] ≃ {i, i + 1, ..., i +m} ⊂ [n] for some i ≥ 0.
● active if it corresponds to a map of ∆, which preserves the minimum and maximum.

For every n ≥ 0 there are n inert morphisms [n]→ [1], where the i-th inert morphism [n]→ [1] for
1 ≤ i ≤ n corresponds to the map [1] ≃ {i − 1, i} ⊂ [n].
Definition 2.2. A (non-symmetric) ∞-operad is a cocartesian fibration φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass relative to the
collection of inert morphisms such that the following conditions hold, where we set V ∶= V⊗

[1]
∶

(1) For every n ≥ 0 the family of n inert morphisms [n] → [1] of Ass induces an equivalence
V⊗
[n]
→ V×n.

(2) For every Y,X ∈ V⊗ lying over [m], [n] ∈ Ass the family X → Xj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n of φ-cocartesian
lifts of the inert morphisms [n] → [1] induces a pullback square

V⊗(Y,X)

��

// ∏1≤j≤nV
⊗(Y,Xj)

��

Ass([m], [n]) // ∏1≤j≤nAss([m], [1]).

Definition 2.3. A monoidal ∞-category is an ∞-operad φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass such that φ is a cocartesian
fibration.

Remark 2.4. A cocartesian fibration φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass is a monoidal ∞-category if and only if the first
condition of Definition 2.2 holds. The second condition is automatic if φ is a cocartesian fibration [10,
Remark 2.17.].

Notation 2.5. For every∞-operad φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass we set V ∶= V⊗
[1]

and call V the underlying∞-category.

Notation 2.6. Let V⊗ → Ass be an ∞-operad and V1, ...,Vn,W ∈ V for n ≥ 0. Let
MulV(V1, ...,Vn;W)

be the full subspace of V⊗(V,W) spanned by the morphisms V → W in V⊗ lying over the active
morphism [1]→ [n] in ∆, where V ∈ V⊗

[n]
≃ V×n corresponds to (V1, ...,Vn).

Definition 2.7. (1) An ∞-operad φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass is locally small if the mapping spaces of V⊗ are
small.

(2) An ∞-operad φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass is small if it is locally small and V is small.
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Remark 2.8. By the first axiom of Definition 2.2 an ∞-operad V⊗ → Ass is small if and only if V⊗ is
small. An ∞-operad V⊗ → Ass is locally small if and only if the multi-morphism spaces of V⊗ → Ass
are small. So an ∞-operad V⊗ → Ass is small if and only if V is small and the multi-morphism spaces
of V⊗ → Ass are small.

Notation 2.9. For every monoidal ∞-category V⊗ → Ass we write ⊗ ∶ V ×V ≃ V⊗
[2]
→ V⊗

[1]
= V for the

functor induced by the active map [1]→ [2] in ∆.

Definition 2.10. Let K ⊂ Cat∞ be a full subcategory. An ∞-operad V⊗ → Ass is compatible with
K-indexed colimits if V admits K-indexed colimits and for every V1, ...,Vn,V ∈ V for n ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n
the presheaf MulV(V1, ..,Vi,−,Vi+1, ...,Vn;V) on V preserves K-indexed limits.

Remark 2.11. A monoidal ∞-category V⊗ → Ass is compatible with K-indexed colimits if it is
compatible with K-indexed colimits as an ∞-operad, i.e. V admits K-indexed colimits and such are
preserved by the tensor product component-wise.

Definition 2.12. A monoidal ∞-category V⊗ → Ass is

(1) closed if the tensor product ⊗ ∶ V ×V→ V is left adjoint component-wise.
(2) presentably if V is presentable and (1) holds.
(3) κ-compactly generated for a regular cardinal κ if it is compatible with small colimits, V is κ-

compactly generated and the monoidal structure of V restricts to the full subcategory Vκ ⊂ V
of κ-compact objects.

Remark 2.13. By [8, Proposition 7.15.] every presentably monoidal ∞-category is κ-compactly
generated for some regular cardinal κ.

We also consider maps of ∞-operads:

Definition 2.14. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads. A map of ∞-operads V⊗ →W⊗ is a map
of cocartesian fibrations V⊗ →W⊗ relative to the collection of inert morphisms of Ass.

Definition 2.15. A map of ∞-operads V⊗ →W⊗ is an embedding if it is fully faithful.

Definition 2.16. Let V⊗ → Ek,W
⊗
→ Ass be monoidal ∞-categories.

● A lax monoidal functor V⊗ →W⊗ is a map of ∞-operads V⊗ →W⊗.
● A monoidal functor V⊗ →W⊗ is a map of cocartesian fibrations V⊗ →W⊗ over Ass.

Notation 2.17. We fix the following notation:

● Let Op∞ ⊂ Cat∞/Ass be the subcategory of ∞-operads and maps of ∞-operads.
● Let Mon ⊂ Op∞ be the subcategory of monoidal ∞-categories and monoidal functors.

● Let PrMon ⊂ M̂on be the subcategory of monoidal∞-categories compatible with small colimits
and monoidal functors preserving small colimits.

Notation 2.18. For every ∞-operads V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass let

AlgV(W) ⊂ FunAss(V⊗,W⊗)

be the full subcategory of maps of ∞-operads. If V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass are monoidal ∞-categories, let

Fun⊗,L(V,W) ⊂ Fun⊗(V,W) ⊂ AlgV(W)
be the full subcategories of monoidal functors (that induce on underlying ∞-categories a left adjoint).

Definition 2.19. An ∞-operad V⊗ → Ass admits a tensor unit if the functor MulV(∅;−) ∶ V → S is
corepresentable. We call the corepresenting object the tensor unit of V and write 1V for it.
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Remark 2.20. Let φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass be an∞-operad that admits a tensor unit and for every n ≥ 1,1 ≤ j ≤ n
let (Vj

i)
mj

i=1 be a family in V⊗, where mj ≥ 0. By the axioms of an ∞-operad there is a morphism

(Vj
i)

m1

i=1,∅, (V
j
i)

m2

i=1,∅, (V
j
i)

m3

i=1, ...,∅, (V
j
i)

mn

i=1 → (V
j
i)

m1

i=1,1V, (Vj
i)

m2

i=1,1V, (Vj
i)

m3

i=1, ...,1V, (Vj
i)

mn

i=1

in V⊗, which is φ-cocartesian by [10, Lemma 2.24.] since the morphism ∅→ 1 is φ-cocartesian.

Lemma 2.21. Let φ ∶ V⊗ → Ass be an ∞-operad that admits a tensor unit. The ∞-category Alg(V)
admits an initial object. An associative algebra in V is initial if and only if it preserves the tensor
unit as a map Ass→ V⊗.

Proof. A map A → B in Alg(V) is an equivalence if A,B preserve the tensor unit since the induced
map A([1]) → B([1]) in V⊗ is a map under ∅ ≃ A([0]) ≃ B([0]). Thus it is enough to prove that the
functor ρ ∶ Alg(V)→ V⊗

[0]
restricting along the embedding [0] ⊂ Ass admits a fully faithful left adjoint

that sends ∅ to an algebra preserving the tensor unit. By [17, Lemma 4.3.2.13., Proposition 4.3.2.17.]
the functor ρ has a fully faithful left adjoint if for any n ≥ 0 the functor λ ∶ {[0]}×AssAss/[n] → V⊗

[0]
⊂ V⊗

admits a φ-colimit and the left adjoint sends ∅ ∈ V⊗
[0]

to the algebra Z in V that maps [n] ∈ Ass to

the φ-colimit of λ. Since {[0]} ×Ass Ass/[n] is contractible, a φ-colimit of λ is a φ-cocartesian lift of
the map [0] → [n] in Ass, which exists by Remark 2.20. The algebra Z in V sends [1] ∈ Ass to the
φ-cocartesian lift ∅→ 1V of the map [0]→ [1] in Ass. So Z preserves the tensor unit.

�

Via Lemma 2.21 we can make the following definition:

Notation 2.22. Let n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and V⊗i → Ass be ∞-operads such that for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ i the
∞-operad V⊗j → Ass admits a tensor unit. Let τi ∶ V⊗i → V⊗1 ×Ass ... ×Ass V

⊗
n be the map of ∞-operads

that is the identity on the i-th factor and the constant map V⊗i → Ass→ V⊗j preserving the tensor unit
on the j-th factor for j ≠ i, where we use Lemma 2.21.

Notation 2.23. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and C a small ∞-category. Let Indκ(C) ⊂ P(C) be
the full subcategory generated by C under small κ-filtered colimits.

Example 2.24. For κ = ∅ we find that Ind∅(C) = P(C).
Remark 2.25. By [16, Corollary 5.3.5.4.] for every small ∞-category C that admits κ-small colimits
the full subcategory Indκ(C) ⊂ P(C) precisely consists of the functors Cop

→ S preserving κ-small
limits. Thus Indκ(C) is a κ-accessible localization with respect to the set of maps {colim(y ○ H) →
y(colim(H)) ∣ H ∶ K → C, K κ-small}, where y ∶ C ⊂ P(C) is the Yoneda-embedding. Hence Indκ(C) is
a presentable ∞-category.

The next proposition follows from [10, Corollary 8.31.]:

Proposition 2.26. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and V⊗ → Ass a small monoidal ∞-category.

(1) There is a monoidal ∞-category Indκ(V)⊗ → Ass compatible with small κ-filtered colimits and
a monoidal embedding V⊗ → Indκ(V)⊗ inducing the embedding V→ Indκ(V).

(2) For every monoidal ∞-category W⊗ → Ass compatible with small κ-filtered colimits the functor

AlgIndκ(V)(W)→ AlgV(W)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory Algκ−filIndκ(V)(W) of maps of
∞-operads preserving small κ-filtered colimits. Thus the following functor is an equivalence:

Algκ−filIndκ(V)(W) → AlgV(W).

(3) If V admits κ-small colimits, the latter equivalence restricts to an equivalence

AlgLIndκ(V)(W) → AlgκV(W).
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In the later sections we will also use symmetric ∞-operads.

Notation 2.27. We write Comm for the category of finite pointed sets. We write finite pointed sets
as ⟨n⟩ ∶= {∗,1, ...,n} for n ≥ 0, where ∗ is the base point.

Notation 2.28. We call a map θ of pointed finite sets ⟨n⟩ → ⟨m⟩
● inert if for every 1 ≤ i ≤m the fiber of θ over i consists precisely of one element.
● active if it sends only the base point to the base point.

Remark 2.29. For every n ≥ 0 there are n inert morphisms ⟨n⟩→ ⟨1⟩, where the i-th inert morphism
⟨n⟩→ ⟨1⟩ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n sends i to 1.

Definition 2.30. A symmetric ∞-operad is a cocartesian fibration V⊠ → Comm relative to the
collection of inert morphisms that satisfies the analogous conditions like in Definition 2.2, where
[n], [m] are replaced by ⟨n⟩, ⟨m⟩. A symmetric monoidal ∞-category is a symmetric ∞-operad V⊠ →

Comm that is also a cocartesian fibration.

Remark 2.31. A cocartesian fibration V⊠ → Comm is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category if and only
if it satisfies the analogue of condition (1) of Definition 2.2, condition (2) is automatic for cocartesian
fibrations like in Remark 2.4.

Notation 2.32. By [16, Construction 4.1.2.9.] there is a canonical functor θ ∶ Ass → Comm, [n] ↦ ⟨n⟩
and we write V⊗ → Ass for the pullback of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category V⊠ → Comm along θ,
which is a monoidal ∞-category that we call the underlying monoidal ∞-category. We define maps of
symmetric ∞-operads and (lax) symmetric monoidal functors analogously as in Notation 2.18.

Example 2.33. By [16, Proposition 5.1.0.3.] for every n ≥ 0 there is a symmetric ∞-operad En →

Comm, the n-th little disk operad. For n = 1 the E1-operad is the symmetrization of the non-symmetric
∞-operad Ass. For n = ∞ there is an equivalence between Comm-algebras and Comm-algebras [16,
Theorem 5.1.2.2]. E0-algebras are precisely objects equipped with a map from the tensor unit.

2.2. Weakly enriched ∞-categories. To define enriched ∞-categories we first introduce weakly
enriched ∞-categories following [10], which there were called weakly tensored ∞-categories.

Definition 2.34. A morphism in Ass preserves the minimum (maximum) if it corresponds to a map
[m]→ [n] in ∆ sending 0 to 0 (sending m to n).

The next definition is [10, Definition 3.3.]:

Definition 2.35. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads. An ∞-category weakly bi-enriched in
V,W is a map φ = (φ1, φ2) ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ of cocartesian fibrations relative to the collection of inert
morphisms of Ass×Ass whose first component preserves the maximum and whose second component
preserves the minimum such that the following conditions hold:

(1) for every n,m ≥ 0 the map [0] ≃ {n} ⊂ [n] in the first component and the map [0] ≃ {0} ⊂ [m]
in the second component induce an equivalence

θ ∶M⊛[n][m] → V
⊗
[n] ×M

⊛
[0][0] ×W

⊗
[m],

(2) for every X,Y ∈M⊛ lying over ([m′], [n′]), ([m], [n]) ∈ Ass ×Ass the cocartesian lift Y → Y′

of the map [0] ≃ {m} ⊂ [m] and [0] ≃ {0} ⊂ [n] induces a pullback square

M⊛(X,Y)

��

// M⊛(X,Y′)

��

V⊗(φ1(X), φ1(Y)) ×W⊗(φ2(X), φ2(Y)) // V⊗(φ1(X), φ1(Y′)) ×W⊗(φ2(X), φ2(Y′)).
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Notation 2.36. For every weakly bi-enriched ∞-category φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ we call M ∶=M⊛
[0][0]

the

underlying ∞-category of φ and say that φ exhibits M as weakly bi-enriched in V,W.

Example 2.37. Let V⊗ → Ass be an∞-operad. We write V⊛ → Ass×Ass for the pullback of V⊗ → Ass
along the functor Ass × Ass → Ass, ([n], [m]) ↦ [n] ∗ [m]. The two functors Ass × Ass × [1] → Ass
corresponding to the natural transformations (−) ∗ ∅ → (−) ∗ (−), ∅ ∗ (−) → (−) ∗ (−) send the
morphism id[n],[m],0 → 1 to an inert one and so give rise to functors V⊛ → V⊗ ×Ass, V⊛ → Ass × V⊗

over Ass ×Ass. The resulting functor V⊛ → V⊗ ×V⊗ is an ∞-category weakly bi-enriched in V,V.

Example 2.38. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched∞-category and N ⊂M a full subcategory.
Let N⊛ ⊂M⊛ be the full subcategory spanned by all objects of M⊛ lying over some (V,W) ∈ V⊗ ×W⊗
corresponding some object of N ⊂ M. The restriction N⊛ ⊂ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a weakly bi-enriched
∞-category, whose underlying ∞-category is N. We call N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ the full weakly bi-enriched
subcategory of M⊛ spanned by N.

Notation 2.39. Let ∅⊗ ⊂ Ass be the full subcategory spanned by [0] ∈ Ass. Then ∅⊗ is contractible
and ∅⊗ ⊂ Ass is an ∞-operad that is the initial ∞-operad.

Definition 2.40. An ∞-category weakly left enriched in V is an ∞-category weakly bi-enriched in
V,∅. An ∞-category weakly right enriched in V is an ∞-category weakly bi-enriched in ∅,V.

Notation 2.41. (Multi-morphism spaces) Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category
and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V, X,Y ∈M,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for some n,m ≥ 0. Let

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y)

be the full subspace of M⊛(Z,Y) spanned by the morphisms Z → Y in M⊛ lying over the map
[0] ≃ {0} ⊂ [n], [0] ≃ {m} ⊂ [m] in ∆ × ∆, where Z ∈ M⊛

[n],[m]
≃ V×n ×M ×W×m corresponds to

(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm).

Remark 2.42. For every ∞-operad V⊗ → Ass the projection M⊛ ∶= V⊛ → V⊗ gives rise to an
embedding V⊛(Z,Y)→ V⊗(Z,Y) that restricts to an equivalence

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) ≃MulV(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y).

Definition 2.43. Let φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) We call φ locally small if the ∞-categories V⊗,W⊗,M⊛ are locally small.
(2) We call φ small if φ is locally small and M is small.
(3) We call φ totally small if φ is small and V,W are small.

Remark 2.44. Let φ ∶ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. The first axiom of
Definition 2.35 implies that φ is totally small if and only if M⊛,V⊗,W⊗ are small. Remark 2.8 and
the axioms of Definition 2.35 imply that φ is locally small if and only if the multi-morphism spaces
(Notation 2.41) of V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass, φ are small. So φ is small if and only if M is small and the
multi-morphism spaces of V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass, φ are small.

Next we define tensored ∞-categories.

Definition 2.45. Let φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) We say that φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as left tensored over V if V⊗ → Ass is a monoidal
∞-category and φ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over Ass via projection to the first factor.

(2) We say that φ ∶ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as right tensored over W if W⊗ → Ass is a
monoidal ∞-category and φ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over Ass via projection to the
second factor.

(3) We say that φ ∶ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as bitensored over V,W if φ exhibits M as left
tensored over V and right tensored over W.
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Remark 2.46. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories and φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a map of
cocartesian fibrations over Ass ×Ass. Then φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as bitensored over V,W if
and only if condition (1) of Definition 2.35 holds. Condition (2) is then automatic.

Example 2.47. Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a (weakly) left tensored∞-category and N⊛ →W⊗ a (weakly) right
tensored ∞-category. The functor M⊛ ×N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a (weakly) bitensored ∞-category.

Definition 2.48. Let κ be a small regular cardinal.

(1) A left tensored ∞-category φ ∶ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is compatible with κ-small colimits if V⊗ →
Ass is compatible with κ-small colimits, M admits κ-small colimits, for every V ∈ V,X ∈ M
the functors (−) ⊗ X ∶ V → M,V ⊗ (−) ∶ M → M preserve κ-small colimits and for every
W1, ...,Wm ∈W for m ≥ 0 and Y ∈M the functor MulM(−,W1, ...,Wm;Y) ∶Mop

→ S preserves
κ-small limits.

(2) A right tensored∞-category φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ is compatible with κ-small colimits ifW⊗ → Ass
is compatible with κ-small colimits, M admits κ-small colimits, for every W ∈ W,X ∈ M

the functors X ⊗ (−) ∶ W → M, (−) ⊗W ∶ M → M preserve κ-small colimits and for every
V1, ...,Vn ∈ V for n ≥ 0 and Y ∈ M the functor MulM(V1, ...,Vn,−;Y) ∶ Mop

→ S preserves
κ-small limits.

(3) A bitensored ∞-category is compatible with κ-small colimits if it is a left and right tensored
∞-category compatible with κ-small colimits, i.e. V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass are compatible with
κ-small colimits, M admits κ-small colimits and for every V ∈ V,W ∈W,X ∈M the functors
(−) ⊗X ∶ V→M,X⊗ (−) ∶W →M,V ⊗ (−), (−) ⊗W ∶M→M preserve κ-small colimits.

Definition 2.49. Let κ be a small regular cardinal.

(1) A presentably left tensored ∞-category is a left tensored ∞-category φ ∶ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

compatible with small colimits such that V,M are presentable.
(2) A presentably right tensored ∞-category is a right tensored ∞-category φ ∶ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

compatible with small colimits such that M,W are presentable.
(3) A presentably bitensored ∞-category is a presentably left tensored and presentably right

tensored ∞-category.
(4) A left tensored ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is κ-compactly generated if V⊗ → Ass and M are

κ-compactly generated and the left V-action on M restricts to a left Vκ-action on Mκ.
(5) A right tensored∞-category M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ is κ-compactly generated if W⊗ → Ass and M are

κ-compactly generated and the right W-action on M restricts to a right Wκ-action on Mκ.
(6) A bitensored ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is κ-compactly generated if the left V-action and

right W-action are κ-compactly generated.

Remark 2.50. By [8, Proposition 7.15.] every presentably left tensored, right tensored, bitensored
∞-category, respectively, is κ-compactly generated for some regular cardinal κ.

In the following we generalize the notions of left, right and bitensored ∞-categories by introducing
the notions of tensors.

Definition 2.51. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched∞-category and V ∈ V,W ∈W,X,Y ∈M.

(1) A multi-morphism ψ ∈MulM(V,X;Y) exhibits Y as the left tensor of V,X, denoted by V⊗X, if
for every Z ∈M,V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the following map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Y,W1, ...,Wm; Z) →MulM(V1, ...,Vn,V,X,W1 , ...,Wm; Z).

(2) A multi-morphism ψ ∈ MulM(X,W;Y) exhibits Y as the right tensor of X,W, denoted by
X⊗W, if for any Z ∈M,V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Y,W1, ...,Wm; Z)→MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W,W1, ...,Wm; Z).
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(3) A multi-morphism τ ∈MulM(V,Y;X) exhibits Y as the left cotensor of V,X, denoted by VX,
if for any Z ∈M,V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the following map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Z,W1, ...,Wm;Y) →MulM(V,V1, ...,Vn,Z,W1, ...,Wm;X).

(4) A multi-morphism τ ∈ MulM(Y,W;X) exhibits Y as the right cotensor of X,W, denoted by
XW, if for every Z ∈M,V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Z,W1, ...,Wm;Y) →MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Z,W1, ...,Wm,W;X).

Remark 2.52. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, V ∈ V,W ∈W and X ∈M. If
the respective left and right tensors exist, there is a canonical equivalence (V⊗X)⊗W ≃ V⊗(X⊗W).
In this case we refer to (V⊗X)⊗W ≃ V⊗(X⊗W) as the bitensor of V,X,W. Similarly, if the respective
left and right cotensors exist, there is a canonical equivalence (XV)W ≃ (XW)V and we refer to the
latter object as the bicotensor of V,X,W.

Definition 2.53. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits

● left (co)tensors if for every object V ∈ V,X ∈M there is a left (co)tensor of V and X.
● right (co)tensors if for every object W ∈W,X ∈M there is a right (co)tensor of X and W.

Example 2.54. Every weakly bi-enriched∞-category that is left, right, bitensored admits left tensors,
right tensors, left and right tensors, respectively.

Remark 2.55. Let φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits left and right
tensors. Then φ is a locally cocartesian fibration.

2.3. Enriched functors. Next we define maps of weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories. The next defini-
tion is [10, Definition 3.18., Definition 3.19.]:

Definition 2.56. Let α ∶ V⊗ → V′⊗, β ∶W⊗ →W′⊗ be maps of ∞-operads and φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗, φ′ ∶
M′⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories. An enriched functor φ → φ′ is a commutative
square of ∞-categories over Ass ×Ass

M⊛

φ

��

γ
// M′⊛

φ
′

��

V⊗ ×W⊗
α×β

// V′⊗ ×W′⊗

such that γ preserves cocartesian lifts of inert morphisms of Ass×Ass whose first component preserves
the maximum and whose second component preserves the minimum.

● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is an embedding if α,β, γ are fully faithful.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is left (right) linear if it preserves left (right) tensors.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is linear if it is left and right linear.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is left V-enriched if α is the identity.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is right W-enriched if β is the identity.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is V,W-enriched if it is left V-enriched and right W-enriched.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is left V-linear if it is left linear and left V-enriched.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is right W-linear if it is right linear and right W-enriched.
● An enriched functor φ→ φ′ is V,W-linear if it is left V-linear and rightW-linear (or equivalently
V,W-enriched and linear).

Notation 2.57. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories.

(1) Let

EnrFun(M,N) ⊂ (Fun(V⊗,V′⊗) ×Fun(W⊗,W′⊗)) ×Fun(M⊛,V′⊗×W′⊗) Fun(M⊛,N⊛)

be the full subcategory of enriched functors.
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(2) Let

LLinFun(M,N), RLinFun(M,N), LinFun(M,N) ⊂ EnrFun(M,N)
be the full subcategories of left linear, right linear, linear functors, respectively.

Notation 2.58. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories.

(1) Let

EnrFunV,W(M,N) ⊂ FunV⊗×W⊗(M⊛,N⊛)
be the full subcategory of V,W-enriched functors.

(2) Let

LLinFunV,W(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,W(M,N),
RLinFunV,W(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,W(M,N),
LinFunV,W(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,W(M,N)

be the full subcategories of left linear, right linear, linear V,W-enriched functors, respectively.
(3) Let

LinFunL
V,W(M,N) ⊂ LinFunV,W(M,N)

be the full subcategory of V,W-linear functors whose underlying functor admits a right adjoint.

Example 2.59. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and K an ∞-category.

● The functor K ×M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that exhibits K ×M as
weakly bi-enriched in V,W.

● The pullback (MK)⊛ ∶= V⊗ ×W⊗ ×Fun(K,V⊗×W⊗) Fun(K,M⊛) → V⊗ ×W⊗ along the diago-

nal functor V⊗ ×W⊗ → Fun(K,V⊗ ×W⊗) is a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that exhibits
Fun(K,M) as weakly bi-enriched in V,W.

Remark 2.60. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories and K an
∞-category. The canonical equivalences

Fun(K,FunV⊗×W⊗(M⊛,N⊛)) ≃ FunV⊗×W⊗(K ×M⊛,N⊛) ≃ FunV⊗×W⊗(M⊛, (NK)⊛)

restrict to equivalences

Fun(K,EnrFunV,W(M,N)) ≃ EnrFunV,W(K ×M,N) ≃ EnrFunV,W(M,NK).

We will often use the following proposition, which is [16, Proposition 4.2.4.2.]:

Proposition 2.61. For every bitensored ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ and ∞-category K the following
forgetful functor is an equivalence:

LinFunV,W(V ×K ×W,M)→ Fun(K,M).

Notation 2.62. Let

ωBEnr ⊂ (Op∞ ×Op∞) ×Cat∞/Ass×Ass
Fun([1],Cat∞/Ass×Ass)

be the subcategory of weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories.

Notation 2.63. Evaluation at the target restricts to a forgetful functor ωBEnr→ Op∞ ×Op∞ whose
fibers over ∞-operads V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass we denote by VωBEnrW.

Remark 2.64. There is a canonical equivalence

ωBEnr∅,∅ ≃ Cat∞, M⊛ → ∅⊗ × ∅⊗ ↦M
⊛

invserse to the functor K↦ ∅⊗ ×K × ∅⊗ ≃ K.
The next proposition is [10, Theorem 3.30.]:
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Proposition 2.65. The forgetful functor

γ ∶ ωBEnr→ Op∞ ×Op∞

is a cartesian fibration. Let ψ ∶ M⊛ → N⊛ be an enriched functor lying over maps of ∞-operads
α ∶ V⊗ → V′⊗, α′ ∶W⊗ →W′⊗. The map ψ is γ-cartesian if and only if the commutative square

M⊛

��

ψ
// N⊛

��

V⊗ ×V′⊗ α×α′
// W⊗ ×W′⊗

is a pullback square, in other words if ψ induces an equivalence M ≃ N and for every V1, ...,Vn ∈
V,X,Y ∈M,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the following canonical map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) →MulN(α(V1), ..., α(Vn), ψ(X), α′(W1), ..., α′(Wm);ψ(Y)).

Notation 2.66. The category Ass =∆op carries a canonical involution sending [n] to [n] and a map
f ∶ [n] → [m] to the map [n] → [m], i ↦ m − f(n − i). The involution on Ass induces an involution on
Cat∞/Ass that restricts to an involution (−)rev on Op∞ ⊂ Cat∞/Ass. Moreover the involution on Ass
induces an involution on Ass×Ass by applying the involution on Ass to each factor and switching the
factors, which induces an involution on (Cat∞/Ass ×Cat∞/Ass) ×Cat∞/Ass×Ass

Fun([1],Cat∞/Ass×Ass) that
restricts to involutions (−)rev on ωBEnr and BMod, under which LMod corresponds to RMod.

Remark 2.67. There is a canonical left action of Cat∞ on ωBEnr that sends K,M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ to
K ×M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗. The forgetful functor ωBEnr → Op∞ × Op∞ is Cat∞-linear, where the target
carries the trivial action. Thus for any small∞-operads V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass also the fiber VωBEnrW
carries a left Cat∞-action that acts the same. These actions are closed by Remark 2.60 and so exhibit
ωBEnr and VωBEnrW as left Cat∞-enriched, i.e. as (∞,2)-categories.

Notation 2.68. Let

LMod,RMod,BMod ⊂ ωBEnr
be the subcategories of left tensored, right tensored, bitensored ∞-categories and enriched functors
preserving left tensors, right tensors, left and right tensors, respectively.

Notation 2.69. Let

ccLMod ⊂ L̂Mod, ccRMod ⊂ R̂Mod, ccBMod ⊂ B̂Mod

be the subcategories of left tensored, right tensored, bitensored ∞-categories, respectively, compatible
with small colimits and left linear, right linear, linear functors, respectively, preserving small colimits.

The next proposition follows from [10, Corollary 8.31.]:

Proposition 2.70. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a totally small bitensored
∞-category.

(1) There is a bitensored ∞-category Indκ(M)⊛ → Indκ(V)⊗ × Indκ(W)⊗ compatible with small
κ-filtered colimits and a V,W-linear embedding M⊛ → V⊗ ×Indκ(V)⊗ Indκ(M)⊛ ×Indκ(W)⊗ W⊗

inducing the embedding M→ Indκ(M) on underlying ∞-categories.
(2) For every bitensored ∞-category N⊛ → Indκ(V)⊗ × Indκ(W)⊗ compatible with small κ-filtered

colimits the functor

EnrFunIndκ(V),Indκ(W)(Indκ(M),N)→ EnrFunV,W(M,N)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory

EnrFunκ−filIndκ(V),Indκ(W)
(Indκ(M),N)
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of enriched functors preserving small κ-filtered colimits. So the following is an equivalence:

EnrFunκ−filIndκ(V),Indκ(W)(Indκ(M),N) → EnrFunV,W(M,N).

(3) If M admits κ-small colimits, the latter equivalence restricts to an equivalence

EnrFunL
Indκ(V),Indκ(W)(Indκ(M),N) → EnrFunκV,W(M,N).

Notation 2.71. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. We set

P(V)⊗ ∶= Ind∅(V)⊗, P(M)⊛ ∶= Ind∅(M)⊛ → P(V)⊗ × P(W)⊗.

Next we define weakly enriched ∞-categories of enriched functors:

Lemma 2.72. Let C → T,T → S be functors such that C → T → S is a cocartesian fibration. The
functor (−) ×S C ∶ Cat∞/S → Cat∞/C → Cat∞/T admits a right adjoint that we denote by FunS

T(C,−).

Remark 2.73. For every functorsD → T and S′ → S there is a canonical equivalence S′×SFunST(C,D) ≃
FunS

′

S′×ST(S
′ ×S C,S′ ×S D) specifying the fibers of the functor FunS

T(C,D)→ S.

The next proposition is [10, Lemma 3.73.]:

Proposition 2.74. Let M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly left, weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories,

respectively. The functor FunW
⊗

V⊗×W⊗(M⊛ ×W⊗,N⊛)→W⊗ is a weakly right enriched ∞-category.

Notation 2.75. Let M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly left, weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories,
respectively. Let

EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ ⊂ FunW
⊗

V⊗×W⊗(M⊛ ×W⊗,N⊛) →W
⊗

be the full subcategory weakly right enriched in W spanned by

EnrFunV,∅(M,N) ⊂ FunV⊗(M⊛,N⊛[0]) ≃ FunW
⊗

V⊗×W⊗(M⊛ ×W⊗,N⊛)[0].

Notation 2.76. Let O⊛ → W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly right, weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories,
respectively. Let

EnrFun∅,W(O,N)⊛ ∶= (EnrFunW,∅(Orev,Nrev)rev)⊛ → V
⊗

be the weakly left V-enriched ∞-category.

The following proposition is [10, Proposition 3.78.]:

Proposition 2.77. Let M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ → W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly left, weakly right, weakly
bi-enriched ∞-categories, respectively. The canonical equivalence

FunW⊗(O⊛,FunW
⊗

V⊗×W⊗(M⊛ ×W⊗,N⊛)) ≃ FunV⊗×W⊗(M⊛ ×O⊗,N⊛)

restricts to an equivalence

EnrFun∅,W(O,EnrFunV,∅(M,N)) ≃ EnrFunV,W(M ×O,N).
The next remark is [9, Remark 5.13.].

Remark 2.78. Let M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N′⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly left, weakly bi-enriched ∞-
categories, respectively. For every V,W-enriched embedding N⊛ → N′⊛ the induced right W-enriched
functor EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ → EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)⊛ is an embedding.

Next we consider trivial weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories.

Definition 2.79. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads.

(1) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is left trivial if for every n > 0,m ≥ 0
and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W,X,Y ∈M the space MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) is
empty.
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(2) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ × W⊗ right trivial if for every n ≥ 0,m > 0
and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W,X,Y ∈M the space MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) is
empty.

(3) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category is trivial if it is left trivial and right trivial.

Remark 2.80. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is left trivial if and only if the
functor M⊛ → V⊗ factors through the subcategory triv⊛V ⊂ V⊗. And dually for right triviality.

Notation 2.81. Let Assmin,Assmax ⊂ Ass be the subcategories with the same objects and with
morphisms the inert morphisms preserving the minimum, maximum, respectively.

Notation 2.82. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads and K an ∞-category.

(1) Let

Vtriv
⊛ ∶= V⊗ ×Ass Assmax → V

⊗.

(2) Let
triv⊛W ∶=W⊗ ×Ass Assmin →W

⊗.

(3) Let
K⊛V,W ∶= triv⊛V ×K × triv⊛W → V

⊗ ×W⊗.

Example 2.83. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads and K a small ∞-category. Then Vtriv
⊛
→

V⊗, triv⊛W →W⊗,K⊛
V,W
→ V⊗ ×W⊗ are trivial weakly left, weakly right enriched, weakly bi-enriched

∞-categories, respectively. We call K⊛
V,W
→ V⊗ ×W⊗ the trivial weakly bi-enriched ∞-category on K.

The next Proposition is [9, Proposition 2.83.]:

Proposition 2.84. Let N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a weakly left enriched ∞-category. The following functor is an equivalence:

EnrFunV,W(M × trivW,N) → EnrFunV,∅(M,N).

(2) Let M⊛ →W⊗ be a weakly right enriched ∞-category. The following functor is an equivalence:

EnrFunV,W(Vtriv ×M,N) → EnrFun∅,W(M,N).

(3) Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. The next functor is an equivalence:

EnrFunV,W(Vtriv × trivW,N) → N.

Next we define enriched adjunctions following [9, § 2.4.]. The next definitions are [9, Definitions
2.63., 2.64.]:

Definition 2.85. An enriched adjunction is an adjunction in the (∞,2)-category ωBEnr of Remark
2.67.

Definition 2.86. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small ∞-operads. An V,W-enriched adjunction is an
adjunction in the (∞,2)-category VωBEnrW of Remark 2.67.

Remark 2.87. A V,W-enriched adjunction is an adjunction relative to V⊗ ×W⊗.

The next remark is [9, Remark 2.67.]:

Remark 2.88. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories.

(1) An enriched functor G ∶ N⊛ →M⊛ lying over maps of ∞-operads γ ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, δ ∶W′⊗ →W⊗

admits an enriched left adjoint if γ, δ admit left adjoints α,β relative to Ass, respectively,
and for every X ∈ M there is an Y ∈ N and a morphism X → G(Y) in M such that for any
V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 and Z ∈ N the following map is an equivalence:

MulN(α(V1), ..., α(Vn),Y, β(W1), ..., β(Wm); Z) →
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MulM(γ(α(V1)), ..., γ(α(Vn)),G(Y), δ(β(W1)), ..., δ(β(Wm));G(Z))→
MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;G(Z)).

(2) An enriched functor F ∶M⊛ → N⊛ lying over maps of ∞-operads α ∶ V⊗ → V′⊗, β ∶W⊗ →W′⊗

admits an enriched right adjoint if α,β admit right adjoints γ, δ relative to Ass, respectively,
and for every Y ∈ N there is an X ∈ M and a morphism F(X) → Y in N such that for any
V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 and Z ∈M the following map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Z,W1, ...,Wm;X) →MulN(α(V1), ..., α(Vn),F(Z), β(W1), ..., β(Wm); F(X))

→MulN(α(V1), ..., α(Vn),F(Z), β(W1), ..., β(Wm);Y).
(3) The same holds for V,W-enriched left and right adjoint, where α,β are the identities.

Notation 2.89. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories. Let

EnrFunL
V,W(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,W(M,N), EnrFunR

V,W(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,W(M,N)

be the full subcategories of V,W-enriched functors that admit a V,W-enriched left adjoint, a V,W-
enriched right adjoint, respectively.

The next proposition is [9, Proposition 2.111.]:

Proposition 2.90. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories. There is
a canonical equivalence

EnrFunLV,W(M,N)op ≃ EnrFunR
V,W(N,M).

2.4. Tensored envelopes. In the following we introduce a tool that reduces questions about weakly
enriched ∞-categories to tensored ∞-categories. The next propositions follow from [10, Proposition
3.92, Proposition 3.101.]:

Proposition 2.91. Let V⊗ → Ass be an ∞-operad. There is a monoidal ∞-category Env(V)⊗ → Ass
and an embedding of ∞-operads V⊗ ⊂ Env(V)⊗ such that

(1) Every object of Env(V) is equivalent to V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn for n ≥ 0 and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V ⊂ Env(V).
(2) For every monoidal ∞-category W⊗ → Ass the induced functor

AlgEnv(V)(W)→ AlgV(W)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory of monoidal functors. In
particular, the following induced functor is an equivalence:

Fun⊗(Env(V),W) → AlgV(W).

Definition 2.92. Let V⊗ → Ass be an ∞-operad. We call Env(V)⊗ → Ass the monoidal envelope.

Proposition 2.93. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. There is a bitensored
∞-category BEnv(M)⊛ → Env(V)⊗ × Env(W)⊗ and an enriched embedding M⊛ ⊂ BEnv(M)⊛ lying
over the embeddings V⊗ ⊂ Env(V)⊗,W⊗ ⊂ Env(W)⊗ such that

(1) Every object of BEnv(M) is equivalent to V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn ⊗X ⊗W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm for n,m ≥ 0 and
V1, ...,Vn ∈ V ⊂ Env(V),X ∈M ⊂ BEnv(M),W1, ...,Wm ∈W ⊂ Env(W).

(2) For every bitensored ∞-category N⊛ → Env(V)⊗ ×Env(W)⊗ the functor

EnrFunEnv(V),Env(W)(BEnv(M),N)→ EnrFunV,W(M,N)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory of Env(V),Env(W)-linear
functors. In particular, the following induced functor is an equivalence:

LinFunEnv(V),Env(W)(BEnv(M),N) → EnrFunV,W(M,N).

Definition 2.94. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. We call BEnv(M)⊛ →
Env(V)⊗ ×Env(W)⊗ the bitensored envelope.
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The next lemma is [10, Lemma 3.93.]:

Lemma 2.95. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a bitensored ∞-category. The embedding V⊗ ⊂ Env(V)⊗ admits
a left adjoint relative to Ass. The embedding M⊛ ⊂ BEnv(M)⊛ admits an enriched left adjoint covering
the left adjoints of the embeddings V⊗ ⊂ Env(V)⊗,W⊗ ⊂ Env(W)⊗.

For the next definition we use Propositions 2.26 and 2.70:

Definition 2.96. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched
∞-category.

(1) The closed monoidal envelope is

PEnv(V)⊗ ∶= P(Env(V))⊗ → Ass

(2) The closed bitensored envelope is

PBEnv(M)⊛ ∶= P(BEnv(M))⊛ → PEnv(V)⊗ ×PEnv(W)⊗.

(3) The closed left tensored envelope of M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is the full left tensored subcategory

PLEnv(M)⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ ×PEnv(W)⊗ W
⊗
→ PEnv(V)⊗ ×W⊗

generated under small colimits by the objects V1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Vn ⊗ X for n ≥ 0 and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V
and X ∈M.

(4) The closed right tensored envelope of M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is the full weakly right enriched subcat-
egory

PREnv(M)⊛ ⊂ V⊗ ×PEnv(V)⊗ PBEnv(M)⊛ → V
⊗ ×PEnv(W)⊗

generated under small colimits by the objects X⊗W1 ⊗ ... ⊗Wm for m ≥ 0 and W1, ...,Wm ∈
W,X ∈M.

The embedding M⊛ → PBEnv(M)⊛ induces embeddings M⊛ → PLEnv(M)⊛,M⊛ → PREnv(M)⊛.
Propositions 2.26, 2.70, 2.91 and 2.93 imply the following corollary:

Corollary 2.97. (1) Let V⊗ → Ass be a small ∞-operad. For every monoidal ∞-category W⊗ →

Ass compatible with small colimits the induced functor

AlgPEnv(V)(W)→ AlgV(W)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory of monoidal functors that
admit a right adjoint. In particular, the following induced functor is an equivalence:

Fun⊗,L(PEnv(V),W)→ AlgV(W).

(2) Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. For every bitensored ∞-category
N⊛ → PEnv(V)⊗ ×PEnv(W)⊗ compatible with small colimits the induced functor

EnrFunPEnv(V),PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M),N)→ EnrFunV,W(M,N)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory of PEnv(V),PEnv(W)-
linear functors that admit a right adjoint. In particular, the following functor is an equivalence:

LinFunLPEnv(V),PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M),N) → EnrFunV,W(M,N).

Remark 2.98. By Corollary 2.97 (2) every enriched functor F ∶ M⊛ → N⊛ starting at a totally
small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category uniquely extends to a linear functor PBEnv(M)⊛ → N⊛ that
lies over left adjoint monoidal functors and admits an enriched right adjoint, which factors as N⊛ ⊂
PBEnv(N)⊛

BEnv(F)∗

ÐÐÐÐÐ→ PBEnv(M)⊛.

Remark 2.99. By the universal property of Corollary 2.97 (2) there is a canonical equivalence
PBEnv(Mrev)⊛ ≃ (PBEnv(M)rev)⊛ that restricts to an equivalence PLEnv(Mrev)⊛ ≃ (PREnv(M)rev)⊛.
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Lemma 2.100. Let F ∶ M⊛ → M′⊛ be an enriched functor of totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-
categories lying over maps of ∞-operads α ∶ V⊗ → V′⊗, β ∶ W⊗ → W′⊗. For every V1, ...,Vn ∈
V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 and Z ∈M′ there is a canonical equivalence of presheaves on P(M) ∶

κ ∶ P(M)(−,MulM′(α(V1), ..., α(Vn),F(−), β(W1), ..., β(Wm); Z)) ≃
MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn, j!(−),W1, ...,Wm; F∗(Z)).

Proof. The equivalence κ is uniquely determined by its restriction to M since source and target of κ
preserve small limits. There is a canonical equivalence of presheaves on M, where j ∶M ⊂ BEnv(M) is
the canonical embedding:

P(M)(yM(−),MulM′(α(V1), ..., α(Vn),F(−), β(W1), ..., β(Wm); Z)) ≃
MulM′(α(V1), ..., α(Vn),F(−), β(W1), ..., β(Wm); Z) ≃

BEnv(M′)(α(V1) ⊗ ...⊗α(Vn) ⊗ j ○F(−) ⊗ β(W1) ⊗ ...⊗ β(Wm),Z) ≃
F∗(Z) ○ (V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn ⊗ j(−) ⊗W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm) ≃

PBEnv(M)(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn ⊗ (yBEnv(M) ○ j(−)) ⊗W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm,F
∗(Z)) ≃

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn, (j! ○ yM(−)),W1, ...,Wm; F∗(Z)).
�

Proposition 2.93, 2.84 and 2.70 imply the following corollary:

Corollary 2.101. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small ∞-operads and K an ∞-category.

(1) The unique Env(V),Env(W)-linear functor

BEnv(KV,W)⊛ → Env(V)⊛ ×K ×Env(W)⊛

extending the functor K → Env(V) ×K × Env(W) is an equivalence, which is inverse to the
unique Env(V),Env(W)-linear functor Env(V)⊛ ×K ×Env(W)⊛ → BEnv(KV,W)⊛ extending
the embedding K ⊂ BEnv(KV,W).

(2) The unique left adjoint PEnv(V),PEnv(W)-linear functor

PBEnv(KV,W)⊛ → (PEnv(V) ⊗ P(K) ⊗ PEnv(W))⊛

extending the functor K → P(K) → PEnv(V) ⊗ P(K) ⊗ PEnv(W) is an equivalence, which is
inverse to the unique left adjoint PEnv(V),PEnv(W)-linear functor

(PEnv(V) ⊗ P(K) ⊗ PEnv(W))⊛ → PBEnv(KV,W)⊛

extending the embedding K ⊂ PBEnv(KV,W).

2.5. Enrichment. Before defining enriched ∞-categories we define the more general class of pseudo-
enriched ∞-categories that contains all tensored ∞-categories. We follow [9, § 3]. The next definition
is [9, Definition 3.1.]:

Definition 2.102. Let φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) We say that φ exhibits M as left pseudo-enriched in V if V⊗ → Ass is a monoidal ∞-category
and for every X,Y ∈M and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the map

MulM(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) →MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y)

induced by the active morphism V1, ...,Vn → V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn in V⊗ is an equivalence.

(2) We say that φ exhibits M as right pseudo-enriched in W ifW⊗ → Ass is a monoidal∞-category
and for every X,Y ∈M and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the map

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm;Y) →MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y)

induced by the active morphism W1, ...,Wm →W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm in W⊗ is an equivalence.
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(3) We say that φ exhibits M as bi-pseudo-enriched in V,W if V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass are monoidal
∞-categories and for any X,Y ∈M and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the following
map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn,X,W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm;Y) →MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y).

Remark 2.103. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as bi-pseudo-enriched
in V,W if and only if it exhibits M as left pseudo-enriched in V and right pseudo-enriched in W.

The next lemma is [9, Lemma 3.3.]:

Lemma 2.104. (1) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ is a left tensored∞-category
if and only if it is a left pseudo-enriched ∞-category and admits left tensors.

(2) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a right tensored ∞-category if and only if
it is a right pseudo-enriched ∞-category and admits right tensors.

(3) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a bitensored ∞-category if and only if it
is a bi-pseudo-enriched ∞-category and admits bitensors.

Notation 2.105. Let
LPEnr,RPEnr,BPEnr ⊂ ωBEnr

be the full subcategories of left pseudo-enriched, right pseudo-enriched, bi-pseudo-enriched∞-categories,
respectively.

Notation 2.106. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. For every X ∈M let

ΓM(X,−) ∶M⊛ → (PEnv(V) ⊗ PBEnv(W))⊛ ≃ P(Env(V) ×Env(W))⊛
be the restriction of the enriched right adjoint of the left adjoint PEnv(V),PEnv(W)-linear functor

(PEnv(V) ⊗ PBEnv(W))⊛ → PBEnv(M)⊛, (V,W) ↦ V ⊗X⊗W.

We get a V,W-enriched functor ΓM ∶Mop ×M⊛ → P(Env(V) ×Env(W))⊛ that we call graph of M.

Remark 2.107. For every X,Y ∈ M and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈ W for n,m ≥ 0 there is a
canonical equivalence

ΓM(X,Y)(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn,W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm) ≃ PBEnv(M)(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn ⊗X⊗W1, ...,Wm,Y)

≃MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y).

The next remark is [9, Remark 3.8.]:

Remark 2.108. A totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as

(1) left pseudo-enriched in V if and only if V⊗ → Ass is a monoidal ∞-category and for every
X,Y ∈M the object

ΓM(X,Y) ∈ P(Env(V) ×Env(W)) ≃ Fun(Env(W)op,PEnv(V))
lies in Fun(Env(W)op,P(V)).

(2) right pseudo-enriched in W if and only if W⊗ → Ass is a monoidal ∞-category and for every
X,Y ∈M the object

ΓM(X,Y) ∈ P(Env(V) ×Env(W)) ≃ Fun(Env(V)op,PEnv(W))
lies in Fun(Env(V)op,P(W)).

(3) bi-pseudo-enriched in V,W if and only if V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass are monoidal ∞-categories and
for every X,Y ∈M the object

ΓM(X,Y) ∈ P(Env(V) ×Env(W))
lies in P(V ×W).
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Now we are ready to define enriched ∞-categories. The next definition is [9, Definition 3.9.]:

Definition 2.109. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) A left multi-morphism object of W1, ...,Wm,X,Y ∈M for m ≥ 0 is an object

LMulMorM(X,W1, ...,Wn;Y) ∈ V
such that there is a multi-morphism β ∈MulM(LMulMorM(X,W1, ...,Wn;Y),X,W1, ...,Wm;Y)
that induces for every objects V1, ...,Vn ∈ V for n ≥ 0 an equivalence

MulV(V1, ...,Vn; LMulMorM(X,W1, ...,Wm;Y)) ≃MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y).

(2) A right multi-morphism object of V1, ...,Vn,X,Y ∈M for n ≥ 0 is an object

RMulMorM(V1, ...,Vn,X;Y) ∈W
such that there is a multi-morphism α ∈MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,RMulMorM(V1, ...,Vn,X;Y);Y)
that induces for every objects W1, ...,Wm ∈W for m ≥ 0 an equivalence

MulW(W1, ...,Wm;RMulMorM(V1, ...,Vn,X;Y)) ≃MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y).

The next definition is [9, Definition 3.10.]:

Definition 2.110. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and X,Y ∈M.

(1) A left morphism object of X,Y in M is a factorization LMorM(X,Y) ∶ Env(W)op → V of the
functor Env(W)op → PEnv(V) corresponding to ΓM(X,Y) ∈ P(Env(V) ×Env(W)).

(2) A right morphism object of X,Y in M is a factorization RMorM(X,Y) ∶ Env(V)op →W of the
functor Env(V)op → PEnv(W) corresponding to ΓM(X,Y) ∈ P(Env(V) ×Env(W)).

Remark 2.111. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and X,Y ∈M,W1, ...,Wm ∈
W for m ≥ 0. A left multi-morphism object LMulMorM(W1, ...,Wm,X;Y) ∈ V represents the presheaf
ΓM(X,Y)(W1⊗ ...⊗Wm,−) ∈ PEnv(V). Consequently, there is a left morphism object LMorM(X,Y) ∶
Env(W)op → V if and only if for every W1, ...,Wm ∈W for m ≥ 0 there is a left multi-morphism object
LMulMorM(W1, ...,Wm,X;Y) ∈ V. In this case there is a canonical equivalence

LMorM(X,Y)(W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm) ≃ LMulMorM(X,W1, ...,Wm;Y).

The similar holds for right (multi-) morphism objects.

Remark 2.112. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and X,Y ∈ M. If the left
and right morphism object of X,Y ∈ M exist, for every V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈ W for n,m ≥ 0
there is a canonical equivalence

MulW(W1, ...,Wm;RMorM(X,Y)(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn)) ≃
MulW(W1, ...,Wm;RMulMorM(V1, ...,Vn,X;Y)) ≃MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) ≃

MulV(V1, ...,Vn; LMulMorM(X,W1, ...,Wm;Y)) ≃MulV(V1, ...,Vn; LMorM(X,Y)(W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm)).
This gives an adjunction

LMorM(X,Y)op ∶ Env(W)⇄ Env(V)op ∶ RMorM(X,Y),

where the left adjoint lands in Vop and the right adjoint lands in W [9, Remark 3.20.].

The next proposition is [9, Proposition 3.13.]:

Proposition 2.113. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. The embeddings

M
⊛ ⊂ BEnv(M)⊛,BEnv(M)⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛

of weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories preserve left and right multi-morphism objects.

The next definition is [9, Definition 3.14.]:
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Definition 2.114. (1) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as left en-
riched in V if for every X,Y ∈M there is a left morphism object LMorM(X,Y) ∈ V.

(2) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as right enriched in W if for
every X,Y ∈M there is a right morphism object RMorM(X,Y) ∈W.

(3) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as bi-enriched in V,W if it
exhibits M as left enriched in V and right enriched in W.

Notation 2.115. Let
LEnr,REnr,BEnr ⊂ ωBEnr

be the full subcategories of left enriched, right enriched, bi-enriched ∞-categories.

The next lemma is [9, Lemma 3.18.]:

Lemma 2.116. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ that exhibits M as left enriched
in a monoidal ∞-category, right enriched in a monoidal ∞-category, bi-enriched in monoidal ∞-
categories, respectively, exhibits M as left pseudo-enriched, right pseudo-enriched, bi-pseudo-enriched,
respectively.

Remark 2.117. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and α ∶ V×W→ V⊗W the universal functor preserving small colimits
component-wise. By the adjoint functor theorem the canonical embedding

α∗ ∶ V⊗W ⊂ P̂(V⊗W) → P̂(V ×W) ≃ Fun(Vop, P̂(W))

induces an equivalence V ⊗W → FunR(Vop,W). Under this equivalence the left morphism object
LMorM(X,Y) of X,Y ∈M is an object of V⊗W, whose image under the embedding

α∗ ∶ V⊗W ⊂ P̂(V⊗W)→ P̂(V ×W)

is MulM(−,X,−;Y). In particular, for every V ∈ V,W ∈W there is a canonical equivalence

(2) V⊗W(α(V,W),LMorM(X,Y)) ≃M(V⊗X⊗W,Y) ≃MulM(V,X,W;Y).

Example 2.118. Every presentably bitensored∞-category M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ exhibits M as bi-enriched
in V,W. By Example 2.61 for any X ∈M there is a unique left adjoint V,W-linear functor V⊗W→M

sending the tensor unit to X. The right adjoint sends Y ∈M to a left morphism object LMorM(X,Y) ∈
V ⊗W by equivalence (2). In particular, for every weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

and every X,Y ∈ M the object ΓM(X,Y) ∈ P(Env(V) × Env(W)) ≃ PEnv(V) ⊗ PEnv(W) is the left
morphism object LMorM̄(X,Y) of X and Y, where M̄⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ → PEnv(V)⊗ × PEnv(W)⊗ is
the full weakly bi-enriched subcategory spanned by M.

Moreover we use the following terminology:

Definition 2.119. Let κ, τ be regular cardinals and φ ∶ M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-
category.

(1) We say that φ exhibits M as left κ-enriched in V if V⊗ → Ass is a monoidal ∞-category
compatible with κ-small colimits, φ is a left pseudo-enriched∞-category and for every X,Y ∈M
and W1, ...,Wm ∈W for m ≥ 0 the presheaf MulM(−,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) on M preserves κ-small
limits.

(2) We say that φ exhibits M as right τ -enriched in W if W⊗ → Ass is a monoidal ∞-category
compatible with τ -small colimits, φ is a right pseudo-enriched∞-category and for every X,Y ∈
M and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V for n ≥ 0 the presheaf MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,−;Y) on M preserves τ -small
limits.

(3) We say that φ exhibits M as κ, τ -bi-enriched in V,W if it exhibits M as left κ-enriched in V

and right τ -enriched in W.
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Notation 2.120. Let κ, τ be small regular cardinals. Let
κLEnr,REnrτ , κBEnrτ ⊂ ωBEnr

be the full subcategories of left κ-enriched, right τ -enriched, κ, τ -bi-enriched∞-categories, respectively.

Example 2.121. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as left (right) ∅-
enriched in V if and only if it exhibits M as left (right) pseudo-enriched.

Definition 2.122. Let σ be the strongly inaccessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe
and φ ∶M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) We say that φ exhibits M as left quasi-enriched in V if φ exhibits M as left σ–enriched.
(2) We say that φ exhibits M as right quasi-enriched in W if φ exhibits M as right σ-enriched.
(3) We say that φ exhibits M as bi-quasi-enriched in V,W if φ exhibits M as σ,σ-bi-enriched.

Notation 2.123. Let
LQEnr,RQEnr,BQEnr ⊂ ωB̂Enr

be the full subcategories of left quasi-enriched, right quasi-enriched, bi-quasi-enriched ∞-categories,
respectively, whose underlying ∞-category is small.

The next theorem is [9, Theorem 5.50.]:

Theorem 2.124. Let κ be a small regular cardinal,

(1) Let V⊗ → Ass be a small ∞-operad, W⊗ → Ass a small monoidal ∞-category compatible with
κ-small colimits, M⊛ → V⊗ a small weakly left enriched ∞-category and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small right κ-enriched ∞-category. Then EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ →W⊗ is right κ-enriched.

(2) Let V⊗ → Ass be an ∞-operad, M⊛ → V⊗ a small weakly left enriched ∞-category, N⊛ → V⊗ ×
W⊗ a right enriched ∞-category and W⊗ → Ass an ∞-operad that exhibits W as right enriched
in W such that W admits small limits and for every W ∈W the functor RMorW(W,−) ∶W→W

preserves small limits. Then EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ →W⊗ is a right enriched ∞-category.

Remark 2.125. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal∞-categories. An∞-category left
quasi-enriched in V is an∞-category left enriched in V if and only if it is locally small. An ∞-category
right quasi-enriched in W is an ∞-category right enriched in W if and only if it is locally small.

Notation 2.126. Let M⊛ → U⊗ × V⊗, N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗, O⊛ → W⊗ × Q⊗ be presentably bitensored
∞-categories. We write (M⊗V N⊗W O)⊛ → U⊗ ×Q⊗ for the relative tensor product of [16, Definition
4.4.2.10.].

The next theorem is [9, Theorem 4.60.]:

Theorem 2.127. The forgetful functor γ ∶ ωBEnr → Op∞ × Op∞ is a cocartesian fibration. Let
ψ ∶M⊛ → N⊛ be an enriched functor lying over maps of ∞-operads α ∶ V⊗ → V′⊗, α′ ∶W⊗ →W′⊗. The
following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The enriched functor ψ ∶M⊛ → N⊛ is γ-cocartesian.
(2) The underlying functor M → N is essentially surjective and PBEnv(M)⊛ → PBEnv(N)⊛

induces an equivalence

PBEnv(N) ≃ PEnv(V′) ⊗PEnv(V) PBEnv(M) ⊗PEnv(W) PEnv(W′).

(3) The functor M→ N is essentially surjective and for every X,Y ∈M the induced morphism

(α,β)!(ΓM(X,Y)) → ΓN(ψ(X), ψ(Y))

in P(BEnv(V′) ×BEnv(W′)) is an equivalence.

The next proposition is [9, Proposition 5.45.]:
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Proposition 2.128. There is an involution

(−)op ∶ VωBEnrW ≃ WωBEnrV

fitting into a commutative square

VωBEnrW

��

(−)op
//
WωBEnrV

��

Cat∞
(−)op

// Cat∞,

such that for every weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ and X,Y ∈M there is an equivalence

ΓMop(X,Y) ≃ ΓM(Y,X).

2.6. Generalized enrichment. The next definition is [9, Definition 4.1.]:

Definition 2.129. A small localization pair is a pair (V⊗ → Ass,S), where V⊗ → Ass is a small
∞-operad and S is a set of morphisms of PEnv(V) such that the saturated closure S̄ of S is closed
under the tensor product and for every V ∈ V and f ∈ S the map PEnv(V)(f,V) is an equivalence.

Remark 2.130. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S) be a small localization pair. Since PEnv(V)⊗ → Ass is a pre-
sentably monoidal ∞-category, S is a set and S̄ is closed under the tensor product, the embedding
S−1PEnv(V)⊗ ⊂ PEnv(V)⊗ of the full suboperad spanned by the S-local objects admits a left ad-
joint relative to Ass. Moreover by definition the embedding of ∞-operads V⊗ ⊂ PEnv(V)⊗ induces an
embedding of ∞-operads V⊗ ⊂ S−1PEnv(V)⊗.

The next definition is [9, Definition 4.3.]:

Definition 2.131. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs.

(1) A weakly bi-enriched∞-categoryM⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ exhibits M as left S-enriched in V if for every
f ∈ S,X,Y ∈M,W ∈ PEnv(W) the induced map PBEnv(M)(f ⊗X⊗W,Y) is an equivalence.

(2) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as right T-enriched in W if for
every g ∈ T,X,Y ∈M,V ∈ PEnv(V) the map PBEnv(M)(V ⊗X⊗ g,Y) is an equivalence.

(3) A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as S,T-bi-enriched in V,W if it
exhibits M as left S-enriched in V and right T-enriched in W.

Notation 2.132. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs. Let

S
VLEnrW, VREnr

T
W,

S
VBEnr

T
W ⊂ VωBEnrW

the full subcategories of left S-enriched, right T-enriched, S,T-bi-enriched ∞-categories, respectively.

Example 2.133. Let U⊗ → Ass be a small ∞-operad. The pair (U⊗ → Ass,∅) is a small localization
pair, where ∅−1PEnv(U)⊗ = PEnv(U)⊗. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs.
Then

S
VLEnrW = S

VBEnr
∅
W, VREnr

T
W = ∅VBEnrTW.

Notation 2.134. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and V⊗ → Ass a small monoidal ∞-category
compatible with κ-small colimits. Let EnrκV be the set of morphisms

V′1, ...,V
′
ℓ,V1, ...,Vn,V

′′
1 , ...,V

′′
k → V′1, ...,V

′
ℓ,V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn,V

′′
1 , ...,V

′′
k ,

V′1, ...,V
′
ℓ, colim(ι ○F),V

′′
1 , ...,V

′′
k → V′1, ...,V

′
ℓ, ι(colim(F)),V

′′
1 , ...,V

′′
k

for V′1, ...,V
′
ℓ,V1, ...,Vn,V

′′
1 , ...,V

′′
k ∈ V and ℓ,n,k ≥ 0, where ι ∶ V ⊂ PEnv(V) is the embedding,

F ∶ K→ V is a functor and K is κ-small.

Notation 2.135. Let κ, τ be small regular cardinals.
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(1) If V⊗ → Ass is a small monoidal ∞-category compatible with κ-small colimits and W⊗ → Ass
is a small ∞-operad, let LEnrκ ∶= (EnrκV,∅).

(2) If V⊗ → Ass is a small ∞-operad and W⊗ → Ass is a small monoidal ∞-category compatible
with κ-small colimits, let REnrκ ∶= (∅,EnrκW).

(3) If V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass are small monoidal ∞-categories compatible with κ-small colimits,
τ -small colimits, respectively, let BEnrκ,τ ∶= (EnrκV,EnrτW). If κ, τ are the the strongly inac-
cessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe, we drop κ, τ , respectively.

Example 2.136. Let κ be a small regular cardinal.

(1) For every small monoidal ∞-category V⊗ → Ass compatible with κ-small colimits the pair
(V⊗ → Ass,EnrκV) is a small localization pair, where (EnrκV)−1PEnv(V)⊗ = Indκ(V)⊗, which is
a monoidal localization of PEnv(V)⊗ → Ass. A weakly bi-enriched∞-category M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗

exhibits M as left EnrκV-enriched in V if and only if it exhibits M as left κ-enriched in V.
(2) If V⊗ → Ass is a presentably monoidal ∞-category, a locally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-

category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as left EnrV-enriched in V if and only if it exhibits M as
left enriched in V.

Definition 2.137. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (V′⊗ → Ass,S′) be small localization pairs. A map of localiza-
tion pairs (V⊗ → Ass,S) → (V′⊗ → Ass,S′) is a map of ∞-operads V⊗ → V′⊗ such that the induced left
adjoint monoidal functor PEnv(V) → PEnv(V′) sends morphisms of S to morphisms of S′.

Notation 2.138. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗,N⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ be weakly bi-enriched∞-categories, S,S′,T,T′

collections of morphisms of PEnv(V),PEnv(V′),PEnv(W),PEnv(W′), respectively. Let

EnrFunS,S′,T,T′(M,N) ⊂ EnrFun(M,N)

be the full subcategory of enriched functors lying over maps of ∞-operads whose induced left adjoint
monoidal functors on closed monoidal envelopes send S to S′ and T to T′, respectively.

Example 2.139. Let V⊗ → Ass,V′⊗ → Ass be small monoidal ∞-categories compatible with κ-small
colimits, compatible with κ′-small colimits, respectively, for small regular cardinals κ < κ′. A map of

∞-operads V⊗ → V′⊗ is a map of localization pairs (V⊗ → Ass,EnrκV)→ (V′⊗ → Ass,Enrκ
′

V′) if and only
if it is a monoidal functor preserving κ-small colimits.

The next proposition is [9, Proposition 4.29., Corollary 4.30.]:

Proposition 2.140. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs.

(1) The functor

S−1PEnv(V)ωBEnrW → VωBEnrW,

which takes pullback along the embedding V⊗ ⊂ S−1PEnv(V)⊗, restricts to an equivalence

S−1PEnv(V)LEnrW →
S
VLEnrW.

(2) The functor

VωBEnrT−1PEnv(W) → VωBEnrW,

which takes pullback along the embedding W⊗ ⊂ T−1PEnv(W)⊗, restricts to an equivalence

VREnrT−1PEnv(W) → VREnr
T
W.

(3) The functor
ρ ∶ S−1PEnv(V)ωBEnrT−1PEnv(W)

→ VωBEnrW,

which takes pullback along the embeddings V⊗ ⊂ S−1PEnv(V)⊗,W⊗ ⊂ T−1PEnv(W)⊗, restricts
to an equivalence

S−1PEnv(V)BEnrT−1PEnv(W)
→

S
VBEnr

T
W.
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Proposition 2.140 gives the following corollary:

Corollary 2.141. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small ∞-operads.

(1) The functor

PEnv(V)LEnrW → VωBEnrW

taking pullback along the embedding V⊗ ⊂ PEnv(V)⊗ is an equivalence.

(2) The functor

VREnrPEnv(W) → VωBEnrW

taking pullback along the embedding W⊗ ⊂ PEnv(W)⊗ is an equivalence.
(3) The functor

PEnv(V)BEnrPEnv(W)
→ VωBEnrW

taking pullback along the embeddings V⊗ ⊂ PEnv(V)⊗,W⊗ ⊂ PEnv(W)⊗ is an equivalence.

Corollary 2.142. Let κ, τ be small regular cardinals.

(1) Let V⊗ → Ass be a small monoidal ∞-category compatible with κ-small colimits and W⊗ → Ass
a small ∞-operad. The functor

Indκ(V)LEnrW →
κ
VLEnrW

taking pullback along the monoidal embedding V⊗ ⊂ Indκ(V)⊗ is an equivalence.
(2) Let W⊗ → Ass be a small monoidal ∞-category compatible with τ-small colimits and V⊗ → Ass

a small ∞-operad. The functor

VREnrIndτ (W) → VREnr
τ
W

taking pullback along the monoidal embedding W⊗ ⊂ Indτ (W)⊗ is an equivalence.
(3) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small monoidal ∞-categories compatible with κ-small colimits,

τ-small colimits, respectively. The functor

Indκ(V)BEnrIndτ (W)
→

κ
VBEnr

τ
W

restricting along the monoidal embeddings V⊗ ⊂ Indκ(V)⊗,W⊗ ⊂ Indτ (W)⊗ is an equivalence.

The next notation is [9, Notation 4.14.]:

Notation 2.143. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs (Definition 2.129) and
M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) Let
PBEnv(M)⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛

be the full weakly bi-enriched subcategory spanned by the presheaves on BEnv(M) that are
local with respect to the set of morphisms of the form f⊗X⊗W1...⊗Wm and V1⊗...⊗Vn⊗X⊗g
for f ∈ S,g ∈ T,X ∈M, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0.

(2) Let

PB̃Env(M)⊛S,T ∶= V⊗ ×S−1PEnv(V)⊗ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T ×T−1PEnv(W)⊗ W
⊗.

If S = ∅ or T = ∅, we drop S,T from the notation, respectively.

Remark 2.144. As a consequence of Remark 2.99 there is a canonical equivalence

(PBEnv(M)revS,T)
⊛ ≃ PBEnv(Mrev)⊛T,S.

Lemma 2.145. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and M⊛ → V⊗ ×
W⊗ a small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. The embedding PBEnv(M)⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ admits

an enriched left adjoint such that the unit lies over the units of the localizations S−1PEnv(V)⊗ ⊂
PEnv(V)⊗,T−1PEnv(W)⊗ ⊂ PEnv(W)⊗. In particular, PBEnv(M)⊛

S,T
→ S−1PEnv(V)⊗×T−1PEnv(W)⊗

is a presentably bitensored ∞-category.
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Remark 2.146. Since PBEnv(M) is presentable, the embedding PBEnv(M)S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M) admits
a left adjoint and PBEnv(M)S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M) precisely consists of the presheaves on BEnv(M) that
are local with respect to the collection Q of morphisms of the form f ⊗X⊗g for f ∈ S̄,g ∈ T̄ and X ∈M.

The biaction of PEnv(V),PEnv(W) on PBEnv(M) sends morphisms of S̄,Q, T̄ to Q. This implies that
the embedding PBEnv(M)⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ admits an enriched left adjoint such that the unit lies

over the units of the localizations S−1PEnv(V)⊗ ⊂ PEnv(V)⊗,T−1PEnv(W)⊗ ⊂ PEnv(W)⊗.
Remark 2.147. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category
if and only if M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ lands in PBEnv(M)⊛S,T.

Remark 2.148. Let M⊛ → N⊛ be an enriched functor between totally small weakly bi-enriched
∞-categories lying over maps of small localization pairs (V⊗ → Ass,S) → (V′⊗ → Ass,S′), (W⊗ →
Ass,T) → (W′⊗ → Ass,T′). The induced left adjoint map of bitensored ∞-categories PBEnv(M)⊛ →
PBEnv(N)⊛ preserves local equivalences for the corresponding localizations and so descends to a left
adjoint map of bitensored ∞-categories PBEnv(M)⊛S,T → PBEnv(N)⊛S′,T′ .

The next proposition is [9, Proposition 4.20.]:

Proposition 2.149. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category and ρ ∶ N⊛ → S−1PEnv(V)⊗ × T−1PEnv(W)⊗ a bitensored ∞-
category compatible with small colimits.

(1) The enriched functor M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ → PBEnv(M)⊛S,T induces a functor

EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M)S,T,N) → EnrFunV,W(M,N)

that admits a fully faithful left adjoint. The left adjoint lands in the full subcategory

LinFunL
S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M)S,T,N).

(2) The following induced functor is an equivalence:

LinFunLS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M)S,T,N) → EnrFunV,W(M,N).

Notation 2.150. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and C a small ∞-category. Let Pκ(C)⊗ ⊂ P(C)⊗
be the full suboperad spanned by the full subcategory of P(C) generated by C under κ-small colimits.

The next notation is [9, Notation 4.24.]:

Notation 2.151. Let κ be a small regular cardinal.

(1) Let V⊗ → Ass be a small monoidal ∞-category compatible with κ-small colimits, W⊗ → Ass a
small ∞-operad and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a small left κ-enriched ∞-category. Let

PBEnvκ(M)⊛LEnr ⊂ V⊗ ×Indκ(V)⊗ PBEnv(M)
⊛
LEnrκ

×PEnv(W)⊗ PκEnv(W)⊗

be the full bitensored subcategory generated by M under κ-small colimits.
(2) Let V⊗ → Ass be a small ∞-operad, W⊗ → Ass a small monoidal ∞-category compatible with

κ-small colimits and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a small right κ-enriched ∞-category. Let

PBEnvκ(M)⊛REnr ⊂ PκEnv(V)⊗ ×PEnv(V)⊗ PBEnv(M)⊛REnrκ
×Indκ(W)⊗ W

⊗

be the full bitensored subcategory generated by M under κ-small colimits.
(3) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small monoidal ∞-categories compatible with κ-small colimits

and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a small κ,κ-bi-enriched ∞-category. Let

PBEnvκ(M)⊛BEnr ⊂ V⊗ ×Indκ(V)⊗ PBEnv(M)
⊛
BEnrκ

×Indκ(W)⊗ W
⊗

be the full bitensored subcategory generated by M under κ-small colimits.

Next we apply Notation 2.151 in a larger universe:
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Notation 2.152. Let σ be the large regular cardinal corresponding to the small universe.

(1) Let V⊗ → Ass be a monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits, W⊗ → Ass an ∞-
operad and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a left quasi-enriched ∞-category. Let

PV(M)⊛ ∶= PBEnv(M)⊛LEnr ∶= PBEnvσ(M)⊛LEnr → V
⊗ × PEnv(W)⊗.

(2) Let V⊗ → Ass be an ∞-operad, W⊗ → Ass a monoidal ∞-category compatible with small
colimits and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a right quasi-enriched ∞-category. Let

PBEnv(M)⊛REnr ∶= PBEnvσ(M)⊛REnr → PEnv(V)⊗ ×W⊗.

(3) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal∞-categories compatible with small colimits and M⊛ →

V⊗ ×W⊗ a bi-quasi-enriched ∞-category. Let

PV,W(M)⊛ ∶= PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr ∶= PBEnvσ(M)⊛BEnr → V
⊗ ×W⊗.

The next proposition is [9, Corollary 4.41.]:

Proposition 2.153. (1) Let V⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, W⊗ → Ass a small
∞-operad and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a small left enriched ∞-category. Then

PV(M)⊛ = PBEnv(M)⊛LEnr → V
⊗ ×PEnv(W)⊗

is a presentably left tensored ∞-category.
(2) Let V⊗ → Ass be a small ∞-operad, W⊗ → Ass a presentably monoidal ∞-category and M⊛ →

V⊗ ×W⊗ a small right enriched ∞-category. Then

PBEnv(M)⊛REnr → PEnv(V)⊗ ×W⊗

is a presentably right tensored ∞-category.
(3) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a small

bi-enriched ∞-category. Then

PV,W(M)⊛ ∶= PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr ∶= PBEnvσ(M)⊛BEnr → V
⊗ ×W⊗

is a presentably bitensored ∞-category.

The next theorem is [9, 5.48.], which gives rise to the enriched Yoneda-embedding.

Theorem 2.154. Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a left enriched ∞-category. There is a left V-linear equivalence

∣ − ∣∶ PV(M)⊛ ≃ EnrFun∅,V(Mop,V)⊛

sending X to LMorPV(M)((−)∣M,X). In particular, there is a left V-enriched embedding

M
⊛
→ EnrFun∅,V(Mop,V)⊛

that sends X to LMorM(−,X).

Corollary 2.141 gives the following corollary:

Corollary 2.155. Let V⊗ → Ass be a small ∞-operad and M⊛ → V⊗ a weakly left enriched∞-category.
There is a left PEnv(V)-linear equivalence

∣ − ∣∶ PLEnv(M)⊛ ≃ EnrFun∅,V(Mop,PEnv(V))⊛

sending X to LMorPLEnv(M)((−)∣M,X). In particular, there is a left PEnv(V)-enriched embedding

M
⊛
→ EnrFun∅,V(Mop,PEnv(V))⊛

that sends X to LMorM̄(−,X).
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3. Weighted colimits

3.1. Weighted colimits for weakly enriched ∞-categories. In this section we define weighted
colimits and study their properties. Weighted colimits are a generalization of conical colimits. For
every weakly bi-enriched∞-categoryM⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ a functor F̄ ∶ K◁ →M is a conical colimit diagram
if for every V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W,Z ∈M for n,m ≥ 0 the canonical map

(3) MulM(V1, ...,Vn, F̄(∞),W1, ...,Wm; Z)→ limMulM(V1, ...,Vn,F(−),W1, ...,Wm; Z)

is an equivalence. By Proposition 2.84 the functor F ∶= F̄∣K ∶ K→M underlies a unique V,W-enriched
functor K⊛

V,W
→M⊛, which gives rise to a PEnv(V),PEnv(W)-enriched adjunction

F! ∶ PBEnv(KV,W)⊛ ⇄ PBEnv(M)⊛ ∶ F∗.

Let ∗ be the final presheaf on KV,W. Lemma 2.100 provides a canonical equivalence

limMulM(V1, ...,Vn,F(−),W1, ...,Wm; Z) ≃ P(KV,W)(∗,MulM(V1, ...,Vn,F(−),W1, ...,Wm; Z) ≃
MulPBEnv(KV,W)(V1, ...,Vn,∗,W1, ...,Wm; F∗(Z)) ≃MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn,F!(∗),W1, ...,Wm; Z),

under which the map (3) identifies with the following map:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn, F̄(∞),W1, ...,Wm; Z)→MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn,F!(∗),W1, ...,Wm; Z).

This motivates the following definition of weighted colimit, where we replace the weakly bi-enriched
∞-category K⊛V,W → V⊗ ×W⊗ by any weakly bi-enriched ∞-category J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ and the final

presheaf ∗ ∈ P(J) ⊂ PBEnv(J) by any object of PBEnv(J):

Definition 3.1. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ be totally small weakly bi-enriched∞-categories,
F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ an enriched functor, Y ∈M and H ∈ PBEnv(J). A morphism ψ ∶ F!(H) → Y in PBEnv(M)
exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F if for every Z ∈M, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0
the following map is an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Y,W1, ...,Wm; Z) →MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn,F!(H),W1, ...,Wm; Z).

Notation 3.2. If a morphism ψ exists like in Definition 3.1, it is unique, and we say that M admits
the H-weighted colimit of F and write colimH(F) for Y.

Dually, we define weighted limits:

Definition 3.3. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ be totally small weakly bi-enriched∞-categories,
F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ an enriched functor, Y ∈M and H ∈ PBEnv(Jop). The H-weighted limit of F denoted by

limH(F) if it exists, is the H-weighted colimit of Fop ∶ (Jop)⊛ → (Mop)⊛.

We often prove results about weighted colimits that dually give results about weighted limits and
viceversa.

Lemma 3.4. Let ρ ∶ I⊛ → J⊛,F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ be enriched functors and H ∈ PBEnv(I),Y ∈ M. A
morphism (F ○ ρ)!(H) ≃ F!(ρ!(H))→ Y in PBEnv(M) exhibits Y as the ρ!(H)-weighted colimit of F if
and only if it exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F ○ ρ.

Proof. This follows immediately from the definition. �

Remark 3.5. Let the assumptions like in Lemma 3.4 and let F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ lie over maps of∞-operads
α,β. Then F factors as the canonical enriched functor τ ∶ J⊛ → (α,β)!(J)⊛ followed by a unique V,W-
enriched functor F′ ∶ (α,β)!(J)⊛ → M⊛. Thus by Lemma 3.4 a morphism F′!(τ!(H)) ≃ F!(H) → Y
exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F if and only if it exhibits Y as the τ!(H)-weighted colimit
of F′. In other words by changing the weight it is enough to define weighted colimits for enriched
functors lying over identity maps of ∞-operads. On the other hand, the extra freedom in Definition
3.1 is more convenient when studying preservation of weighted colimits by general enriched functors.
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Lemma 3.6. Let the assumptions like in Definition 3.1 assume that F lies over essentially surjective
maps α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶ W′⊗ → W⊗ of ∞-operads. The morphism ψ ∶ F!(H) → Y in PBEnv(M)
exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F if and only if the corresponding morphism ψ′ ∶ H → F∗(Y)
in PBEnv(J) induces for every Z ∈M, V′1, ...,V

′
n ∈ V′,W′

1, ...,W
′
m ∈W′ for n,m ≥ 0 an equivalence:

MulM(α(V′1), ..., α(V
′
n),Y, β(W

′
1), ..., β(W

′
m); Z)→MulPBEnv(J)(V′1, ...,V

′
n,H,W

′
1, ...,W

′
m; F∗(Z)).

Proof. By adjointness there is an equivalence

MulPBEnv(M)(α(V′1), ..., α(V
′
n),F!(H), β(W′

1), ..., β(W
′
m); Z) ≃

MulPBEnv(J)(V′1, ...,V
′
n,H,W

′
1, ...,W

′
m; F∗(Z)).

�

Remark 3.7. Let the assumptions like in Lemma 3.6 but let α,β not be essentially surjective. Then
the condition of Lemma 3.6 is weaker than the one of Definition 3.1 and amounts to say that Y is the
H-weighted colimit of the induced V′,W′-enriched functor J⊛ → V′⊗ ×V⊗ M⊛ ×W⊗ W′⊗.

We have the following functoriality of weighted colimits:

Remark 3.8. Let α ∶ F → G ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ be an enriched functor and τ ∶ H → H′ a morphism in

PEnv(J). The morphism F!(H)
α!(H)
ÐÐÐ→ G!(H)

G!(τ)
ÐÐÐ→ G!(H′) → colimH′(G) in PEnv(M) factors as the

morphism F!(H)→ colimH(F) followed by a unique morphism colimH(F) → colimH′(G) in M.

Definition 3.9. A totally small weight is a quadruple (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶ W′⊗ → W⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×
W′⊗,H), where α,β are maps of small∞-operads, J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ is a totally small weakly bi-enriched
∞-category and H ∈ PBEnv(J). We also call (α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H) a totally small (α,β)-weight
over V,W on J.

Definition 3.10. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass small ∞-operads.

(1) A left weight over V is a weight over V,∅.
(2) A right weight over W is a weight over ∅,W.
(3) A V,W-weight is a weight over V,W such that α,β are the identities.
(4) A left V-weight is a left weight over V,W such that α is the identity.
(5) A right W-weight is a right weight over V,W such that β is the identity.

Remark 3.11. A left weight is a weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗,H ∈ PBEnv(J))
such that W⊗ ≃ ∅⊗. So also W′⊗ ≃ ∅⊗. Consequently, a left weight is equivalently a triple (α ∶ V′⊗ →
V⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗,H ∈ PLEnv(J)). In particular, we can identify a left weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗,H ∈
PLEnv(J)) over V with the weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶ ∅⊗ →W⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗,H ∈ PLEnv(J)) over V,W.
The same remark holds dually for right weights.

Definition 3.12. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. A totally small weight (α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H)
is κ-small if H belongs to the full subcategory of PBEnv(M) generated by BEnv(M) under κ-small
colimits.

Definition 3.13. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and T =
(α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H) a totally small weight over V,W and κ a small regular cardinal.

(1) We say that M admits T-weighted colimits if M admits the H-weighted colimit of every
enriched functor J⊛ →M⊛ lying over α,β.

(2) Let H be a collection of totally small weights over V,W. We say that M admits H-weighted
colimits if M admits T-weighted colimits for every weight T ∈H.

(3) We say that M admits κ-small weighted colimits if it admits T-weighted colimits for every
κ-small weight T over V,W.
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(4) We say that M admits κ-small left weighted colimits if it admits T-weighted colimits for every
κ-small left weight T over V.

(5) We say that M admits κ-small right weighted colimits if it admits T-weighted colimits for
every κ-small right weight T over W.

(6) We say thatM admits small weighted colimits if it admits T-weighted colimits for every totally
small weight T over V,W.

(7) We say that M admits small left weighted colimits if it admits T-weighted colimits for every
small left weight T over V.

(8) We say that M admits small right weighted colimits if it admits T-weighted colimits for every
small right weight T over W.

We apply Definition 3.13 in particular to the case that H is a collection of left weights over V or a
collection of right weights over W viewed as weights over V,W in the canonical way (Remark 3.11).

3.2. Weighted colimits for pseudo-enriched ∞-categories. Next we consider weighted colimits
for quasi-enriched and pseudo-enriched∞-categories. To describe quasi-enriched and pseudo-enriched
∞-categories on one footage we use the notion of S,T-bi-enriched ∞-categories for localization pairs
(V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) (Definition 2.129), which specializes to quasi-enriched and pseudo-
enriched ∞-categories and the notion of κ-enriched ∞-categories for any small regular cardinal κ.

Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a small S,T-
bi-enriched ∞-category. By Lemma 2.145 there is an enriched localization L ∶ PBEnv(M)⊛ ⇄
PBEnv(M)⊛

S,T
to the respective ∞-category of ”presheaves” for S,T-enriched ∞-categories (Proposi-

tion 2.149). We have the following description of weighted colimit in this context:

Lemma 3.14. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category, F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ an enriched functor, H ∈ PBEnv(J),Y ∈ M and
F!(H)→ Y a morphism in PBEnv(M). The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The morphism F!(H) → Y in PBEnv(M) exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F.
(2) For every Z ∈M, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the induced morphism L(F!(H))→

Y in PBEnv(M)S,T induces an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Y,W1, ...,Wm; Z)→MulPBEnv(M)S,T(V1, ...,Vn,L(F!(H)),W1, ...,Wm; Z).

If H ∈ PBEnv(M)S,T conditions (1),(2) are equivalent to the following one: the corresponding
morphism ψ′ ∶ H → F∗(Y) in PBEnv(J)S,T induces for any Z ∈M, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for
n,m ≥ 0 an equivalence:

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Y,W1, ...,Wm; Z)→MulPBEnv(J)S,T(V1, ...,Vn,H,W1, ...,Wm; F∗(Z)).

Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) follows by adjointness via the enriched localization L ∶
PBEnv(M)⊛ ⇄ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T. The second part of the lemma follows from the enriched adjunction

L ○F! ∶ PBEnv(J)⊛S,T ⇄ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T ∶ F
∗.

�

Notation 3.15. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and M⊛ → V⊗ ×
W⊗ a small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category. Let M⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T be the full weakly bi-enriched

subcategory spanned by the objects T ∈ PBEnv(M)S,T such that there is a morphism T → T′ in
PBEnv(M)S,T, where T′ ∈M, such that for every Z ∈M, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈ W for n,m ≥ 0
the following map is an equivalence:

(4) MulPBEnv(M)S,T(V1, ...,Vn,T
′,W1, ...,Wm; Z)→MulPBEnv(M)S,T(V1, ...,Vn,T,W1, ...,Wm; Z).

Remark 3.16. Let M̄⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T be the full weakly bi-enriched subcategory spanned by M.

The embedding M̄⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T lands in M⊛S,T (taking the identity of T).
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Lemma 3.17. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category. The embedding M̄⊛ ⊂M⊛S,T admits a S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-
enriched left adjoint φ.

Proof. Let T ∈ PBEnv(M)S,T. Then there is a morphism T→ T′ in PBEnv(M)S,T, where T′ ∈M, such
that for every Z ∈M, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the map (4) is an equivalence. Thus
for every V ∈ S−1PEnv(V),W ∈ T−1PEnv(W) the following map is an equivalence since S−1PEnv(V)
is generated under small colimits by tensor products of objects of V ∶

(5) PBEnv(M)S,T(V ⊗T′ ⊗W,Z) → PBEnv(M)S,T(V ⊗T⊗W,Z).

�

Remark 3.18. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category. An enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ admits a H-weighted colimit for

a weight H ∈ PBEnv(J) if and only if the functor PBEnv(J)
F!
Ð→ PBEnv(M) L

Ð→ PBEnv(M)S,T lands

in MS,T. In this case there is a canonical equivalence colimH(F) ≃ φ(L(F!(H))).

Proposition 3.19. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and J⊛ → V⊗ ×
W⊗,M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-categories.

(1) Let F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ be a V,W-enriched functor such that M admits the H-weighted colimit of
F for every H ∈ PBEnv(J)S,T. The enriched functor F∗

∣M̄⊛ ∶ M̄⊛ → PBEnv(J)⊛S,T admits a

S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-enriched left adjoint that sends H to colimH(F) and extends F.
(2) Assume that M admits the H-weighted colimit of every V,W-enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛

for every H ∈ PBEnv(J)S,T. The induced functor

EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,M̄)→ EnrFunV,W(J,M)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in LinFunLS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,M̄).
In particular, the following induced functor is an equivalence:

LinFunL
S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,M̄)→ EnrFunV,W(J,M)

Proof. (1): The S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-enriched adjunction F! ∶ PBEnv(J)⊛S,T ⇄ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T ∶
F∗ restricts to a S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-enriched adjunction F! ∶ PBEnv(J)⊛S,T ⇄ M⊛S,T ∶ F

∗
∣M⊛

S,T

.

Composing the latter with the S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-enriched localization L ∶ M⊛
S,T
⇄ M⊛ we

obtain a S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-enriched adjunction L ○ F! ∶ PBEnv(J)⊛S,T ⇄ M⊛ ∶ F∗∣M⊛ . The

restriction of the enriched functor L ○ F! ∶ PBEnv(J)⊛S,T → M⊛S,T → M⊛ to J⊛ factors as J⊛ → M⊛ ⊂
M⊛S,T →M⊛ and so is F.

(2): By Proposition 2.149 the induced functor

EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,PBEnv(M)S,T)→ EnrFunV,W(J,PBEnv(M)S,T)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint, which lands in the full subcategory

LinFunL
S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,PBEnv(M)S,T).

Let

EnrFun′S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,MS,T) ⊂
EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,MS,T)

be the full subcategory of enriched functors sending J to M. In particular, the induced functor

EnrFun′S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,MS,T)→ EnrFunV,W(J,M)
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admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory

LinFunLS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,MS,T).

So the result follows from the fact that the equivalence

EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,M) ≃ EnrFun′S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,MS,T)

is inverse to the following functor post-composing with L ∶

EnrFun′S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,MS,T) → EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(J)S,T,M)

�

Corollary 3.20. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category, H ∈ PBEnv(J)S,T and ι ∶ J⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(J)⊛S,T the canonical enriched

embedding. There is a canonical equivalence colimHι ≃ H.
3.3. Weighted colimits for enriched ∞-categories. Next we consider weighted colimits for en-
riched ∞-categories, which is of special relevance for us. In the following we use Notation 2.151.
Let M⊛ → V⊗ × W⊗ be an ∞-category left enriched in a presentably monoidal ∞-category and
L ∶ P̂BEnv(M)⊛ ⇄ P̂BEnv(M)⊛LEnr the enriched localization of Lemma 2.145. For every V,W-enriched
functor F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ the V,W-enriched functor

P̂BEnv(J)⊛LEnr ⊂ P̂BEnv(J)⊛ F!
Ð→ P̂BEnv(M)⊛ L

Ð→ P̂BEnv(M)⊛LEnr

restricts to a V,W-enriched functor PBEnv(J)⊛LEnr → PBEnv(M)⊛LEnr that admits a V,W-enriched
right adjoint F∗. Specializing to left enriched ∞-categories Lemma 3.14 gives the following corollary:

Corollary 3.21. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be an ∞-category left enriched in a presentably monoidal ∞-
category, F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ a V,W-enriched functor, H ∈ PBEnv(J)LEnr,Y ∈M and F!(H) → Y a morphism

in P̂BEnv(M). The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The morphism F!(H) → Y in P̂BEnv(M) exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F.
(2) The induced morphism L(F!(H)) → Y in PBEnv(M)LEnr induces for every Z ∈M an equiva-

lence:

LMorM(Y,Z)→ LMorPBEnv(M)LEnr
(L(F!(H)),Z).

(3) The corresponding morphism ψ′ ∶ H → F∗(Y) in PBEnv(J)LEnr induces for every Z ∈ M an
equivalence:

LMorM(Y,Z)→ LMorPBEnv(J)LEnr
(H,F∗(Z)).

Remark 3.22. Hinich [15, § 6] defines a notion of weighted colimit for his model of enriched ∞-
categories [14], which is equivalent to our model by [18] and [10, Theorem 6.7.]. The description of the
weigted colimit given by Corollary 3.21 implies that our notion of weighted colimit for left enriched
∞-categories agrees with Hinich’s definition.

One proves the following proposition like Proposition 3.23:

Proposition 3.23. Let V⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, W⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad
and J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ small left enriched ∞-categories.

(1) Let F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ be a V,W-enriched functor such that M admits the H-weighted colimit of F
for every H ∈ PBEnv(J)LEnr. The V,W-enriched functor F∗∣M⊛ ∶M⊛ → PBEnv(J)⊛

LEnr
admits

a V,W-enriched left adjoint that sends H to colimH(F) and extends F.
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(2) Assume that M admits the H-weighted colimit of every V,W-enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛

for every H ∈ PBEnv(J)LEnr. The induced functor

EnrFunV,W(PBEnv(J)LEnr,M)→ EnrFunV,W(J,M)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in LinFunL
V,W(PBEnv(J)LEnr,M). In particular,

the following induced functor is an equivalence:

LinFunLV,W(PBEnv(J)LEnr,M)→ EnrFunV,W(J,M)

We use the following enriched variants of weights, which put us in the situation of Corollary 3.21
via Lemma 3.4 and Remark 3.5:

Definition 3.24. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads.

(1) A small left enriched weight over V,W is a weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶ W′⊗ → W⊗,J⊛ →

V′⊗×W′⊗,H) over V,W such that V⊗ → Ass,V′⊗ → Ass are presentably monoidal∞-categories,
W⊗ → Ass,W′⊗ → Ass are small ∞-operads, α is a left adjoint monoidal functor, J⊛ →

V′⊗ ×W′⊗ is a small left enriched ∞-category and H ∈ PBEnv(M)LEnr.

(2) A small right enriched weight over V,W is a weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×
W′⊗,H) over V,W such that W⊗ → Ass,W′⊗ → Ass are presentably monoidal ∞-categories,
V⊗ → Ass,V′⊗ → Ass are small∞-operads, β is a left adjoint monoidal functor, J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗

is a small right enriched ∞-category and H ∈ PBEnv(M)REnr.

(3) A small enriched weight over V,W is a weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗,J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗,H)
over V,W such that V⊗ → Ass,V′⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass,W′⊗ → Ass are presentably monoidal
∞-categories, α,β are left adjoint monoidal functors, J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ is a small bi-enriched
∞-category and H ∈ PBEnv(M)BEnr.

3.4. Conical colimits and tensors. Next we consider our first example of weighted colimits, which
are conical colimits and left and right tensors.

Definition 3.25. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) A functor F ∶ K▷ →M is a conical colimit diagram if for every V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W
for n,m ≥ 0 and Y ∈ M the presheaf MulM(V1, ...,Vn,−,W1, ...,Wm;Y) on M sends Fop ∶
(Kop)◁ →Mop to a limit diagram. An ∞-category M admits K-indexed conical colimits if M
admits the conical colimit of every functor starting at K.

(2) A functor F ∶ K◁ →M is a conical limit diagram if for every V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for
n,m ≥ 0 and X ∈M the presheaf MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;−) on M sends F to a limit
diagram. An ∞-category M admits K-indexed conical limits if M admits the conical limit of
every functor starting at K.

Remark 3.26. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) Every conical colimit diagram is a colimit diagram.
(2) If M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits left and right cotensors, every colimit diagram is conical.
(3) Assume that M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits left tensors and let G ∶ K→M be a functor. The colimit

of G is conical if and only if forming left tensors preserves the colimit of G and for every
W1, ...,Wm ∈ W for m ≥ 0 and Y ∈ M the presheaf MulM(−,W1, ...,Wm;Y) on M preserves
the limit of Gop.

(4) Assume that M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits left and right tensors and let G ∶ K → M be a functor.
The colimit of G is conical if and only if forming left and right tensors preserves the colimit
of G.

Definition 3.27. Let K ⊂ Cat∞ be a full subcategory. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category φ ∶ M⊛ →
V⊗ ×W⊗ is compatible with K-indexed colimits if φ admits K-indexed conical colimits and for every
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X,Y ∈M, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n,0 ≤ j ≤m the presheaves

MulM(V1, ..,Vi,−,Vi+1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y)

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ..,Wj,−,Wj+1, ...,Wm;Y)
on V,W, respectively, preserve K-indexed limits.

Notation 3.28. Let K be a small ∞-category and V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass small ∞-operads. By
Corollary 2.101 the equivalence K⊛

V,W
≃ ∗⊛

V
×K × ∗⊛

W
extends to an equivalence

(6) PBEnv(KV,W) ≃ PEnv(V) ⊗P(K) ⊗PEnv(W).

For every V ∈ PEnv(V),W ∈ PEnv(W) we define the following weight

⟨V,K,W⟩ ∈ PBEnv(KV,W)

corresponding to the image of (V,∗,W) ∈ PEnv(V)×P(K)×PEnv(W) in PEnv(V)⊗P(K)⊗PEnv(W).

Remark 3.29. Equivalence (6) restricts to equivalences

PLEnv(KV,W) ≃ PEnv(V) ⊗P(K) ⊗P(∗W),

PREnv(KV,W) ≃ P(∗V) ⊗ P(K) ⊗PEnv(W),
P(KV,W) ≃ P(∗V) ⊗P(K) ⊗P(∗W).

Thus ⟨V,∗,1PEnv(W)⟩ is a left weight and ⟨1PEnv(V),∗,W⟩ is a right weight.

Definition 3.30. Let K be a small ∞-category and V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass small ∞-operads. The
trivial weight on K is the weight ⟨1PEnv(V),K,1PEnv(W)⟩.

Lemma 3.31. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be a totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, K an ∞-category,
V ∈ V,W ∈ W and F ∶ K⊛

V,W
→ M⊛ a V,W-enriched functor and X ∈ M corresponding to a V,W-

enriched functor ∗⊛
V,W
→M⊛.

(1) The colimit of X weighted at the weight ⟨V,∗,W⟩ is the bitensor V ⊗X⊗W.
(2) The colimit of F weighted at the left weight ⟨V,∗,1PEnv(W)⟩ is the left tensor V ⊗X.
(3) The colimit of F weighted at the right weight ⟨1PEnv(V),∗,W⟩ is the right tensor X⊗W.
(4) The colimit of F weighted at the trivial weight on K is the conical colimit of F ∶ K→M.

Proof. We prove (1). The proofs of (2), (3), (4) are similar. The induced left adjoint PEnv(V),PEnv(W)-
linear functor F! ∶ (PEnv(V)⊗P(K)⊗PEnv(W))⊛ ≃ PBEnv(KV,W)⊛ → PBEnv(M)⊛ sends ⟨V,K,W⟩
to V⊗F!(∗)⊗W. The final presheaf ∗ on K is the colimit of the Yoneda-embedding of K so that F!(∗)
is the colimit of F. So for every Z ∈M,V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm for n,m ≥ 0 there is an equivalence

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn,F!(⟨V,K,W⟩),W1, ...,Wm; Z) ≃
MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn,V,X,W,W1 , ...,Wm; Z) ≃MulM(V1, ...,Vn,V,X,W,W1 , ...,Wm; Z).

�

Lemma 3.32. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, K a κ-small ∞-category, V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass small
∞-operads, V in the full subcategory of PEnv(V) generated by V under κ-small colimits, W in the full
subcategory of PEnv(W) generated by W under κ-small colimits. The weight ⟨V,K,W⟩ is κ-small.

Proof. Every presheaf X on K is the colimit of the functor K ×P(K) P(K)/X → K ⊂ P(K). Thus the
final presheaf on K is the colimit of the Yoneda-embedding K ⊂ P(K) and so a κ-small colimit of
representables if K is κ-small. So the result follows since the functor PEnv(V) × P(K) × PEnv(W) →
PEnv(V)⊗P(K)⊗PEnv(W) preserves small colimits component-wise and the product of two κ-small
∞-categories is again κ-small.

�
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Corollary 3.33. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. If a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category admits κ-small
weighted colimits, it admits κ-small conical colimits and left and right tensors.

3.5. Weighted colimits via enriched coends. Next we discuss a further example of weighted
colimits, the enriched coends ([9, Definition 5.70.]) with respect to enrichment in any symmetric
monoidal ∞-category. Moreover we prove that general weighted colimits can be built from tensors
and coends if such exist (Proposition 3.38).

In the following we will use symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. If V⊗ → Ass is the pullback of a
symmetric monoidal∞-category V⊠ → Comm, there is a canonical monoidal equivalence (Vrev)⊗ ≃ V⊗
since θ factors as Ass

(−)op

ÐÐÐ→ Ass
θ
Ð→ Comm. The latter induces an equivalence between left and right

(weakly) enriched ∞-categories. In particular, there is no need to distinguish between left and right
morphism objects, which we call morphism objects.

Notation 3.34. Let V⊠ → Comm be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗ a left V-
enriched ∞-category. By [9, Notation 5.36.] there is a left V-enriched functor

MorM ∶ (Mop ⊗M)⊛ → V
⊛

assigning the morphism object.

Definition 3.35. Let V⊗ → Comm be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category, M⊛ → V⊗,J⊛ → V⊗ left
pseudo-enriched ∞-categories and F ∶ (Jop ⊗ J)⊛ →M⊛ a left V-enriched functor.

● The V-enriched coend of F, denoted by ∫
J
F, is the MorJop -weighted colimit of F.

● The V-enriched end of F, denoted by ∫JF, is the MorJ-weighted limit of F.

Remark 3.36. The V-enriched end of F is the MorJ-weighted limit of F, which is the MorJ-weighted
colimit of Fop ∶ (J⊗ Jop)⊛ → (Mop)⊛ and so agrees with the V-enriched coend of Fop.

Construction 3.37. Let V⊠ → Comm be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category and M⊛ →

V⊗ a left V-enriched ∞-category that admits left tensors. The composition of left V-enriched functors

(Vop ⊗M
op ⊗M)⊛

id⊗MorM
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ (Vop ⊗V)⊛

MorV
ÐÐÐ→ V

⊛

corresponds to a left V-enriched functor

(V⊗M)⊛ → (EnrFunV(M,V)op)⊛

that induces a functor ⊗ ∶ (V⊗M)⊛ →M⊛ by the existence of tensors. We obtain an equivalence

(7) MorM((−) ⊗ (−),−) ≃MorV(−,MorM(−,−))

of left V-enriched functors (Mop ⊗Mop ⊗M)⊛ → V⊛.

Theorem 3.38. Let V⊠ → Comm be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category, J⊛ → V⊗ a left
V-enriched ∞-category, M⊛ → V⊗ a left V-enriched ∞-category that admits left tensors, F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛

a left V-enriched functor and H ∈ PV(J). There is a canonical equivalence

colimH(F) ≃ ∫
J

⊗ ○ (∣ H ∣ ⊗F).

Proof. Equivalence (7) gives for every X ∈M a canonical equivalence

(8) MorM(⊗ ○ (∣ H ∣ ⊗F),X) ≃MorV ○ (∣ H ∣op ⊗(MorM(−,X) ○Fop))

of V-enriched functors (Jop ⊗ J)⊛ → V⊛. We obtain the following chain of natural equivalences:

MorM(∫
J

⊗ ○ (∣ H ∣ ⊗F),X) ≃ ∫
J
MorM(⊗ ○ (∣ H ∣ ⊗F),X) ≃ ∫

J
MorV ○ (∣ H ∣op ⊗(MorM(−,X) ○ Fop))

≃MorEnrFunV,∅(Jop,V)(∣ H ∣,MorM(−,X) ○Fop) ≃MorPV(J)(H,F
∗(X)),
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where the first equivalence is by Corollary 3.65, the second equivalence is by (8), the third equivalence
is by [9, Theorem 5.76.] and the last equivalence is by Theorem 2.154.

�

3.6. A Bousfield Kan formula for weighted colimits.

Notation 3.39. Let J⊛ → V⊗ be a left enriched ∞-category, D⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched
∞-category that admits right cotensors and Y ∈ J. By [9, Proposition 5.23. (1)] the right W-enriched
functor EnrFunV,∅(J,D)⊛ →D⊛ evaluating at Y admits a W-enriched right adjoint RanY that sends

Z ∈D to LMorJ(−,Y)Z.

In the following we use the notation of Theorem 2.154.

Proposition 3.40. Let D⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits right coten-
sors, F ∶ J⊛ → D⊛ a left V-enriched functor and H ∈ PLEnv(J) a left weight on J. For every
X ∈ D,W1, ...,Wm ∈W,m ≥ 0 there is a canonical equivalence

MulPLEnv(D)(F!(H),W1, ...,Wm;X) ≃MulEnrFunV,∅(J,D)(F,W1, ...,Wm; (−)X ○ ∣ H ∣).

Proof. There is a canonical equivalence

MulPLEnv(D)(F!(H),W1, ...,Wm;X) ≃
MulEnrFunPEnv(V),∅(PLEnv(J),PLEnv(D))(F!,W1, ...,Wm; (−)X ○PLEnv(J)(−,H)) ≃

MulEnrFunV,∅(J,D)(F,W1, ...,Wm; (−)X ○ ∣ H ∣).

�

Corollary 3.41. Let J⊛ → V⊗ be a weakly left enriched ∞-category, H a left weight on J and D⊛ →

V⊗×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits right cotensors and F ∶ J⊛ →D⊛ a left V-enriched
functor that admits a H-weighted colimit. There is a canonical equivalence

MulD(colimH(F),W1, ...,Wm;X) ≃MulEnrFunV,∅(J,D)(F,W1, ...,Wm; (−)X ○ ∣ H ∣).

Proof. For every X ∈D,V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W,n,m ≥ 0 there is a canonical equivalence

MulD(colimH(F),W1, ...,Wm;X) ≃MulPLEnv(D)(F!(H),W1, ...,Wm;X) ≃
MulEnrFunV,∅(J,D)(F,W1, ...,Wm; (−)X ○ ∣ H ∣).

�

Corollary 3.42. Let J⊛ → V⊗ be a weakly left enriched ∞-category, H a left weight on J and D⊛ →

V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits right cotensors and H-weighted colimits. The
right W-enriched functor

D
⊛ RanH
ÐÐÐ→ EnrFunPEnv(V),∅(PLEnv(J), D̄)⊛

(−)∣J
ÐÐÐ→ EnrFunV,∅(J,D)⊛,X↦ (−)X ○ ∣ H ∣

admits a W-enriched left adjoint that sends F to colimH(F).

Proposition 3.43. Let J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, D⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits left and right tensors and small conical colimits, F ∶
J⊛ → D⊛ a V,W-enriched functor and H ∈ PBEnv(J). Then colimH(F) is the colimit of a canonical
simplicial object Y in D such that for every n ≥ 0 there is a canonical equivalence in N ∶

Yn ≃ colimZ1,....,Zn∈J≃(∣ H ∣ (Zn)) ⊗ LMorJ̄(Zn−1,Zn) ⊗ ...⊗ LMorJ̄(Z1,Z2) ⊗ F(Z1).
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Proof. By [9, Proposition 5.26.] every V,W-enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ →D⊛ is the colimit of a canonical
simplicial object X in EnrFunV,W(J,D) such that for every n ≥ 0 there is a canonical equivalence in
EnrFunV,W(J,D) ∶

Xn ≃ colimZ1,....,Zn∈M≃LMorJ̄(Zn,−)⊗LMorJ̄(Zn−1,Zn)⊗ ...⊗LMorJ̄(Z2,Z3)⊗LMorJ̄(Z1,Z2)⊗F(Z1).

By Proposition 3.23 there is a left adjoint functor colimH ∶ EnrFunV,W(J,D) →D,F ↦ colimH(F). Let
Y ∶= colimH ○X. Consequently, there are canonical equivalences: colimH(F) ≃ colim[n]∈∆opYn and

Yn ≃ colimZ1,....,Zn∈J≃colim
H(LMorJ̄(Zn,−)) ⊗ LMorJ̄(Zn−1,Zn) ⊗ ...⊗ LMorJ̄(Z1,Z2) ⊗F(Z1)

≃ colimZ1,....,Zn∈J≃(∣ H ∣ (Zn)) ⊗ LMorJ̄(Zn−1,Zn) ⊗ ...⊗ LMorJ̄(Z1,Z2) ⊗ F(Z1),
where the last equivalence is by Corollary 3.42. �

3.7. Preservation of weighted colimits. Next we prove that enriched left adjoints preserve weighted
colimits. We first define what it means that an enriched functor preserves weighted colimits.

Definition 3.44. A small diagram is a triple (H,F, ψ) consisting of

● an enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ of totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories,
● an object H ∈ PBEnv(J),
● a morphism ψ ∶ F!(H) → Y in PBEnv(M), where Y ∈M.

More precisely, we call (H,F, ψ) a small H-weighted diagram on M. If α,β are the maps of ∞-operads
underlying F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛, we call (α,β,J⊛,H) the weight underlying the diagram (H,F, ψ). If ψ
exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit, we call (H,F, ψ) a small H-weighted colimit diagram on M. A
small left (right) diagram is a small diagram lying over a left (right) weight.

Definition 3.45. A diagram is a left (right) diagram if the underlying weight is a left (right) weight.

Definition 3.46. Let κ, τ be small regular cardinals. A diagram is a left enriched, right enriched,
bi-enriched, left κ-enriched, right τ -enriched, κ, τ -bi-enriched diagram, respectively, if the underlying
weight is left enriched, right enriched, bi-enriched, left κ-enriched, right τ -enriched, κ, τ -bi-enriched.

Notation 3.47. An enriched functor θ ∶ M⊛ → N⊛ lying over maps of ∞-operads α′, β′ sends a
diagram (H,F, ψ) on M lying over the weight (α,β,J⊛,H) to the diagram

(H, θ ○F, ψ′ ∶ θ!(F!(H))
θ!(ψ)
ÐÐÐ→ θ(Y))

on N lying over the weight (α′ ○ α,β′ ○ β,J⊛,H). We call the latter diagram the image of (H,F, ψ)
under θ. We call the weight (α′ ○ α,β′ ○ β,J⊛,H) the image of (α,β,J⊛,H) under α′, β′.

Definition 3.48. Let θ ∶ M⊛ → N⊛ be an enriched functor of totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-
categories and (H,F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛, ψ) a H-weighted colimit diagram on M. We say that θ preserves the
H-weighted colimit of F if θ sends the H-weighted colimit diagram (H,F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛, ψ) to a H-weighted
colimit diagram on N.

Definition 3.49. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V′′⊗ ×W′′⊗ be totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-
categories and θ ∶M⊛ → N⊛ an enriched functor.

● For every totally small weight (α,β,J⊛,H) over V,W we say that θ preserves (α,β,J⊛,H)-
weighted colimits if θ preserves the H-weighted colimit of any enriched functor J⊛ →M⊛ lying
over α,β.
● For every collection H of weights over V,W we say that θ preserves H-weighted colimits if θ
preserves the (α,β,J⊛,H)-weighted colimit for every (α,β,J⊛,H) ∈H.
● We say that θ preserves κ-small weighted colimits if θ preserves the (α,β,J⊛,H)-weighted
colimit for every κ-small weight (α,β,J⊛,H) over V,W.
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Notation 3.50. For every weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ and
collections Λ,Λ′ of diagrams in M,N, respectively, let

EnrFunΛ,Λ′

V,W
(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,W(M,N)

be the full subcategory of V,W-enriched functors sending diagrams of Λ to diagrams of Λ′. Let

EnrFunΛ
V,W(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,W(M,N)

be the full subcategory of V,W-enriched functors sending diagrams of Λ to weighted colimit diagrams.

Notation 3.51. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads, N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-
category, M⊛ → V⊗ a weakly left enriched ∞-category, O⊛ →W⊗ a weakly right enriched ∞-category,
Λ a collection of diagrams in M and Λ′ a collection of diagrams in O. Let

EnrFunΛ
V,∅(M,N)⊛ ⊂ EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛

be the full weakly right enriched subcategory of left V-enriched functors M → N sending diagrams of
Λ to weighted colimit diagrams. Let

EnrFunΛ
′

∅,W(O,N)
⊛ ⊂ EnrFun∅,W(O,N)⊛

be the full weakly left enriched subcategory of right W-enriched functors O → N sending diagrams of
Λ′ to weighted colimit diagrams.

Definition 3.52. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and H a collection of
weights over V,W. A collection Λ of diagrams in M is H-weighted if every diagram of Λ is H-weighted
for some H ∈H.

Notation 3.53. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. For every collection H of
weights over V,W let Λ(M,H) be the collection of H-weighted colimit diagrams in M for some H ∈H.

Remark 3.54. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be weakly bi-enriched∞-categories, H a collection
of weights over V,W and Λ a collection of H-weighted diagrams in M. Then EnrFunΛ

V,W(M,N) =
EnrFunΛ,Λ

(N,H)

V,W
(M,N).

Proposition 3.55. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories and
φ ∶M⊛ → N⊛ a V,W-enriched functor.

(1) If φ admits a V,W-enriched right adjoint, φ preserves all weighted colimits.
(2) If φ admits a V,W-enriched left adjoint, φ preserves all weighted limits.

Proof. We prove (1). (2) is similar. A V,W-enriched adjunction φ ∶ M⊛ ⇄ N⊛ ∶ γ gives rise to a
PEnv(V),PEnv(W)-enriched adjunction φ! ∶ PEnv(M)⊛ ⇄ PEnv(N)⊛ ∶ γ!. Let F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ be an
enriched functor, Y ∈ M,H ∈ PBEnv(J) and ψ ∶ F!(H) → Y a map in PBEnv(M) that exhibits Y as
the H-weighted colimit of F. We like to see that the map φ!(ψ) ∶ φ!(F!(H)) → φ(Y) in PBEnv(N)
exhibits φ(Y) as the H-weighted colimit of φ○F, i.e. that for any Z ∈ N, V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W
for some n,m ≥ 0 the map

MulN(V1, ...,Vn, φ(Y),W1, ...,Wm; Z)→MulPBEnv(N)(V1, ...,Vn, φ!(F!(H)),W1, ...,Wm; Z)

is an equivalence. The latter map identifies with the equivalence

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,Y,W1, ...,Wm;γ(Z))→MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn,F!(H),W1, ...,Wm;γ(Z)).

�

Definition 3.56. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, Λ a collection of diagrams
in M and H be a collection of weights over V,W.
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(1) A full weakly bi-enriched subcategory N⊛ ⊂ M⊛ is closed under diagrams of Λ if for every
diagram (H, τ,ψ ∶ τ!(H) → Y) in M the object Y ∈ M belongs to N if τ ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ factors
through N⊛.

(2) A full weakly bi-enriched subcategory N⊛ ⊂ M⊛ is closed under H-weighted colimits if it is
closed under the collection of H-weighted colimit diagrams in M.

Example 3.57. Let α ∶ F → G ∶M⊛ → N⊛ be a morphism of Enr(M,N) and T = (H, τ ∶ J⊛ →M⊛, ψ ∶
τ!(H)→ Y) a diagram in M. If F,G send T to a weighted colimit diagram and ατ(Z) is an equivalence
for every Z ∈ J, then using Remark 3.8 the morphism αY is an equivalence. In particular, the full
subcategory of M spanned by all X ∈M such that αX is an equivalence, is closed under all weighted
colimits that are preserved by F,G.

3.8. Stability of weighted colimits under restriction of enrichment. Next we prove that the
existence of weighted colimits is stable under pulling back the enrichment (Corollary 3.60).

Lemma 3.58. Let α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗ be maps of small ∞-operads, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a totally
small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, F ∶ J⊛ → (α,β)∗(M)⊛ ∶= V′⊗ ×V⊗ M⊛ ×W⊗ W′⊗ an enriched
functor, H ∈ PBEnv(J) and Y ∈M,V′1, ...V

′
n ∈ V′,W′

1, ...,W
′
m ∈W′ for some n,m ≥ 0. The projection

ρ ∶ (α,β)∗(M)⊛ →M⊛ induces an equivalence

MulPLEnv((α,β)∗(M))(V′1, ...V
′
n,F!(H),W′

1, ...,W
′
m;Y) →

MulPLEnv(M)(α(V′1), ..., α(V
′
n), ρ!(F!(H)), β(W′

1), ..., β(W
′
m);ρ(Y)).

Proof. It is enough to prove that the unit Y → ρ∗(ρ!(Y)) ≃ ρ∗(ρ(Y)) in PBEnv((α,β)∗(M)) is an
equivalence. The unit induces at V1⊗ ...⊗Vn⊗Z⊗W1⊗ ...⊗Wm ∈ BEnv((α,β)∗(M)) the equivalence
Mul(α,β)∗(M)(V1, ...,Vn,Z,W1, ...,Wm;Y) →MulM(α(V1), ..., α(Vn), ρ(Z), β(W1), ..., β(Wm);ρ(Y)).

�

Proposition 3.59. Let α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗ be maps of small ∞-operads, J⊛ → Q⊗×U⊗,M⊛ →
V⊗ ×W⊗ totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories, H ∈ PBEnv(J), F ∶ J⊛ → (α,β)∗(M)⊛ ∶=
V′⊗ ×V⊗ M⊛ ×W⊗ W′⊗ an enriched functor, Y ∈M and ρ ∶ (α,β)∗(M)⊛ →M⊛ the projection.

(1) A morphism
ψ ∶ F!(H)→ Y

in PBEnv((α,β)∗(M)) exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F if

ρ!(ψ) ∶ ρ!(F!(H)) → ρ(Y)

in PBEnv(M) exhibits ρ(Y) as the H-weighted colimit of ρ ○F.
(2) The converse holds by the uniqueness of weighted colimits if the H-weighted colimit of F exists.

Proof. If ρ!(ψ) ∶ ρ!(F!(H)) → ρ(Y) exhibits ρ(Y) as the H-weighted colimit of ρ ○ F, for every Z ∈
(α,β)∗(M) and V′1, ...,V

′
n ∈ V′,W′

1, ...,W
′
m ∈W′ for some n,m ≥ 0 the canonical map

MulM(α(V′1), ..., α(V
′
n), ρ(Y), β(W

′
1), ..., β(W

′
m);ρ(Z))→

MulPLEnv(M)(α(V′1), ..., α(V
′
n), ρ!(F!(H)), β(W′

1), ..., β(W
′
m);ρ(Z))

is an equivalence. But this map canonically identifies with the map

Mul(α,β)∗(M)(V′1, ...V
′
n,Y,W

′
1, ...,W

′
m; Z)→MulPLEnv((α,β)∗(M))(V′1, ...V

′
n,F!(H),W′

1, ...,W
′
m; Z)

σ
Ð→

MulPLEnv(M)(α(V′1), ..., α(V
′
n), ρ!(F!(H)), β(W′

1), ..., β(W
′
m);ρ(Z)),

where σ is induced by ρ! ∶ PLEnv((α,β)∗(M))⊛ → PLEnv(M)⊛. By Lemma 3.58 ρ is an equivalence.
(2) immediately follows from 1. and Lemma 3.58.

�
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Corollary 3.60. Let τ ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, ρ ∶ W′⊗ → W⊗ be maps of small ∞-operads, J⊛ → Q⊗ × U⊗ a
totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and (α,β,J⊛,H) a weight over V′,W′. For every totally
small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ that admits (τ ○α,ρ ○ β,J⊛,H)-weighted colimits
the pullback V′⊗ ×V⊗ M⊛ ×W⊗ W′⊗ admits (α,β,J⊛,H)-weighted colimits and the projection V′⊗ ×V⊗
M⊛ ×W⊗ W′⊗ →M⊛ sends (α,β,J⊛,H)-weighted colimits to (τ ○ α,ρ ○ β,J⊛,H)-weighted colimits.

3.9. Existence of weighted colimits. In the following we prove an existence result for weighted
colimits that splits the existence of weighted colimits in the existence of tensors and conical colimits
(Proposition 3.63).

Proposition 3.61. Let J⊛ → Q⊗×U⊗,M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories,
F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ an enriched functor lying over maps of ∞-operads α ∶ Q⊗ → V⊗, β ∶ U⊗ →W⊗ and K ⊂
Cat∞,T ⊂ V,T′ ⊂W full subcategories. Let H ⊂ PBEnv(J) be the smallest full subcategory containing J,
closed under K-indexed colimits for any K ∈K and such that for every Y ∈ α−1(T) ⊂ Q,Z ∈ β−1(T′) ⊂ U
the functors Y ⊗ (−), (−) ⊗ Z ∶ PBEnv(J)→ PBEnv(J) preserves H.

(1) If M admits left tensors of objects Y ∈ T and right tensors of objects Z ∈ T′ and K-indexed
conical colimits for any K ∈K, then M admits the H-weighted colimit of F for any H ∈H.

(2) An enriched functor φ ∶ M⊛ → N⊛ preserves the H-weighted colimit of F for any H ∈ H if φ
preserves left tensors of objects Y ∈ T and right tensors of objects Z ∈ T′ and K-indexed conical
colimits.

Proof. (1): Let H′ ⊂ PBEnv(J) be the full subcategory spanned by those H ∈ PBEnv(J) such that M
admits the H-weighted colimit of F. Then H′ contains J, is closed under K-indexed conical colimits for
any K ∈ K and for every Y ∈ α−1(T),Z ∈ β−1(T′) the functor Y⊗(−), (−)⊗Z ∶ PBEnv(J) → PBEnv(J)
preserves H′, where we use Remark 3.18. Thus H ⊂H′.

(2): Let H′ ⊂ PBEnv(J) be the full subcategory spanned by those H ∈ PBEnv(J) such that M

admits the H-weighted colimit of F and φ preserves the H-weighted colimit of F. Then H′ contains J,
is closed under K-indexed conical colimits for any K ∈ K, and for every Y ∈ α−1(T),Z ∈ β−1(T′) the
functor Y ⊗ (−), (−) ⊗ Z ∶ PBEnv(J)→ PBEnv(J) preserves H′. Thus H ⊂H′.

�

Proposition 3.61 implies the following corollary:

Corollary 3.62. Let J⊛ → Q⊗ ×U⊗,M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories,
F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ an enriched functor and K ⊂ Cat∞ a full subcategory. Let H ⊂ PBEnv(J) be the smallest
full subcategory containing J, closed under K-indexed colimits for any K ∈ K and such that for any
Y ∈ Q,Z ∈ U the functors Y ⊗ (−), (−) ⊗ Z ∶ PBEnv(J)→ PBEnv(J) preserve H.

(1) Assume that M admits left and right tensors and K-indexed colimits for any K ∈ K and
that K-indexed colimits are preserved by the functors V ⊗ (−), (−) ⊗W ∶ M → M for every
V ∈ V,W ∈W. Then M admits the H-weighted colimit of F for any H ∈H.

(2) An enriched functor φ ∶ M⊛ → N⊛ preserves the H-weighted colimit of F for any H ∈ H if φ
preserves left and right tensors and K-indexed colimits.

We obtain the following proposition:

Proposition 3.63. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a totally small weakly
bi-enriched ∞-category.

(1) Then M admits κ-small weighted colimits if and only if M admits left and right tensors and
κ-small colimits and forming left and right tensors commutes with κ-small colimits.

(2) Then M admits κ-small left (right) weighted colimits if and only if M admits left (right)
tensors and κ-small colimits and forming left (right) tensors commutes with κ-small colimits.

(3) An enriched functor M⊛ → N⊛ preserves κ-small weighted colimits if and only if it preserves
κ-small colimits and left and right tensors.
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(4) An enriched functor M⊛ → N⊛ preserves κ-small left (right) weighted colimits if and only if
it preserves κ-small colimits and left (right) tensors.

Proof. We prove (1) and (3). The proofs of (2) and (4) are similar. (1): If M admits left and right
tensors and κ-small colimits and forming left and right tensors commutes with κ-small colimits, then
M admits κ-small weighted colimits by Corollary 3.62.

The converse is Corollary 3.33 and Remark 3.26. (3) follows like (1) from Corollary 3.62. �

Corollary 3.64. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a totally small weakly bi-
enriched ∞-category. Then M admits κ-small weighted colimits if and only if M admits κ-small
weighted colimits of V,W-enriched functors K⊛V,W →M⊛ for some ∞-category K.

Corollary 3.65. Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be a totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. The embedding
M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ preserves weighted limits.

Proof. By Proposition 3.63 it is enough to show that the embedding M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛ preserves left
and right cotensors and all conical limits. Let W ∈ W,Y ∈M such that for every X ∈ M,V1, ...,Vn ∈
V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W the induced map

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;YW)→MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm,W;Y)

is an equivalence. The latter map identifies with the map

PBEnv(M)(V1⊗...⊗Vn⊗X⊗W1⊗...⊗Wm,Y
W)→MulPBEnv(M)(V1⊗...⊗Vn⊗X⊗W1⊗...⊗Wm,W;Y).

Hence the map PBEnv(M)(T,YW)→MulPBEnv(M)(T,W;Y) is an equivalence for every T ∈ BEnv(M).
Since the functors PBEnv(M)(−,YW),MulPBEnv(M)(−,W;Y) ∶ PBEnv(M)op → S preserve small lim-
its, the latter map is also an equivalence for every T ∈ PBEnv(M). So the right cotensor is preserved
by the embedding M ⊂ PBEnv(M). The case of the left cotensor is similar. We prove the case of
conical limits.

Let F ∶ K→M be a functor such that for every X ∈M,V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W the map

MulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm; lim(F)) → limMulM(V1, ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm; F(−))

is an equivalence. The latter map identifies with the map

PBEnv(M)(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn ⊗X⊗W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm, lim(F)) →

limPBEnv(M)(V1 ⊗ ...⊗Vn ⊗X⊗W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm,F(−)).
Hence the map PBEnv(M)(Y, lim(F)) → limPBEnv(M)(Y,F(−)) is an equivalence for every Y ∈
BEnv(M). Since for every Z ∈ PBEnv(M) the functor PBEnv(M)(−,Z) ∶ PBEnv(M)op → S preserves
small limits, the latter map is also an equivalence for every Y ∈ PBEnv(M). So the limit of F is
preserved by the embedding M ⊂ PBEnv(M).

�

Corollary 3.66. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category. The embedding M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T preserves weighted limits.

Corollary 3.67. (1) For every left quasi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ the embedding
M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛LEnr preserves left weighted limits and exhibits M as free cocompletion under
small left weighted colimits.

(2) For every right quasi-enriched∞-category M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ the embedding M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛
REnr

preserves right weighted limits and exhibits M as free cocompletion under small right weighted
colimits.

(3) For every bi-quasi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ the embedding M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛
BEnr

preserves weighted limits and exhibits M as free cocompletion under small weighted colimits.
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3.10. Adjoining weighted colimits. In this section we prove that weighted colimits can be univer-
sally adjoined (Proposition 3.85). We start with the following lemmas:

Lemma 3.68. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a locally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits H-
weighted colimits for some set H of small weights over V,W and B ⊂M a small full subcategory. The
full subcategory of M generated by B under H-weighted colimits is small.

Proof. We need to see that the collection of equivalence classes of the full subcategory of M generated
by B underH-weighted colimits is a set. Since H is a set and for every weight (α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗,H ∈
PBEnv(J)) ∈H the∞-category J is small, there is a small regular cardinal κ such that for every weight
(α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗,H ∈ PBEnv(J)) ∈H the collection of equivalence classes of objects of J is κ-small.
We will first prove that the full subcategory of M generated by B under H-weighted colimits is the
κ-filtered colimit of the sequence (Bλ)λ<κ of full subcategories of M inductively defined by:

(1) B0 ∶= B,
(2) Bλ+1 is the union of Bλ and the full subcategory of M of H-weighted colimits for some weight
(α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H ∈ PBEnv(J)) ∈ H of all enriched functors F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛, where the
collection of equivalence classes in J is λ-small and F lies over α,β and carries J to Bλ.

(3) If λ < κ is a limit ordinal, Bλ ∶= ∪λ′<λBλ′ .
Indeed, for any enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ lying over α,β that carries J to colimλ<κBλ for some

weight (α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H ∈ PBEnv(J)) ∈ H the collection of equivalence classes of objects of J
is κ-small and so a κ-compact object in the category of small sets. Since taking equivalence classes
preserves filtered colimits as a functor from ∞-categories to sets, there is a λ < κ such that F carries
J to Bλ. So the H-weighted colimit of F belongs to Bλ+1. This shows that colimλ<κBλ ⊂ M is the
smallest full subcategory of M containing B and closed under H-weighted colimits.

Therefore we have to see that the colimit colimλ<κBλ is small. We use induction: by assumption
B0 = B is small. The case of a limit ordinal is clear using that κ is small. For the case of a successor
ordinal assume that λ < κ and Bλ is small. We want to see that Bλ+1 is small. We fix the following
notation: for any weight (α,β,J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H ∈ PBEnv(J)) ∈ H let BH

λ+1 be the full subcategory
of M spanned by the objects of Bλ and the H-weighted colimits of all enriched functors F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛

that lie over α,β and carry J to Bλ. Then Bλ+1 ⊂ M is the union ∪H∈HBH
λ+1. Since H is a set, it is

enough to see that BH
λ+1 is small. So it is enough to see that the full subcategory of M spanned by

the objects colimH(F) for F ∈ EnrFunV′,W′(J, (α,β)∗(Bλ)) is small, where B⊛
λ
⊂M⊛ is the full weakly

bi-enriched subcategory. This follows from the fact that the ∞-category EnrFunV′,W′(J, (α,β)∗(Bλ))
is small because (α,β)∗(Bλ)⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ and J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ are small. The first is small since
the multi-morphism spaces of M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ and so B⊛Λ → V⊗ ×W⊗ are small so that also the
multi-morphism spaces of (α,β)∗(Bλ)⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ are small, and V′,W′,BΛ are small.

�

Lemma 3.69. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, H a set of totally small
weights over V,W and Λ a collection of H-weighted diagrams in M. Then Λ is a set.

Proof. Let (α,β,J⊛ → Q⊗ ×U⊗,H) ∈ H be a weight. By assumption J⊛ → Q⊗ ×U⊗ is a totally small
weakly bi-enriched ∞-category so that the ∞-category EnrFunQ,U(J, (α,β)∗(M)) is small. Since
M is small and for every enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ lying over α,β and Y ∈ M the space
PBEnv(J)(H,F∗(Y)) is small, Λ is small.

�

Notation 3.70. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category and Λ a set of diagrams in M.
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(1) Let QΛ be the set of morphisms θ ∶ colimH(ι ○ F) → ι(Y) in PBEnv(M)S,T adjoint to the

morphism H
λ
Ð→ F∗(Y) → (ι ○ F)∗(ι(Y)) in PBEnv(J) for some diagram (F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛,Y, λ ∶

H→ F∗(Y)) ∈ Λ, where ι ∶M⊛ → PBEnv(M)⊛S,T is the canonical embedding.

(2) Let Q′Λ be the set of morphisms in PBEnv(M)⊛
S,T

of the form V1⊗ ...⊗Vn ⊗ f ⊗W1⊗ ...⊗Wm

for f ∈ QΛ and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W and n,m ≥ 0.
Notation 3.71. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category and Λ a set of diagrams in M.

(1) Let

PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T
be the full weakly bi-enriched subcategory spanned the Q′Λ-local objects.

(2) Let

PB̃EnvΛ(M)⊛S,T ∶= V⊗ ×S−1PEnv(V)⊗ PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T ×T−1PEnv(W)⊗ W
⊗.

Remark 3.72. Note that PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T is the full weakly bi-enriched subcate-

gory spanned by all X such that the W,V-enriched functor MorPBEnv(M)S,T((−)∣M,X) ∶ (M
op)⊛ →

(S−1PEnv(V) ⊗T−1PEnv(W))⊛ sends every diagram of Λ to a weighted limit diagram.

Lemma 3.73. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a small
S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category and Λ a set of diagrams in M.

(1) The full weakly bi-enriched subcategory PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T is an accessible

S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-enriched localization.

(2) The restricted localization functor M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T L
Ð→ PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T sends diagrams of

Λ to weighted colimit diagrams.

Proof. (1): Let ι ∶ M⊛ → PBEnv(M)⊛S,T be the canonical embedding. The saturated class generated

by Q′Λ is closed under small colimits and so closed under the S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-biaction.
Consequently, because PBEnv(M)⊛S,T → S−1PEnv(V)⊗ × T−1PEnv(W)⊗ is a presentably bitensored

∞-category, the full weakly bi-enriched subcategory PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛S,T is an accessible

S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)-enriched localization.

(2): The induced morphism H
λ
Ð→ F∗(Y) → (L ○ ι ○ F)∗(L(ι(Y))) is adjoint to the equivalence

colimH(L ○ ι ○F) ≃ L(colimH(ι ○F))
L(θ)
ÐÐ→ L(ι(Y)),

where θ ∈ Q, and so exhibits L(ι((Y)) as the H-weighted colimit of L ○ ι ○F.
�

Notation 3.74. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category, H a set of totally small weights over V,W and Λ a collection of
H-weighted diagrams in M. By Lemma 3.69 (1) the collection Λ is a set. Let

PBEnvHΛ (M)
⊛
S,T ⊂ PB̃EnvΛ(M)⊛S,T

be the smallest full weakly bi-enriched subcategory containing the essential image of the restricted
V,W-enriched localization functor M⊛ → PB̃EnvΛ(M)⊛S,T and closed under H-weighted colimits.

If S = T = ∅, we drop S,T from the notation. If Λ = ∅, we drop Λ from the notation.

Remark 3.75. We obtain a V,W-enriched functor M⊛ → PBEnvHΛ (M)⊛S,T.

Remark 3.76. Lemma 3.73 implies that PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T → S−1PEnv(V)⊗ ×T−1PEnv(W)⊗ is a pre-

sentably bitensored ∞-category. Hence PB̃EnvΛ(M)⊛S,T → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category
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by Proposition 2.140 that admits small weighted colimits. Thus PBEnvHΛ (M)⊛S,T → V⊗×W⊗ is a small

S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category that admits H-weighted colimits by Lemma 3.68.

Remark 3.77. By Lemma 3.73 (2) the restricted localization functor M⊛ → PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T and so

also M⊛ → PBEnvHΛ (M)
⊛
S,T

send diagrams of Λ to H-weighted colimit diagrams.

Remark 3.78. If Λ consists of weighted colimit diagrams, every object ofM belongs to PBEnvΛ(M)S,T.
So the restricted localization functor M⊛ → PBEnvΛ(M)⊛S,T and so M⊛ → PBEnvHΛ (M)⊛S,T are em-
beddings.

For the next notation we use the following terminology:

Definition 3.79. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ exhibits M as

● locally left pseudo-enriched in V if V⊗ → Ass admits a tensor unit and the pullback Ass ×V⊗
M⊛ ×W⊗ ∅⊗ → Ass along the unique map ∅⊗ →W⊗ and the unique map Ass → V⊗ preserving
the tensor unit exhibits M as left pseudo-enriched.
● locally right pseudo-enriched in W if W⊗ → Ass admits a tensor unit and the pullback ∅⊗×V⊗
M⊛×W⊗Ass → Ass along the unique map ∅⊗ → V⊗ and the unique map Ass→W⊗ preserving
the tensor unit exhibits M as right pseudo-enriched.
● locally bi-pseudo-enriched in V,W if V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass admit a tensor unit and the pullback
Ass ×V⊗ M⊛ ×W⊗ Ass→ Ass ×Ass along the unique maps Ass → V⊗,Ass→W⊗ preserving the
tensor unit exhibits M as bi-pseudo-enriched.

Proposition 3.80. Let n ≥ 1 and (V⊗i → Ass,Si), (W⊗i → Ass,Ti) small localization pairs for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let M⊛i → V⊗i ×W

⊗
i be small bi-Si,Ti-enriched ∞-categories such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the weakly

bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i is locally bi-pseudo-enriched if there is some 1 ≤ j ≤ n with j ≠ i

such that Sj or Tj do not only contain equivalences. Let N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-
category, where V⊗ ∶= V⊗1 ×Ass ...×AssV

⊗
n ,W

⊗ ∶=W⊗1 ×Ass ...×AssW
⊗
n . Assume that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the

pullback N⊛i ∶= V⊗i ×V⊗N⊛×W⊗W⊗i along τi ∶ V⊗i → V⊗, τi ∶W⊗i →W⊗ is a Si,Ti-bi-enriched ∞-category
that admits left and right tensors and small colimits preserved by forming left and right tensors.

(1) The induced functor

EnrFunV,W( ∏
1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N) → EnrFunV,W( ∏

1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory

LinFunL,L
V,W
( ∏
1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N)

of V,W-linear functors that admit a right adjoint component-wise.
(2) The following induced functor is an equivalence:

LinFunL,L
V,W
( ∏
1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N) → EnrFunV,W( ∏

1≤i≤n

Mi,N).

Proof. (2) follows immediately from (1) because the functor of (2) is conservative. (1): The existence
of a fully faithful left adjoint in (1) follows from [9, Proposition 2.62.]. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n and X ∶= (Xj ∈
PB̃Env(Mj)Sj,Tj

)1≤j≤n,j≠i a family of objects. We like to see that the composition

EnrFunV,W( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N) → EnrFunV,W( ∏
1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N)

evX
ÐÐ→ EnrFunVi,Wi

(PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,Ni)
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lands in LinFunLVi,Wi
(PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti

,Ni). By [10, Proposition 8.29. (5), Proposition 3.42.] the latter
functor factors as

EnrFunV,W( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N) → EnrFunV,W(∏
1≤j<i

PB̃Env(Mj)Sj,Tj
×Mi × ∏

i<j≤n

PB̃Env(Mj)Sj,Tj
,N)

evX
ÐÐ→

EnrFunVi,Wi
(Mi,Ni)→ EnrFunVi,Wi

(PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,Ni).

So we can reduce to the case n = 1, where we use that N⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i is a Si,Ti-bi-enriched∞-category

that admits left and right tensors and small colimits preserved by forming left and right tensors.
So let n = 1. By Corollary 2.140 and [9, Lemma 4.36.] the functor N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is the pullback

of a bitensored ∞-category N̄⊛ → S−1PEnv(V)⊗ ×T−1PEnv(W)⊗ compatible with small colimits. By
Corollary 2.140 the functor

β ∶ EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M)S,T, N̄)→ EnrFunV,W(PB̃Env(M)S,T,N)

is an equivalence. Since PEnv(V) is generated by V under small colimits and the tensor product, also
the localization S−1PEnv(V) is generated by V under small colimits and the tensor product. This
implies that the functor

α ∶ LinFunL
S−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M)S,T, N̄)→ LinFunL

V,W(PB̃Env(M)S,T,N)

is the pullback of the functor β and so an equivalence, too. By Proposition 2.149 the composition

EnrFunS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M)S,T, N̄)
β
Ð→ EnrFunV,W(PB̃Env(M)S,T,N)

→ EnrFunV,W(M,N)
admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in the full subcategory

LinFunLS−1PEnv(V),T−1PEnv(W)(PBEnv(M)S,T, N̄).

�

Notation 3.81. For every n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n let V⊗i → Ass,V⊗i → Ass be small ∞-operads and Hi a
set of weights over Vi,Wi. Assume that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the ∞-operad V⊗i → Ass admits a tensor
unit if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ i the set Hj does not only consist of right weights. Assume that for every
1 ≤ i ≤ n the ∞-operad W⊗i → Ass admits a tensor unit if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ i the set Hj does not
only consist of left weights. We define a set Hi of weights over V1 × ...×Vn,W1 × ...×Wn the following
way: if Hi does not only consist of left weights and does not only consist of right weights, Hi is the
image of Hi under the maps of ∞-operads (using Lemma 2.21):

(9) {1} × ... × {1} ×Vi × {1} × ... × {1}→ V1 × ... ×Vn,

(10) {1} × ... × {1} ×Wi × {1} × ... × {1}→W1 × ... ×Wn.

If Hi only consists of left weights, Hi is the image of Hi under the map of ∞-operads (9). If Hi only
consists of right weights, Hi is the image of Hi under the map of ∞-operads (10). If Hi is empty, Hi

is empty. Let

H1 ⊠ ... ⊠Hn ∶=
n

⋃
i=1

Hi.

If n = 0, we agree that H1 ⊠ ... ⊠Hn is empty.

Notation 3.82. For every n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n let M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i be a totally small weakly bi-enriched

∞-category that admits Hi-weighted colimits for some set Hi of weights over Vi,Wi and Λi a collection
of Hi-weighted diagrams in Mi. Assume that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the weakly bi-enriched ∞-category
M⊛i → V⊗i ×W

⊗
i is a weakly locally bi-pseudo-enriched∞-category if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ i the set Hj

does not only consist of left weights and does not only consist of right weights. Assume that for every
1 ≤ i ≤ n the weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛i → V⊗i ×W

⊗
i is a locally left (right) pseudo-enriched
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∞-category if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ i the set Hj only consists of left (right) weights. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n
we define a set Λi of H-weighted diagrams in M1 × ... ×Mn for some H ∈ Hi the following way: Λi is
the image of Λi under all enriched functors of the form

(11) {X1} × ... × {Xi−1} ×Mi × {Xi+1} × ... × {Xn}→M1 × ... ×Mn

for some objects Xj ∈Mj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ i. If Λi is empty, Λi is empty. Let

Λ1 ⊠ ... ⊠Λn ∶=
n

⋃
i=1

Λi.

If n = 0, we agree that Λ1 ⊠ ... ⊠Λn is empty.

Notation 3.83. Let n ≥ 1 and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n let V⊗i → Ass be a small ∞-operad that admits a
tensor unit if there is some 1 ≤ j ≤ n with j ≠ i such that Sj does not contain only equivalences. Set
V⊗ ∶= V⊗1 ×Ass ... ×Ass V

⊗
n . For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n let Si be a collection of morphisms of PEnv(Vi). Let

S1 ⊠ ... ⊠ Sn
be the collection of morphisms g of PEnv(V) such that there is an 1 ≤ i ≤ n and a morphism f ∈ Si that
is sent to g by the left adjoint monoidal functor (τi)! ∶ PEnv(Vi)⊗ → PEnv(V)⊗ induced by the map
of ∞-operads τi ∶ V⊗i → V⊗ that is the identity on the i-th factor and the constant map preserving the
tensor unit on every other factor.

Notation 3.84. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories, H a
collection of weights over V,W, H′ a collection of weights over V′,W′ and Λ a collection of H-weighted
diagrams in M. Let S be a collection of morphisms of PEnv(V) and T a collection of morphisms of
PEnv(W). Let

EnrFunΛ
S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(M,N) ⊂ EnrFunS,S′,T,T′(M,N)

be the full subcategory of enriched functors sending diagrams of Λ to weighted colimit diagrams and
lying over maps of ∞-operads that send weights of H to weights of H′.

Proposition 3.85. Let n ≥ 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n let (V⊗i → Ass,Si), (W⊗i → Ass,Ti), (V′⊗ → Ass,S′), (W′⊗ →
Ass,T′) be small localization pairs, Hi a set of totally small weights over Vi,Wi and H′ a collection
of weights over V′,W′. Let M⊛i → V⊗i ×W

⊗
i be small Si,Ti-bi-enriched ∞-categories, Λi a collection

of Hi-weighted diagrams in Mi and N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ a S′,T′-bi-enriched ∞-category that admits H′-
weighted colimits. Let H ∶=H1 ⊠ ...⊠Hn,S ∶= S1 ⊠ ...⊠ Sn,T ∶= T1 ⊠ ...⊠Tn. Assume that the following
conditions hold for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

(1) M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i is a locally left pseudo-enriched ∞-category if there is some 1 ≤ j ≤ n with j ≠ i

such that Sj does not contain only equivalences or Λj does not only consist of right diagrams.
(2) M⊛i → V⊗i ×W

⊗
i is a locally right pseudo-enriched ∞-category if there is some 1 ≤ j ≤ n with j ≠ i

such that Tj does not contain only equivalences or Λj does not only consist of left diagrams.

The induced functor

γN ∶ EnrFunΛ
H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N) → EnrFunΛ1⊠...⊠Λn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

is an equivalence. The induced functor

δN ∶ EnrFunS,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi(Mi)Si,Ti
,N) → EnrFunS,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏

1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in EnrFunΛ
H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤n PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N).

Proof. We first reduce to the case that N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ admits large weighted colimits. By Remarks
3.77, 3.78 there is a V′,W′-enriched embedding N⊛ → P̂B̃EnvΛH′ (N)⊛S′,T′ that preserves H

′-weighted

colimits (Lemma 3.73 (2)) into a bi-S′,T′-enriched ∞-category that admits large weighted colimits
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(Remark 3.76). The functor γN is the pullback of γ
P̂B̃Env

ΛH′ (N)S′,T′
because PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

is gen-

erated by Li(Mi) under Hi-weighted colimits. Moreover if δ
PB̃Env

ΛH′ (N)S′,T′
admits a fully faithful left

adjoint that lands in EnrFunΛ
H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤nPBEnv
Hi(Mi)Si,Ti

, P̂B̃EnvΛH′ (N)S′,T′), the left ad-

joint sends EnrFunS,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤nMi,N) to EnrFunΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤n PBEnv
Hi(Mi)Si,Ti

,N)
because PBEnvHi(Mi)Si,Ti

is generated by Li(Mi) under Hi-weighted colimits. So in this case the
fully faithful left adjoint of δ

PB̃Env
ΛH′ (N)S′,T′

restricts to a fully faithful left adjoint of δN that lands

in EnrFunΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤nPBEnv
Hi(Mi)Si,Ti

,N). This way we can assume that N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗

admits large weighted colimits.

Let PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

⊂ PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

be the preimage of PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

under the left

adjoint Li ∶ PB̃Env(Mi)⊛Si,Ti
→ PB̃EnvΛi

(Mi)⊛Si,Ti
. The full subcategory PBEnv

Hi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

is closed in

PB̃Env(Mi)⊛Si,Ti
underHi-weighted colimits because PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

is closed in PB̃EnvΛi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

under Hi-weighted colimits and the left adjoint Li preserves small weighted colimits. The localization
Li ∶ PB̃Env(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

⇄ PB̃EnvΛi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

relative to V⊗i ×W
⊗
i restricts to a Vi,Wi-localization L′i ∶

PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

⇄ PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

. Precomposition with L′i induces an embedding

EnrFunΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N) ↪ EnrFunΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N)

whose essential image is the full subcategory EnrFunΛ
H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤n PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N)′ of
enriched functors inverting all morphisms inverted by L ∶= ∏1≤i≤n Li. The functor γN factors as

EnrFunΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N) ≃ EnrFunΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N)′

β
Ð→ EnrFunΛ1⊠...⊠Λn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N).

The functors γN and so β are conservative because PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

is generated by Li(Mi) under
Hi-weighted colimits. By [9, Proposition 5.16. (1)] the induced functors

EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N) → EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N),

EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N) → EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏

1≤i≤n

PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N)

admit fully faithful left adjoints φ,ψ, respectively, since N⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ admits large weighted colimits.
Consequently, it will be enough to verify that the functor φ takes EnrFunΛ1⊠...⊠Λn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤nMi,N)

to EnrFunΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤nPBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N)′. Because N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ is bi-S′,T′-enriched,
by Propositions 3.80 and 3.61 the induced functor

EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N) → EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏

1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint ρ that lands in the full subcategory of enriched functors preserving
small weighted colimits component-wise, which send diagrams of ΛH1 ⊠ ... ⊠ΛHn to weighted colimit
diagrams. By adjointness the functor ρ factors as fully faithful left adjoints

EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N)
φ
Ð→ EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏

1≤i≤n

PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N)

ψ
Ð→ EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏

1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N)
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so that φ factors as ρ followed by the induced functor

EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
,N) → EnrFunS,S′,T,T′( ∏

1≤i≤n

PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N).

Since the embedding PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

⊂ PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
preserves Hi-weighted colimits, the em-

bedding ∏1≤i≤nPBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

⊂ ∏1≤i≤n PB̃Env(Mi)Si,Ti
preserves diagrams of ΛH1 ⊠ ... ⊠ ΛHn .

Thus φ lands in enriched functors sending diagrams of ΛH1 ⊠ ... ⊠ΛHn to weighted colimit diagrams.
So we have to prove that an enriched functor

α ∶ PBEnv
H1

Λ1
(M1)⊛S1,T1

×(Ass×Ass) ... ×(Ass×Ass) PBEnv
Hn

Λn
(Mn)⊛Sn,Tn

→ N
⊛

sending diagrams of ΛH1 ⊠ ...⊠ΛHn to weighted colimit diagrams inverts all morphisms inverted by L
if its restriction to M⊛1 ×(Ass×Ass) ... ×(Ass×Ass)M

⊛
n sends diagrams of Λ1 ⊠ ... ⊠Λn to weighted colimit

diagrams. Let Qi be the set of morphisms colimH(ι ○ F) → ι(Y) in PBEnv(Mi)Si,Ti
adjoint to a

morphism

H
λ
Ð→ F∗(Y) → (ι ○F)∗(ι(Y))

in PBEnv(J) for some diagram (F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛i ,Y, λ ∶ H→ F∗(Y)) ∈ Λi, where ι ∶M⊛i → PBEnv(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

is the canonical embedding. By construction of the localization the set Qi is the set of generating local
equivalences of the localization PBEnvΛi

(Mi)Si,Ti
⊂ PBEnv(Mi)Si,Ti

, which are morphisms of the full

subcategory PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

⊂ PBEnv(Mi)Si,Ti
closed under Hi-weighted colimits. Therefore the

enriched functor α inverts morphisms inverted by L if and only if it inverts any (f1, ..., fn) ∈ ∏1≤i≤n Qi.

For 1 ≤ i ≤ n let M̄⊛i ⊂ PBEnvΛi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

be the full weakly bi-enriched subcategory generated by Mi

under Hi-weighted colimits. Since morphisms of PBEnv(Mi)Si,Ti
that belong to Qi are morphisms of

M̄i, the enriched functor α inverts every (f1, ..., fn) ∈ ∏1≤i≤n Qi if for every family (Xj ∈ M̄j)1≤j≤n,j≠i the
induced enriched functor α(X1, ...,Xi−1,−,Xi+1, ...,Xn) ∶ PBEnv

Hi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

→ O⊛ inverts morphisms of

Qi. To see the latter, by Remark 3.57 and the fact that α sends diagrams of ΛH1⊠ ...⊠ΛHn to weighted
colimit diagrams, we can assume that Xj ∈ Mj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ i. In this case the induced enriched

functor α(X1, ...,Xi−1,−,Xi+1, ...,Xn) ∶ PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)⊛Si,Ti

→ O⊛ inverts morphisms of Qi because it

sends diagrams of Λi and Hi-weighted colimit diagrams to weighted colimit diagrams. �

Specializing Proposition 3.85 gives the following corollaries:

Corollary 3.86. Let n ≥ 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n let (V⊗i → Ass,Si), (V′⊗ → Ass,S′) be small localization pairs,
Hi a set of small left weights over Vi and H′ a collection of left weights over V′. Let M⊛i → V⊗i be small
left Si-enriched ∞-categories, Λi a collection of Hi-weighted diagrams in Mi and N⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ a left
S′-enriched ∞-category that admits H′-weighted colimits. Let H ∶=H1 ⊠ ... ⊠Hn,S ∶= S1 ⊠ ... ⊠ Sn,T ∶=
T1 ⊠ ... ⊠Tn. Assume that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the weakly left enriched ∞-category M⊛i → V⊗i is locally
left pseudo-enriched if there is some 1 ≤ j ≤ n with j ≠ i such that Sj does not contain only equivalences
or Λj is not empty. The induced functor

γN ∶ EnrFunΛ
H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N) → EnrFunΛ1⊠...⊠Λn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

is an equivalence. The induced functor

δN ∶ EnrFunS,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi(Mi)Si,Ti
,N) → EnrFunS,S′,T,T′,H,H′( ∏

1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

admits a fully faithful left adjoint that lands in EnrFunΛ
H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

S,S′,T,T′,H,H′(∏1≤i≤n PBEnv
Hi

Λi
(Mi)Si,Ti

,N).
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Corollary 3.87. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs, M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
totally small S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category, H a set of totally small weights over V,W, Λ a collection of
H-weighted diagrams in M and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category that admits H-weighted
colimits. The following functor is an equivalence:

EnrFunΛ
H

V,W(PBEnv
H
Λ (M)S,T,N) → EnrFunΛV,W(M,N).

Corollary 3.88. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S) be a small localization pair, M⊛ → V⊗ a totally small left S-
enriched ∞-category, H a set of small left weights over V, Λ a collection of H-weighted left diagrams
in M and N⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ a left S-enriched ∞-category that admits H-weighted colimits. The following
right W-enriched functor is an equivalence:

EnrFunΛH

V,∅(PBEnv
H
Λ (M)S,T,N)

⊛
→ EnrFunΛV,∅(M,N)⊛.

Notation 3.89. Let κ, τ be regular cardinals, n ≥ 1 and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n let M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i ,N

⊛
→

V′⊗ ×W′⊗ be ∞-categories weakly bi-enriched in monoidal ∞-categories compatible with κ-small
colimits, τ -small colimits, respectively. Let H be a collection of weights over ∏n

i=1 Vi,∏n
i=1Wi and

H′ a collection of weights over V′,W′ and Λ a collection of H-weighted diagrams in ∏n
i=1Mi. Set

V⊗ ∶= V⊗1 ×Ass ... ×Ass V
⊗
n ,W

⊗ ∶=W⊗1 ×Ass ... ×Ass W
⊗
n . Let

⊗,κEnrFun
Λ
H,H′( ∏

1≤i≤n

Mi,N), EnrFunΛ⊗,τ,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N), ⊗,κEnrFunΛ⊗,τ,H,H′( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

⊂ EnrFunΛ
H,H′( ∏

1≤i≤n

Mi,N)

be the full subcategories of enriched functors lying from the left over a map of ∞-operads V⊗ → V′⊗

such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the composition V⊗i → V⊗ → V′⊗ is a monoidal functor preserving κ-small
colimits, lying from the right over a map of ∞-operads W⊗ → W′⊗ such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the
composition W⊗i →W⊗ →W′⊗ is a monoidal functor preserving τ -small colimits, lying from the left
and right over a map of ∞-operads with these properties, respectively. If κ = ∅, we drop κ. If κ is the
large strongly inaccessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe, we replace κ by cc.

Corollary 3.90. Let κ, τ be small regular cardinals, n ≥ 1 and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n let M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i

be a totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, Hi a set of totally small weights over Vi,Wi, Λi a
collection of Hi-weighted diagrams in Mi and N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that
admits H′-weighted colimits for a collection H′ of weights over V′,W′.

(1) If for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i and N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗

are left κ-enriched ∞-categories and Hi,H
′ consist of left weights, the following functor is an

equivalence:

⊗,κEnrFun
ΛH1⊠...⊠ΛHn

H,H′ ( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)LEnrκ ,N) → ⊗,κEnrFun

Λ1⊠...⊠Λn

H,H′ ( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N).

(2) If for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i and N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗

are right τ-enriched ∞-categories and Hi,H
′ consist of right weights, the following functor is

an equivalence:

EnrFunΛ
H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

⊗,τ,H,H′ ( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)REnrτ ,N) → EnrFunΛ1⊠...⊠Λn

⊗,τ,H,H′ ( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N).

(3) If for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories M⊛i → V⊗i ×W
⊗
i and N⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗

are κ, τ-bi-enriched ∞-categories, the following functor is an equivalence:

⊗,κEnrFun
Λ

H1⊠...⊠ΛHn

⊗,τ,H,H′ ( ∏
1≤i≤n

PBEnvHi

Λi
(Mi)BEnrκ,τ

,N) → ⊗,κEnrFunΛ1⊠...⊠Λn

⊗,τ,H,H′ ( ∏
1≤i≤n

Mi,N).

For the next lemma we use the following terminology:
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Definition 3.91. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small ∞-operads and κ, τ small regular cardinals.

(1) A totally small left κ-enriched weight over V,W is a weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗,J⊛ →

V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H) over V,W such that V⊗ → Ass,V′⊗ → Ass are small monoidal ∞-categories
compatible with κ-small colimits, W⊗ → Ass,W′⊗ → Ass are small∞-operads, α is a monoidal
functor preserving κ-small colimits, J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ is a small left κ-enriched ∞-category and
H ∈ PBEnv(M)LEnrκ . Dually, we define totally small right τ -enriched weights over V,W.

(2) A totally small κ, τ -enriched weight over V,W is a weight (α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗,J⊛ →

V′⊗ ×W′⊗,H) over V,W such that V⊗ → Ass,V′⊗ → Ass are small monoidal ∞-categories
compatible with κ-small colimits,W⊗ → Ass,W′⊗ → Ass are monoidal∞-categories compatible
with τ -small colimits, α is a monoidal functor preserving κ-small colimits, β is a monoidal
functor preserving τ -small colimits, J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ is a small κ, τ -bi-enriched ∞-category and
H ∈ PBEnv(M)BEnrκ,τ

.

Lemma 3.92. (1) Let α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗ be a left adjoint monoidal functor between presentably
monoidal ∞-categories and β ∶ W′⊗ → W⊗ a map of ∞-operads. By [8, Proposition 7.15.]
there are small regular cardinals κ,κ′ such that V⊗ → Ass is κ-compactly generated, V′⊗ → Ass
is κ′-compactly generated and α sends κ′-compact objects to κ-compact objects. For any left
enriched weight H on a small left enriched ∞-category J⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗ there is a canonical left

κ′-enriched weight H′ ∈ PBEnv(Jκ′)LEnr
κ′

on J⊛κ′ → (V
′κ′)⊗ ×W′⊗ such that for any enriched

functor F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ lying over α,β there is a canonical equivalence

colimH(F) ≃ colimH′(F′),

where F′ ∶ J⊛κ′ →M⊛κ is the restriction of F.
(2) Let α ∶ V′⊗ → V⊗, β ∶W′⊗ →W⊗ be left adjoint monoidal functors between presentably monoidal
∞-categories. By [8, Proposition 7.15.] there are small regular cardinals κ,κ′, τ, τ ′ such that
V⊗ → Ass is κ-compactly generated, V′⊗ → Ass is κ′-compactly generated, W⊗ → Ass is
τ-compactly generated, W′⊗ → Ass is τ ′-compactly generated, α sends κ′-compact objects to κ-
compact objects and β sends τ ′-compact objects to τ ′-compact objects. For any enriched weight
H on J⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ there is a canonical κ′, τ ′-enriched weight H′ ∈ PBEnv(Jκ′,τ ′)BEnr

κ′,τ′

on J⊛κ′,τ ′ → (V
′κ′)⊗ × (W′τ

′

)⊗ such that for any enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛ lying over α,β
there is a canonical equivalence

colimH(F) ≃ colimH′(F′),

where F′ ∶ J⊛κ′,τ ′ →M⊛κ,τ is the restriction of F.

Proof. We prove (1). The proof of (2) is similar. By Corollary 2.142 the projections j ∶ J⊛κ′ → J⊛, ι ∶
M⊛κ →M⊛ induce V,W-enriched equivalences

L ○ j! ∶ PBEnv(Jκ′)⊛LEnr
κ′
≃ PBEnv(J)⊛LEnr,L ○ ι! ∶ PBEnv(Mκ)⊛LEnrκ

≃ PBEnv(M)⊛LEnr.

Setting H′ ∶= (L ○ τ!)−1(H) there is an equivalence L(F!(H)) ≃ L ○F! ○L ○ τ!(H′) ≃ L ○ ι! ○L ○F′!(H′). So
ψ ∶ L(F!(H))→ Y is the image under L○ι! of a morphism ψ′ ∶ L○F′!(H

′)→ Y in PBEnv(Mκ)LEnrκ . The
morphism ψ exhibits Y as the H-weighted colimit of F if and only if ψ′ exhibits Y as the H′-weighted
colimit of F′ since for every Z ∈M, V ∈ Vκ,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for m ≥ 0 there is a commutative square:

MulMκ
(V,Y,W1, ...,Wm; Z)

��

// MulPBEnv(Mκ)LEnrκ
(V,L(F′!(H

′)),W1, ...,Wm; Z)

��

MulM(V,Y,W1, ...,Wm; Z) // MulPBEnv(M)LEnr
(V,L(F!(H)),W1, ...,Wm; Z).

�
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To apply Corollary 3.90 we use the following proposition:

Proposition 3.93. (1) Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a small ∞-category left enriched in a presentably
monoidal ∞-category, H a set of small left enriched weights over V,W and Λ a collection of
H-weighted diagrams in M. Then P̂BEnvHΛ (M)

⊛
LEnr → V⊗ ×W⊗ is locally small.

(2) Let M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be a small ∞-category right enriched in a presentably monoidal ∞-category,
H a set of small right enriched weights over V,W and Λ a collection of H-weighted diagrams
in M. Then P̂BEnvHΛ (M)

⊛
REnr

→ V⊗ ×W⊗ is locally small.
(3) Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a small ∞-category bi-enriched in presentably monoidal ∞-categories,

H a set of small enriched weights over V,W and Λ a collection of H-weighted diagrams in M.
Then P̂BEnvHΛ (M)⊛BEnr → V⊗ ×W⊗ is locally small.

Proof. We prove (3). The proofs of (1) and (2) are similar. By Notation 2.152 there is an enriched

embedding j ∶ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr ⊂ P̂BEnv(M)⊛BEnr that preserves small weighted colimits. Let ι ∶M⊛ ⊂
PBEnv(M)⊛

BEnr
be the canonical enriched embedding. By Proposition 2.153 the weakly bi-enriched

∞-category PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr → V⊗×W⊗ is a presentably bitensored∞-category. Let Σ be the collection
of the following totally small diagrams: let (F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛,H ∈ PBEnv(J)BEnr,Y ∈ M) ∈ Λ. By [8,
Proposition 7.15.] there are small regular cardinals κ,κ′, τ, τ ′ such that V⊗ → Ass is κ-compactly
generated, V′⊗ → Ass is κ′-compactly generated, W⊗ → Ass is τ -compactly generated, W′⊗ → Ass is
τ ′-compactly generated, α sends κ′-compact objects to κ-compact objects and β sends τ ′-compact
objects to τ ′-compact objects. By Lemma (2) 3.92 there is a canonical κ′, τ ′-enriched weight H′ ∈
PBEnv(Jκ′,τ ′)BEnr

κ′,τ′
on J⊛κ′,τ ′ → (V

′κ′)⊗ × (W′τ
′

)⊗ such that for any enriched functor F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛

lying over α,β there is a canonical equivalence

(12) colimH(ι ○F) ≃ colimH′(ι ○ F′),

where F′ ∶ J⊛κ′,τ ′ →M⊛κ,τ is the restriction of F. Then (F′ ∶ J⊛κ′,τ ′ →M⊛κ,τ ,H
′ ∈ PBEnv(Jκ′,τ ′)BEnr

κ′,τ′
,Y ∈

M). Then Σ is a collection of totally small weights over V,W, which is a set by Lemma 3.69 and by

equivalence 12 there is a canonical equivalence P̂BEnvΛ(M)⊛BEnr ≃ P̂BEnvΣ(M)⊛BEnr by definition of
the latter.

Let Q′Σ be the set of Notation 3.70 and PBEnvΣ(M)⊛BEnr
⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛

BEnr
the full weakly bi-

enriched subcategory spanned by the Q′Σ-local objects. Since Q
′
Σ is preserved by the V,W-biaction, the

full weakly bi-enriched subcategory PBEnvΣ(M)⊛BEnr ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr is an accessible V,W-enriched

localization and so a presentably bitensored ∞-category. Let PBEnvHΣ (M)
⊛
BEnr

⊂ PBEnvΣ(M)⊛BEnr

be the full weakly bi-enriched subcategory generated by M under H-weighted colimits. By definition
P̂BEnvΣ(M)⊛BEnr is the localization with respect to the set j(Q′Σ), the image of Q′Σ under j. Hence
j preserves and reflects local objects (being an embedding) for the localizations with respect to the

sets Q′Σ, j(Q
′
Σ). So j restricts to an embedding PBEnvΣ(M)⊛BEnr

⊂ P̂BEnvΣ(M)⊛BEnr
preserving small

weighted colimits. Consequently, the latter embedding restricts to an equivalence PBEnvHΣ (M)
⊛
BEnr ≃

P̂BEnvHΣ (M)⊛BEnr.

�

3.11. Weighted colimits of diagrams of enriched functors. In the following we prove that
weighted colimits in enriched ∞-categories of enriched functors are formed object-wise.

Theorem 3.94. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads, M⊛ → V⊗ a weakly left enriched ∞-category,
N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and H a set of small right weights over W. If
N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits σ!(H)-weighted colimits, where σ ∶ ∅⊗ → V⊗ is the unique map of ∞-operads,
the weakly right enriched ∞-category EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ → W⊗ admits H-weighted colimits and for
every X ∈ M the right W-enriched functor EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ → N⊛ evaluating at X preserves H-

weighted colimits. Moreover for every set of diagrams Λ in M the full subcategory EnrFunΛ
V,∅(M,N)⊛ ⊂

EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ is closed under H-weighted colimits.
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Proof. Let N′⊛ ∶= PB̃EnvΛσ!(H)(N)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗. By Remark 3.78 there is a V,W-enriched embedding
N⊛ ⊂ N′⊛ that preserves σ!(H)-weighted colimits. The latter induces a right W-enriched embedding:

EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ ⊂ EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)⊛.

By Remark 3.76 the weakly bi-enriched ∞-category N′⊛ = PB̃EnvΛσ!(H)(N)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits
right tensors and small conical colimits. By [9, Proposition 5.15.] the weakly right enriched ∞-
category EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)⊛ →W⊗ admits right tensors and small conical colimits and the forgetful

functor EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)⊛ → (N′M)⊛ preserves right tensors and small conical colimits. Corollary
3.63 guarantees that EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)⊛ → W⊗ admits small weighted colimits and the forgetful

functor EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)⊛ → (N′M)⊛ preserves small weighted colimits. Since the embedding N⊛ ⊂
N′⊛ preserves σ!(H)-weighted colimits, by Corollary 3.60 the full weakly right enriched subcategory
EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ ⊂ EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)⊛ is closed under H-weighted colimits. Consequently, it is

enough to check that EnrFunΛV,∅(M,N′) is closed in EnrFunV,∅(M,N′) under small weighted colimits,
or equivalently by Corollary 3.63 under small colimits and right tensors. For every left V-enriched

functor F ∶ M⊛ → N′⊛ and W ∈ W the right tensor F ⊗W factors as M⊛
F
Ð→ N′⊛

(−)⊗W
ÐÐÐÐ→ N′⊛,

where N′⊛
(−)⊗W
ÐÐÐÐ→ N′⊛ admits a left V-enriched right adjoint and so preserves weighted colimits

by Proposition 3.55. The colimit of any functor G ∶ K → EnrFunV,∅(M,N′) factors as the left

V-enriched functor M⊛
G′

Ð→ (N′K)⊛
colim
ÐÐÐ→ N′⊛, where G′ corresponds to G under the equivalence

Fun(K,EnrFunV,∅(M,N′)) ≃ EnrFunV,∅(M,N′K) and colim ∶ (N′K)⊛ → N′⊛ is the left V-enriched left
adjoint of the left V-linear diagonal functor N′⊛ → (N′K)⊛. Therefore it is enough to observe that the

left V-enriched functor M⊛
G′

Ð→ (N′K)⊛ sends diagrams of Λ to weighted colimit diagrams if the functor

G ∶ K → EnrFunV,∅(M,N′) lands in EnrFunΛ
V,∅(M,N′): this follows immediately from the fact that

(N′K)⊛ → V⊗ is a left tensored ∞-category compatible with small colimits and so by Corollary 3.63
admits small weighted colimits, and for every Z ∈ K the left V-linear functor (N′K)⊛ → N′⊛ evaluating
at Z preserves small colimits and so preserves small weighted colimits by Proposition 3.63.

�

4. A monoidal structure for enriched ∞-categories with weighted colimits

4.1. Enriched ∞-categories with weighted colimits. In this section we organize weakly bi-
enriched ∞-categories equipped with a diagram to a symmetric monoidal ∞-category.

Notation 4.1. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small∞-operads and M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched
∞-category.

(1) Let BD(M) be the poset of sets of totally small diagrams on M ordered by inclusion.
(2) Let ω(V,W) be the poset of sets of totally small weights over V,W ordered by inclusion.

Since we can transport diagrams and weights (Notation 3.47), we obtain functors to the category of

large posets P̂oset ∶

BD ∶ Ho(ωBEnr)→ P̂oset, ω ∶ Ho(Op∞) ×Ho(Op∞)→ P̂oset.

Notation 4.2. Let

ωBEnr∗ → ωBEnr

be the cocartesian fibrations classifying the composition

ωBEnr→ Ho(ωBEnr) BD
ÐÐ→ P̂oset ⊂ Ĉat∞.

We call ωBEnr∗ the ∞-category of totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories with diagrams.
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Notation 4.3. Let

(Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ → Op∞ ×Op∞

be the cocartesian fibrations classifying the composition

Op∞ ×Op∞ → Ho(Op∞ ×Op∞)
ω
Ð→ P̂oset ⊂ Ĉat∞.

We call (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ the ∞-category of pairs of small ∞-operads with weights.

Remark 4.4. Since ωBEnr,Op∞ are locally small and posets are locally small, the ∞-categories
ωBEnr∗, (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ are large but locally small: for (V⊗,W⊗,H), (V′⊗,W′⊗,H′) ∈ (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗
the induced map

(Op∞ ×Op∞)∗((V
⊗,W⊗,H), (V′⊗,W′⊗,H′))→ Op∞(V

⊗,V′⊗) ×Op∞(W
⊗,W′⊗)

has empty or contractible fibers and so is fully faithful. It identifies the source with the full subspace
of Op∞(V⊗,V′⊗) ×Op∞(W⊗,W′⊗) spanned by the pairs of maps of ∞-operads that send weights in
H to weights in H′. Similarly, for every (M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,Λ), (M′⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,Λ′) ∈ ωBEnr∗ the
space ωBEnr∗((M⊛,Λ), (M′⊛,Λ′)) is the full subspace of ωBEnr(M⊛,M′⊛) spanned by the enriched
functors sending diagrams in Λ to diagrams in Λ′.

Remark 4.5. The functor ωBEnr∗ → ωBEnr admits a left and right adjoint. The left adjoint equips
a totally small weakly bi-enriched ∞-category with the empty set of diagrams and the right adjoint
equips it with the set of all diagrams.

Construction 4.6. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. Sending a diagram on
M to the underlying weight defines an order preserving map

BD(M)→ ω(V,W)

that determines a transformation from the functor BD ∶ Ho(ωBEnr) Ð→ P̂oset to the functor Ho(ωBEnr) →
Ho(Op∞ ×Op∞)

ω
Ð→ P̂oset. The latter classifies a map of cocartesian fibrations over ωBEnr ∶

(13) ωBEnr∗ → ωBEnr ×(Op∞×Op∞)
(Op∞ ×Op∞)∗.

Lemma 4.7. The functor ωBEnr∗ → (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ is a cocartesian and cartesian fibration and the
functor ωBEnr∗ → ωBEnr sends (co)cartesian lifts of morphisms in (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ to (co)cartesian
lifts in Op∞ ×Op∞.

Proof. We start with proving that the functor is a cocartesian fibration. Let (M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,Λ) ∈
ωBEnr∗ and (α,β) ∶ (V⊗,W⊗,H) → (V′⊗,W′⊗,H′) a morphism in (Op∞ × Op∞)∗, where H is the
set of underlying weights of Λ. The cocartesian lift M⊛ → M′⊛ ∶= (α,β)!(M)⊛ of α,β sends the set
Λ of H-weighted diagrams to a set Λ′ of H′-weighted diagrams. By the choice of Λ′ the morphism
(M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗,Λ)→ (M′⊛ → V′⊗×W′⊗,Λ′) in ωBEnr∗ lies over (α,β) ∶ (V⊗,W⊗,H) → (V′⊗,W′⊗,H′)
in (Op∞×Op∞)∗ and induces for every (N⊛ → V′′⊗×W′′⊗,Λ′′) ∈ ωBEnr∗ lying over (V′′⊗ → Ass,W′′⊗ →
Ass,H′′) ∈ (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ a pullback square

ωBEnr∗((M′,Λ′), (N,Λ′′))

��

// ωBEnr∗((M,Λ), (N,Λ′′))

��

(Op∞ ×Op∞)∗((V′,W′,H′), (V′′,W′′,H′′)) // (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗((V,W,H), (V′′,W′′,H′′)).

We continue with proving that the functor is a cartesian fibration. Let Λ′ be the set of H′-weighted
diagrams on (α,β)∗(M)⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗ whose image under the projection (α,β)∗(M)⊛ →M⊛ belongs
to Λ. By the choice of Λ′ the morphism ((α,β)∗(M)⊛ → V′⊗ ×W′⊗,Λ′) → (M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,Λ) in
ωBEnr∗ lies over the morphism (α,β) ∶ (V′⊗,W′⊗,H′) → (V⊗,W⊗,H) of (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ and induces
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for any (N⊛ → V′′⊗ ×W′′⊗,Λ′′) ∈ ωBEnr∗ lying over (V′′⊗ → Ass,W′′⊗ → Ass,H′′) ∈ (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ a
pullback square

ωBEnr∗((N,Λ′′), ((α,β)∗(M),Λ′))

��

// ωBEnr∗((N,Λ′′), (M,Λ))

��

(Op∞ ×Op∞)∗((V′′,W′′,H′′), (V′,W′,H′)) // (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗((V′′,W′′,H′′), (V,W,H)).

�

Notation 4.8. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small∞-operads. For every set H of totally small weights
over V,W let VBEnrW(H)∗ be the fiber of the functor ωBEnr∗ → (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ over H.

Notation 4.9. Let
ωBEnrw ⊂ (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ ×(Op∞×Op∞)

ωBEnr

be the subcategory whose objects are pairs (M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,H) such that M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits
H-weighted colimits and whose morphisms

(M⊛ → V
⊗ ×W⊗,H) → (N⊛ → V

′⊗ ×W′⊗,H′)

correspond to an enriched functor M⊛ → N⊛ that sends H-weighted colimits to H′-weighted colimits.

Lemma 4.10. The inclusion ωBEnrw ⊂ (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ ×(Op∞×Op∞)
ωBEnr lifts to an embedding

ωBEnrw → ωBEnr∗.

Proof. We prove (1). The proofs of (2) is similar. Let Q ⊂ ωBEnr∗ be the full subcategory spanned
by the pairs (M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,Λ) with the following property: if H is the set of weights underlying Λ,
then M admits H-weighted colimits and Λ is the set of all H-weighted colimit diagrams on M. The
functor γ ∶ ωBEnr∗ → (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ ×(Op∞×Op∞)

ωBEnr restricts to a functor γ′ ∶ Q→ ωBEnrw. The

functor γ′ is essentially surjective since for any (M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,H) we can equip M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

with the set of all H-weighted colimit diagrams on M. The functor γ induces embeddings on mapping
spaces so that the restriction γ′ also does. But by definition of Q the functor γ′ induces equivalences
on mapping spaces and so is an equivalence. This proves the claim. �

Notation 4.11. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small ∞-operads and H a set of totally small weights
over V,W. We write

VωBEnrW(H)
for the fiber of the functor ωBEnrw → (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ over H.

Notation 4.12. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and H a set of totally
small weights over V,W.

● Let S
V
BEnrTW(H) be the pullback S

V
BEnrTW ×VωBEnrW VωBEnrW(H).

● Let S
VBEnr

T
W(H)∗ be the pullback S

VBEnr
T
W ×VωBEnrW VωBEnrW(H)∗.

Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and H a set of totally small weights
over V,W. The embedding ωBEnrw → ωBEnr∗ over (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ of Lemma 4.10 (1) induces on the
fiber over (V,W,H) an embedding VωBEnrW(H) ⊂ VωBEnrW(H)∗ that restricts to an embedding
S
VBEnr

T
W(H) ⊂ S

VBEnr
T
W(H)∗.

Notation 4.13. (1) Let V⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, W⊗ → Ass a small
∞-operad and H a set of small left enriched diagrams over V,W. Let

VLEnrW(H)∗ ⊂ VωB̂EnrW(H)∗
be the full subcategory of small left enriched ∞-categories equipped with a set of small left
enriched diagrams.
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(2) Let W⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, V⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad and H a
set of small right enriched diagrams over V,W. Let

VREnrW(H)∗ ⊂ VωB̂EnrW(H)∗

be the full subcategory of small right enriched ∞-categories equipped with a set of small right
enriched diagrams.

(3) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and H a set of small bi-
enriched diagrams over V,W. Let

VBEnrW(H)∗ ⊂ VωB̂EnrW(H)∗

be the full subcategory of small bi-enriched ∞-categories equipped with a set of small bi-
enriched diagrams.

Lemma 4.14. Let C be a presentable ∞-category and γ ∶ C → Set an accessible functor. Let D→ C be

the cocartesian fibration classifying the functor C
γ
Ð→ S

P
Ð→ P̂oset. The ∞-category D is presentable.

Proof. For every set X the power set P(X) seen as poset is presentable as ∞-category. The functor

C
γ
Ð→ S

P
Ð→ P̂oset ⊂ Ĉat∞

is accessible because the power set functor is. Thus the cocartesian fibration D → C classifies an
accessible functor and is a cartesian fibration, whose fibers are presentable. By [7, Theorem 10.3.]
this implies the claim.

�

Proposition 4.15. (1) Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and H a set

of totally small weights over V,W. The ∞-category S
VBEnr

T
W(H)∗ is presentable.

(2) Let V⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, W⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad and H a
set of small left enriched diagrams over V,W. The ∞-category VLEnrW(H)∗ is presentable.

(3) Let W⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, V⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad and H a
set of small right enriched diagrams over V,W. The ∞-category VREnrW(H)∗ is presentable.

(4) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and H a set of small bi-
enriched diagrams over V,W. The ∞-category VBEnrW(H)∗ is presentable.

Proof. We apply Lemma 4.14. (1): We apply Lemma 4.14. By [9, Proposition 2.57.] the ∞-category
S
VωBEnr

T
W is compactly generated. Let γ be the functor S

VωBEnr
T
W → Set that sends a S,T-bi-enriched

∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ to the set of equivalence classes of H-weighted diagrams on M for some
H ∈ H. Since H is a set of totally small weights, the functor γ is accessible. So we can apply Lemma
4.14 to deduce the claim.

(2): Let κ be a small regular cardinal such that V⊗ → Ass is a κ-compactly generated monoidal ∞-
category. By Corollary 2.142 (1) taking pullback along the monoidal embedding (Vκ)⊗ ⊂ V⊗ induces an
equivalence VLEnrW ≃ κVκLEnrW. Thus VLEnrW is presentable. Let γ be the functor VLEnrW → Set

that sends a left enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ to the set of equivalence classes of H-weighted
diagrams on M for some H ∈ H. Since H is a set of small left enriched weights, the functor γ is
accessible. So we can apply Lemma 4.14 to deduce the claim. (3) is dual to (2). (4): Let κ, τ be small
regular cardinals such that V⊗ → Ass is a κ-compactly generated monoidal∞-category and W⊗ → Ass
is a τ -compactly generated monoidal ∞-category. By Corollary 2.142 (3) taking pullback along the
monoidal embeddings (Vκ)⊗ ⊂ V⊗, (Wτ )⊗ ⊂W⊗ induces an equivalence VBEnrW ≃ κVκBEnr

τ
Wτ . Thus

VBEnrW is presentable. Let γ be the functor VBEnrW → Set that sends a bi-enriched ∞-category
M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ to the set of equivalence classes of H-weighted diagrams on M for some H ∈H. Since
H is a set of small enriched weights, the functor γ is accessible. So we apply Lemma 4.14. �
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Remark 4.16. The∞-category ωBEnr∗ admits small colimits. The colimit of a functor K→ ωBEnr∗
is the pair consisting of the colimit of the functor F ∶ K → ωBEnr∗ → ωBEnr and the set of diagrams
that precisely consists of the diagrams that are the image of a diagram on F(k) under the enriched
functor F(k)⊛ → colim(F)⊛ for some k ∈ K.

Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and H a set of totally small weights

over V,W. Similarly, the ∞-category S
VωBEnr

T
W(H)∗ admits small colimits. The colimit of a functor

K → S
VωBEnr

T
W(H)∗ is the pair consisting of the colimit of the functor F ∶ K → S

VωBEnr
T
W(H)∗ →

S
VωBEnr

T
W and the set of diagrams that precisely consists of the H-weighted diagrams that are the

image of a H-weighted diagram on F(k) under the V,W-enriched functor F(k)⊛ → colim(F)⊛ for some
k ∈ K.
Proposition 4.17. (1) Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and H a

set of totally small weights over V,W. The embedding

S
VBEnr

T
W(H) ⊂ S

VBEnr
T
W(H)∗

is accessible and admits a left adjoint.
(2) Let V⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, W⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad and H a

set of small left enriched diagrams over V,W. The embedding

VLEnrW(H) ⊂ VLEnrW(H)∗
is accessible and admits a left adjoint.

(3) Let W⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, V⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad and H a
set of small right enriched diagrams over V,W. The embedding

VREnrW(H) ⊂ VREnrW(H)∗
is accessible and admits a left adjoint.

(4) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and H a set of small bi-
enriched diagrams over V,W. The embedding

VBEnrW(H) ⊂ VBEnrW(H)∗
is accessible and admits a left adjoint.

Proof. By Corollary 3.87 the embeddings of the statement admit a left adjoint. So it remains to see
that the embeddings of the statement are accessible. We prove this for (1). The proofs of (2)-(4)

are similar. Since H is small and S
VBEnr

T
W is compactly generated by [9, Proposition 2.57.], there

is a small regular cardinal κ such that for any weight (H,J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗) ∈ H the S,T-bi-enriched

∞-category J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a κ-compact object of S
VBEnr

T
W. We will prove that the embedding

S
VBEnr

T
W(H) ⊂ S

VBEnr
T
W(H)∗ preserves small κ-filtered colimits.

Let K be a small κ-filtered ∞-category, Ψ ∶ K → S
VωBEnr

T
W(H) a functor and (M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,Λ)

the colimit of Ψ taken in S
VωBEnr

T
W(H)∗. We will show that M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits H-weighted

colimits and Λ is precisely the set of H-weighted colimit diagrams on M for some H ∈H. Observe that
for every k ∈ K the canonical map ψ ∶ Ψ(k)⊛ →M⊛ preserves H-weighted colimits because for every
V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 and X,Y ∈ Ψ(k) the canonical map

colimα∶k→ℓMulΨ(ℓ)(V1, ...,Vn,Ψ(α)(X),W1, ...,Wm;Ψ(α)(Y)) →

MulM(V1, ...,Vn, ψ(X),W1, ...,Wm;ψ(Y))
is an equivalence, and similarly for X,Y ∈ PBEnv(Ψ(k)) the canonical map

colimα∶k→ℓMulPBEnv(Ψ(ℓ))(V1, ...,Vn,Ψ(α)!(X),W1, ...,Wm;Ψ(α)!(Y)) →

(14) MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ...,Vn, ψ!(X),W1, ...,Wm;ψ!(Y))
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is an equivalence. This implies that Λ consists of H-weighted colimit diagrams on M for some H ∈H.
Let (H,J⊛ → V⊗×W⊗) ∈H be a weight. Then there is a k ∈ K so that for any morphism k → ℓ in K the
S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category Ψ(ℓ)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits H-weighted colimits. Let F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ be an

enriched functor. By assumption J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is κ-compact so that F factors as J⊛
G
Ð→ Ψ(r)⊛ →M⊛

for some r ∈ K, which we can assume to receive a morphism k→ r. The map G ∶ J⊛ → Ψ(r)⊛ admits a
H-weighted colimit that is sent to the H-weighted colimit of F. So M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits H-weighted
colimits.

It remains to see that every H-weighted colimit diagram (H,F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛, λ ∶ F!(H)→ Y) on M for

some H ∈ H belongs to Λ. Since F ∶ J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is κ-compact, F factors as J⊛
G
Ð→ Ψ(k)⊛ → M⊛

for some k ∈ K. By equivalence (4.1) there is a morphism k → ℓ in K and a diagram ν on Ψ(ℓ)
that is transported by the enriched functor Ψ(ℓ)⊛ → M⊛ to (H,F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛, λ ∶ F!(H) → Y). As
ν is transported by Ψ(ℓ)⊛ → M⊛ to a H-weighted colimit diagram and Ψ sends morphisms in K
to enriched functors preserving H-weighted colimits and for any k ∈ K the ∞-category Ψ(k) admits
H-weighted colimits, there is a morphism ℓ → r such that ν is transported by the enriched functor
Ψ(ℓ) → Ψ(r) to a H-weighted colimit diagram ν′. Since Ψ(r) ∈ S

VωBEnr
T
W(H), we find that ν′ is a

diagram Ψ(r) is equipped with. Hence (H,F ∶ J⊛ →M⊛, λ ∶ F!(H) → Y) belongs to Λ.
�

Corollary 4.18. (1) Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs and H a set of

totally small weights over V,W. The ∞-category S
VBEnr

T
W(H) is presentable.

(2) Let V⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, W⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad and H a
set of small left enriched diagrams over V,W. The ∞-category VLEnrW(H) is presentable.

(3) Let W⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category, V⊗ → Ass a small ∞-operad and H a
set of small right enriched diagrams over V,W. The ∞-category VREnrW(H) is presentable.

(4) Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and H a set of small bi-
enriched diagrams over V,W. The ∞-category VBEnrW(H) is presentable.

Corollary 4.19. The functor ωBEnrw → (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ is a cocartesian and cartesian fibration and
the functor ωBEnrw → ωBEnr sends cartesian lifts of morphisms in (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ to cartesian lifts
in Op∞ ×Op∞.

Proof. By Lemma 4.7 the functor ωBEnr∗ → (Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ is a cartesian fibration and the functor
ωBEnr∗ → ωBEnr sends cartesian lifts of morphisms in (Op∞ × Op∞)∗ to cartesian lifts in Op∞ ×
Op∞. By Corollary 3.60 the latter cartesian fibration restricts to a cartesian fibration ωBEnrw →
(Op∞ ×Op∞)∗ with the same cartesian morphisms. This cartesian fibration is also a cocartesian
fibration since the fiber transports admit left adjoints by Proposition 4.17.

�

4.2. The tensor product of enriched ∞-categories with weighted colimits. In this subsection
we construct a tensor product for left enriched ∞-categories with weighted diagrams and apply the
theory of adjoining weighted colimits (Proposition 3.85) to construct a tensor product for left enriched
∞-categories with weighted colimits (Theorem 4.42 and Theorem 4.42) from the first one.

Notation 4.20. Let V⊗ → Ass be a small∞-operad and M⊛ → V⊗ a weakly left enriched∞-category.

(1) Let LD(M) be the poset of sets of totally small left diagrams on M ordered by inclusion.
(2) Let ω(V) be the poset of sets of totally small left weights over V ordered by inclusion.

Remark 4.21. (1) The functor

ω ∶ Ho(Mon)→ P̂oset,

is lax symmetric monoidal with respect to cartesian symmetric monoidal structures.
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For every V⊗1 , ...,V
⊗
n ∈Mon for n ≥ 0 the structure maps

n

∏
i=1

ω(Vi) → ω(
n

∏
i=1

Vi)

send (H1, ...,Hn) to H1 ⊠ ... ⊠Hn.

(2) The functor

LD ∶ Ho(LPEnr)→ P̂oset

is lax symmetric monoidal with respect to cartesian symmetric monoidal structures.
For every M⊛1 → V⊗1 , ...,M

⊛
n → V⊗n for n ≥ 0 the structure maps

n

∏
i=1

LD(Mi) → LD(
n

∏
i=1

Mi)

send (Λ1, ...,Λn) to Λ1 ⊠ ... ⊠Λn.

(3) Let ν ∶ Ho(LPEnr) → Ho(Mon) be the forgetful functor. The natural transformation LD →
ω ○ ν is symmetric monoidal.

Notation 4.22. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. Let Mon⊗κ ⊂ Mon× be the symmetric suboperad
whose colors are the monoidal ∞-categories compatible with κ-small colimits and whose multimor-
phisms V⊗1 , ...,V

⊗
n →W⊗ correspond to monoidal functors V⊗1 ×Ass ...×Ass V

⊗
n →W⊗ preserving κ-small

colimits component-wise.

Notation 4.23. For σ the strongly inaccessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe we set

ccMon⊗ ∶= M̂on
⊗

σ .

Notation 4.24. Let

PrMon⊗ ⊂ ccMon⊗

be the full symmetric suboperad spanned by the presentably monoidal ∞-categories.

By [16, Proposition 4.8.1.15.] Mon⊗κ → Comm,PrMon⊗ → Comm are symmetric monoidal ∞-
categories.

Notation 4.25. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. Let
κLEnr⊗ ⊂Mon⊗κ ×Mon× (LPEnr∅)×

be the full symmetric suboperad spanned by the left κ-enriched ∞-categories.

Proposition 4.26. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. The map of symmetric ∞-operads
κLEnr⊗ →Mon⊗κ

is a cocartesian fibration.

Proof. We first prove that the symmetric monoidal functor φ ∶ (LPEnr∅)× → Mon× is a cocartesian
fibration. By Proposition 2.127 the underlying functor is a cocartesian fibration. So by [11, Lemma
2.44.] it is enough to check that the collection of φ-cocartesian morphisms is stable under product.
This follows from the description of φ-cocartesian morphisms of Proposition 2.127. By [9, Corollary
4.54.] for every small monoidal ∞-category V⊗ → Ass compatible with κ-small colimits the full
subcategory κ

VLEnr ⊂ VLPEnr is a localization. Moreover for every monoidal functor V⊗ → V′⊗

preserving κ-small colimits the induced functor VLPEnr → V′LPEnr preserves local equivalences.
Thus by [16, Lemma 2.2.4.11.] the statement follows if we have shown that for every small monoidal
∞-categories V⊗ → Ass,V′⊗ → Ass,V′′⊗ → Ass and monoidal functors α ∶ V⊗×AssV

′⊗
→ V′′⊗ preserving

κ-small colimits component-wise the induced functor VLPEnr × V′LPEnr → V′′LPEnr preserves local
equivalences. In view of Proposition 2.127 and the description of local equivalences of [9, Corollary
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4.54.] this follows from the fact that the functor P(V) × P(V′) → P(V × V′) → P(V′′) sends local
equivalences for the localization Indκ(V)×Indκ(V′) to local equivalences for the localization Indκ(V′′).
This follows from the fact that α preserves κ-small colimits component-wise. �

Notation 4.27. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. Let

κLEnr⊗∗ →
κLEnr⊗

be the cocartesian fibration of symmetric monoidal∞-categories classifying the lax symmetric monoidal
functor

κLEnr ⊂ LPEnr→ Ho(LPEnr) LD
ÐÐ→ P̂oset ⊂ Ĉat∞.

Let

(15) (Monκ)⊗∗ →Mon⊗κ

be the cocartesian fibration of symmetric monoidal∞-categories classifying the lax symmetric monoidal
functor

Monκ ⊂Mon→ Ho(Mon) ωÐ→ P̂oset ⊂ Ĉat∞.
Notation 4.28. For σ the strongly inaccessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe we set

ccMon⊗∗ ∶= (Monσ)⊗∗ , LQEnr⊗∗ ∶= σL̂Enr⊗∗ .
Remark 4.29. By Remark 4.21 (3) the transformation LD → ω ○ ν is symmetric monoidal and so
classifies a map

(16) κLEnr⊗∗ → (Monκ)⊗∗ ×Mon⊗
κ

κLEnr⊗

of cocartesian fibrations over κLEnr⊗ and so a symmetric monoidal functor.

Remark 4.30. Since the fibers of the cocartesian fibration (15) are posets, for any symmetric ∞-
operad O⊗ → Comm the canonical functor

AlgO((Monκ)∗)→ AlgO(Monκ) ×(∏X∈O Monκ) ∏
X∈O

(Monκ)∗

is fully faithful and the essential image are the triples (V,H), where V ∈ AlgO(Monκ) and H ∶=
(HX)X∈O is a family such that HX is a set of totally small weights over V(X) for every X ∈ O subject to
the condition that for every multi-morphism α ∶ X1, ...,Yn → Y in O we have α!(HX1

⊠ ...⊠HXn
) ⊂HY.

Thus we will denote an O-algebra in (Monκ)∗ as a pair (V,H).

Example 4.31. Let O⊗ → Comm be an unital monochromatic symmetric ∞-operad, i.e. O is con-
tractible, for example the∞-operads En for 1 ≤ n ≤∞. Then an O-algebra in (Monκ)⊗∗ is a pair (V,H),
where V ∈ AlgO(Monκ) and H is a set of totally small left weights over V. The condition that for
every multi-morphism α in O corresponding to an n-ary operation we have α!(H ⊠ ... ⊠H) ⊂ H is

automatic since the composition {1} × ... × {1} × C × {1} × ... × {1}→ C×n
α!
Ð→ C is the identity.

Example 4.32. Let LM⊗ → Comm be the symmetric ∞-operad governing left modules [16, Notation
4.2.1.6.] and κ a small regular cardinal. A LM-algebra in Monκ corresponds to a left module in Monκ
[16, Proposition 4.2.2.9.]. So a LM-algebra in Monκ encodes a left action of an associative algebra
in Monκ - corresponding to two braided monoidal ∞-categories V⊠ → E2 compatible with κ-small
colimits, - on an object W⊗ → Ass of Monκ. Let µ ∶ V⊗ ×Comm W⊗ →W⊗ be the underlying monoidal
left action functor and H a set of totally small left weights over V. By the axioms of a left action
the functor µ(1V,−) ∶W⊗ →W⊗ is the identity and so sends weights of H′ to weights of H′. If also
µ(−,1W) ∶ V⊗ →W⊗ sends weights of H to weights of H′, then by Remark 4.30 the given LM-algebra
uniquely refines to a LM-algebra in (Monκ)∗.
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Notation 4.33. Let
PrMon⊗∗ ⊂ PrMon⊗ ×ccMon⊗ ccMon⊗∗

be the full symmetric monoidal subcategory spanned by the presentably monoidal ∞-categories
equipped with a set of small left enriched weights.

Notation 4.34. Let
LEnr⊗∗ ⊂ PrMon⊗∗ ×ccMon⊗∗

LQEnr⊗∗
be the full symmetric monoidal subcategory spanned by the small left enriched∞-categories equipped
with a set of small left enriched diagrams.

The functor (16) for κ the strongly inaccessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe restricts
to a map

(17) LEnr⊗∗ → PrMon⊗∗ ×PrMon⊗ LEnr
⊗

of cocartesian fibrations over LEnr⊗ and so a symmetric monoidal functor.

Proposition 4.35. (1) Let κ be a small regular cardinal. The symmetric monoidal functor
κLEnr⊗∗ → (Monκ)⊗∗

is a cocartesian fibration and the symmetric monoidal functor (16) is a map of cocartesian
fibrations over (Monκ)⊗∗ .

(2) The symmetric monoidal functor

LEnr⊗∗ → PrMon⊗∗

is a cocartesian fibration and the symmetric monoidal functor (17) is a map of cocartesian
fibrations over PrMon⊗∗ .

Proof. We prove (1). The proof of (2) is similar. By Proposition 4.26 the map of symmetric∞-operads
ψ ∶ κLEnr⊗ → Mon⊗κ is a cocartesian fibration. Let ψ′ be the underlying functor. We start with
proving that the functor κLEnr∗ → (Monκ)∗ is a cocartesian fibration. Let (M⊛ → V⊗,Λ) ∈ κLEnr∗
and α ∶ (V⊗,H) → (V′⊗,H′) a morphism in (Monκ)∗, where H is the set of underlying weights of Λ.
The ψ′-cocartesian lift M⊛ → M′⊛ ∶= α!(M)⊛ of α sends the set Λ of H-weighted diagrams to a set
Λ′ of H′-weighted diagrams. By the choice of Λ′ the morphism (M⊛ → V⊗,Λ) → (M′⊛ → V′⊗,Λ′) in
κLEnr∗ lies over α ∶ (V⊗,H) → (V′⊗,H′) in (Monκ)∗ and induces for every (N⊛ → V′′⊗,Λ′′) ∈ κLEnr∗
lying over (V′′⊗ → Ass,H′′) ∈ (Monκ)∗ a pullback square

κLEnr∗((M′,Λ′), (N,Λ′′))

��

// κLEnr∗((M,Λ), (N,Λ′′))

��

(Monκ)∗((V′,H′), (V′′,H′′)) // (Monκ)∗((V,H), (V′′,H′′)).

Hence the functor φ ∶ κLEnr∗ → (Monκ)∗ is a cocartesian fibration. To prove the result, by [11,
Lemma 2.44.] it is enough to see that the collection of φ-cocartesian morphisms is stable under
the tensor product on κLEnr∗, i.e. that for any (M′′⊛ → V′′⊗,Λ′′) ∈ κLEnr∗ and any morphism
(M⊛ → V⊗,Λ)→ (M′⊛ → V′⊗,Λ′) in κLEnr∗ the tensor product is φ-cocartesian:

((M⊗M
′′)⊛,Λ ⊠Λ′′)→ ((M′ ⊗M

′′)⊛,Λ′ ⊠Λ′′).

The image of the latter morphism in κLEnr is ψ-cocartesian since ψ is a cocartesian fibration. Con-
sequently, by the description of φ-cocartesian morphisms, it is enough to show that every diagram
of Λ′ ⊠ Λ′′ is transported from Λ ⊠ Λ′′. This follows immediately from the definition of Λ′ ⊠ Λ′′ and
that Λ′ is transported from Λ by the ψ′-cocartesian morphism M⊛ →M′⊛ that induces an essentially
surjective functor M→M′ by Proposition 2.127.

�
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Proposition 4.35 implies the following corollary:

Corollary 4.36. Let O⊗ → Comm be a symmetric ∞-operad and κ a small regular cardinal.

(1) For every O-algebra (V,H) ∶ O⊗ → (Monκ)⊗∗ the O-operad

κ
VLEnr(H)

⊗
∗ ∶= O⊗ ×(Monκ)

⊗
∗

κLEnr⊗∗ → O⊗

is an O-monoidal ∞-category.
(2) For every O-algebra (V,H) ∶ O⊗ → PrMon⊗∗ the O-operad

VLEnr(H)⊗∗ ∶= O⊗ ×PrMon⊗∗
LEnr⊗∗ → O

⊗

is an O-monoidal ∞-category.

Notation 4.37. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. Let

κLEnr⊗w ⊂ (Monκ)⊗∗ ×Mon⊗
κ

κLEnr⊗

be the symmetric suboperad whose colors are pairs (M⊛ → V⊗,H) such that M⊛ → V⊗ admits H-
weighted colimits and whose multi-morphisms

(M⊛1 → V
⊗
1 ,H1), ..., (M⊛n → V

⊗
n ,Hn)→ (N⊛ → V

⊗,H)

correspond to an enriched functor M⊛1 ×Ass ...×AssM
⊛
n → N⊛ that sends H1⊠ ...⊠Hn-weighted colimits

to H-weighted colimits.

Notation 4.38. Let σ be the strongly inaccessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe. Let

LQEnr⊗w ∶= σL̂Enr⊗w → (M̂onσ)⊗∗ .

Notation 4.39. Let σ be the strongly inaccessible cardinal corresponding to the small universe. Let

LEnr⊗w ⊂ LQEnr⊗w

be the full symmetric suboperad whose colors are the pairs (M⊛ → V⊗,H) such that V⊗ → Ass is a
presentably monoidal ∞-category, H is a set of small left enriched weights over V and M⊛ → V⊗ is a
small left enriched ∞-category that admits H-weighted colimits.

Lemma 4.10 implies the following:

Corollary 4.40. (1) Let κ be a small regular cardinal. The inclusion

κLEnr⊗w ⊂ (Monκ)⊗∗ ×Mon⊗
κ

κLEnr⊗

lifts to an embedding κLEnr⊗w →
κLEnr⊗∗ .

(2) The inclusion

LEnr⊗w ⊂ PrMon⊗∗ ×PrMon⊗ LEnr
⊗

lifts to an embedding LEnr⊗w → LEnr⊗∗ .

Corollary 4.19 and Corollary 3.60 imply the following:

Corollary 4.41. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. The cartesian fibration of Corollary 4.19 restricts
to the following cartesian fibrations with the same cartesian morphisms:

κLEnrw → (Monκ)∗, LEnrw → PrMon∗.

Theorem 4.42. Let O⊗ → Comm be a symmetric ∞-operad and κ a small regular cardinal.

(1) Let (V,H) ∶ O⊗ → (Monκ)⊗∗ be an O-algebra. The full suboperad

κ
VLEnr(H)

⊗ ∶= O⊗ ×(Monκ)
⊗
∗

κLEnrw
⊗ ⊂ κVLEnr(H)⊗∗

is an accessible localization relative to O⊗ and so a presentably O-monoidal ∞-category.
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(2) Let (V,H) ∶ O⊗ → (ccMon)⊗∗ be an O-algebra. The full suboperad

VLQEnr(H)⊗ ∶= O⊗ ×
ccMon⊗∗

LQEnr⊗w ⊂ VLQEnr(H)⊗∗

is an accessible localization relative to O⊗ and so a O-monoidal ∞-category.
(3) Let (V,H) ∶ O⊗ → PrMon⊗∗ be an O-algebra. The full suboperad

(18) VLEnr(H)⊗ ∶= O⊗ ×PrMon⊗∗
LEnr⊗w ⊂ VLEnr(H)⊗∗

is an accessible localization relative to O⊗ and so a presentably O-monoidal ∞-category.
The embedding

VLEnr(H)⊗ ⊂ VLQEnr(H)⊗

is an O-monoidal functor.

Proof. (1): By Corollary 4.17 the embedding of (1) induces fiberwise accessible functors. In view of
Corollary 4.18 (1) it remains to see that the embedding of (1) admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗. We
prove that the full suboperad κLEnr⊗w ⊂ κLEnr⊗∗ is a localization relative to (Monκ)⊗∗ . For this it is
enough to see that the full suboperad κLEnr⊗w ⊂ κLEnr⊗∗ is a localization relative to Comm and that the
local equivalences lie over equivalences in (Monκ)⊗∗ . By [16, Lemma 2.2.4.11.] it suffices to prove that
the full subcategory κLEnrw ⊂ κLEnr∗ is a localization whose local equivalences lie over equivalences
in (Monκ)⊗∗ and that the collection of local equivalences is closed under the tensor product provided
by the symmetric monoidal ∞-category κLEnr⊗∗ → Comm. Let (M⊛ → V⊗,Λ) ∈ κLEnr∗ and H the set
of left weights underlying the set of left diagrams Λ. By Corollary 3.90 (1) the morphism

(M⊛ → V
⊗,Λ) → (PBEnvHΛ (M)

⊛
LEnrκ

→ V
⊗,H)

in κLEnr∗ whose target belongs to
κLEnrw, is a local equivalence with respect to the full subcategory

κBEnrτw ⊂ κBEnrτ∗ and lies over the identity in (Monκ)⊗∗ . Moreover by Corollary 3.90 (1) the local
equivalences are closed under the tensor product provided by κLEnr⊗∗ → Comm.

(2) follows immediately from (1). (3): By Corollary 4.17 the embedding (18) induces fiberwise
accessible functors. So it is enough to prove that the accessible localization

VLQEnr(H)⊗ ⊂ VLQEnr(H)⊗∗
relative to O⊗ of Corollary 4.42 restricts to a localization VLEnr(H)⊗ ⊂ VLEnr(H)⊗∗ relative to O⊗.
This follows from Lemma 3.93 in view of the construction of the localization functor. Presentability
follows from Corollary 4.18 (4).

�

Remark 4.43. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, V⊠ → E2 a braided monoidal∞-category compatible
with κ-small colimits, seen as an associative algebra in the monoidal∞-category Monκ, acting from the
left on a monoidal ∞-category W⊗ → Ass compatible with κ-small colimits. Let µ ∶ V⊗ ×AssW

⊗
→W⊗

be the monoidal left action functor. Let H be a set of small left weights over V and H′ a set of small
left weights over W such that µ(−,1W) ∶ V⊗ →W⊗ sends weights of H to weights of H′. By Example
4.32 the left action of V⊗ → Ass on W⊗ → Ass in Monκ corresponds to a LM-algebra in ∗Monκ.

(1) By Theorem 4.42 the ∞-category κ
VLEnr(H) carries a monoidal structure. For two left κ-

enriched ∞-categories M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ that admit H-weighted colimits let (M⊗LEnrκ
H

N)⊛

the tensor product. By construction there is a canonical equivalence

(M⊗LEnrκ
H

N)⊛ ≃ PBEnvH⊗!(Λ(M,H)⊠Λ(N,H))(⊗!(M ×N))⊛LEnrκ
.

(2) By Theorem 4.42 the ∞-category κ
WLEnr(H′) carries a left action of κVLEnr(H). For a left

κ-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ that admits H-weighted colimits and a left κ-enriched ∞-
category N⊛ →W⊗ that admits H′-weighted colimits let (M⊗LEnrκ

H,H′ N)⊛ the left tensor. By
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construction there is a canonical equivalence

(M⊗LEnrκ
H,H′ N)⊛ ≃ PBEnvH′

µ!(Λ(M,H)⊠Λ(N,H′))(µ!(M ×N))⊛LEnrκ
.

Proposition 4.44. Let O⊗ → Comm be a symmetric ∞-operad and κ a small regular cardinal.

(1) Let (V,H) → (V,H′) be a map of O-algebras in (Monκ)⊗∗ inducing the identity on V. The
inclusion

κ
VLEnr(H

′)⊗ ⊂ κVLEnr(H)⊗
admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗.

(2) Let (V,H) → (V,H′) be a map of O-algebras in (ccMon)⊗∗ inducing the identity on V. The
inclusion

VLQEnr(H′)⊗ ⊂ VLQEnr(H)⊗

admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗.

(3) Let (V,H) → (V,H′) be a map of O-algebras in PrMon⊗∗ inducing the identities on V. The
inclusion

VLEnr(H′)⊗ ⊂ VLEnr(H)⊗

admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗.

Proof. (2) follows from (1) by applying (1) in a larger universe and taking τ = σ the strongly inacces-
sible cardinals corresponding to the small universe. (3): The adjunction relative to O⊗ of (2) restricts
to the adjunction of (3) by construction of the left adjoint and Lemma 3.93.

(1): The map (V,H) → (V,H′) of O-algebras in (Monκ)⊗∗ corresponds to a functor O⊗ × [1] →
(Monκ)⊗∗ over Comm such that the composition O⊗×[1]→ (Monκ)⊗∗ →Mon⊗κ factors as the projection
O⊗×[1]→ O⊗ followed by V. Let φ ∶ κLEnr⊗∗ → (Monκ)⊗∗ be the symmetric monoidal forgetful functor
that is a locally cocartesian fibration by Proposition 4.35.

We first prove that every locally φ-cocartesian morphism α of κLEnr⊗∗ lying over an equiva-
lence in Mon⊗κ is φ-cocartesian: since α lies over an equivalence in Mon⊗κ , it belongs to some fiber
(κLEnr⊗∗ )⟨n⟩ ≃ (κLEnr∗)×n for n ≥ 0 and is locally φ⟨n⟩-cocartesian and thus φ⟨n⟩-cocartesian because
φ⟨n⟩ is a cocartesian fibration by Lemma 4.7. Therefore α is φ-cocartesian if its image ⊗(α) under the
tensor product functor ⊗ ∶ (κLEnr∗)×n → κLEnr∗ is φ⟨1⟩-cocartesian. Since α is φ⟨n⟩-cocartesian, by
the construction of the tensor product on κLEnr the morphism ⊗(α) is φ⟨1⟩-cocartesian if the image

of ⊗(α) under the forgetful functor ν ∶ κLEnr⊗∗ → κLEnr is an equivalence. The functor ν is symmetric
monoidal and preserves cocartesian morphisms by Lemma 4.7. Thus the image of α in κLEnr⊗ is
cocartesian over the equivalence φ(α) and so an equivalence. Hence the image of ⊗(α) in κLEnr is
an equivalence.

As every locally φ-cocartesian morphism of (Monκ)⊗∗ lying over an equivalence in Mon⊗κ is φ-
cocartesian, the locally cocartesian fibration (O⊗ × [1]) ×(Monκ)

⊗
∗

κLEnr∗
⊗
→ O⊗ × [1] is a map of

cocartesian fibrations over [1]. By Theorem 4.42 the full subcategory

Ξ ∶= (O⊗ × [1]) ×(Monκ)
⊗
∗

κLEnr⊗w ⊂ (O⊗ × [1]) ×(Monκ)
⊗
∗

κLEnr∗
⊗

is a localization relative to O⊗ × [1]. Therefore also the functor Ξ → O⊗ × [1] is a locally cocartesian
fibration and map of cocartesian fibrations over [1]. Since Ξ→ O⊗×[1] is a locally cocartesian fibration
and [1] has no non-trivial endomorphisms, the functor Ξ → O⊗ is a locally cocartesian fibration and
the functor Ξ→ O⊗ × [1] is a map of locally cocartesian fibrations over O⊗.

By Corollary 4.41 the functor Ξ → O⊗ × [1] induces on the fiber over every X ∈ O a cartesian
fibration [1] ×(Monκ)

⊗
∗

κLEnrw → [1] and so Ξ → O⊗ × [1] is a map of cartesian fibrations over [1] by
[11, Lemma 2.44. (2)], where we use that Ξ→ O⊗ × [1] is a map of locally cocartesian fibrations over
O⊗. The map Ξ→ O⊗ × [1] of cocartesian and cartesian fibrations over [1] classifies the adjunction of
(3).

�
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4.3. Closedness of the monoidal structure. In the following we prove that for every braided
monoidal ∞-category V⊠ → E2, set H of small left weights over V and small regular cardinal κ the
monoidal structures on κ

VLEnr(H),VLEnr(H) of Theorem 4.42 are closed (Corollary 4.61) by giving
an explicite construction of the internal hom (Theorem 4.60).

Notation 4.45. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small ∞-operads, H a set of left weights over V and H′

a set of right weights over W. Let H ⊕H′ be the set of weights over V,W consisting of the images of
elements of H under the map of ∞-operads V⊗ ≃ V⊗ × ∅⊗ → V⊗ ×W⊗ and the images of elements of
H′ under the map of ∞-operads W⊗ ≃ ∅⊗ ×W⊗ → V⊗ ×W⊗.

For the next notation we use that for every weakly left enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ and X ∈M
there is a unique left enriched functor ∅⊗ → M⊛ (starting at the final object of ∅ωBMod∅ ≃ Cat∞)
sending the unique object to X.

Notation 4.46. Let M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ →W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be totally small weakly left enriched, weakly
right enriched, weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories, respectively, Λ a collection of left diagrams in M and
Λ′ a collection of right diagrams in O. Let

Λ⊕Λ′

be the set of diagrams in M ×O consisting of the images of elements of Λ under all enriched functors

M⊛ ≃M⊛×∅⊗ M
⊛×Y

ÐÐÐÐ→M⊛×O⊛ for Y ∈ O and the images of elements of Λ′ under all enriched functors

O⊛ ≃ ∅⊗ ×O⊛ X×O⊛

ÐÐÐ→M⊛ ×O⊛ for X ∈M.

Remark 4.47. Let H be a set of left weights over V and H′ a set of right weights over W and Λ a
collection of H-weighted left diagrams in M and Λ′ a collection of H′-weighted right diagrams in O.
Then Λ⊕Λ′ is a collection of H ⊕H′-weighted digrams in M ×O.

Remark 4.48. Let M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ →W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be totally small weakly left enriched, weakly
right enriched, weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories, respectively, Λ a collection of left diagrams in M and
Λ′ a collection of right diagrams in O. The canonical equivalences

EnrFunV,∅(M,EnrFun∅,W(O,N)) ≃ EnrFunV,W(M ×O,N) ≃ EnrFun∅,W(O,EnrFunV,∅(M,N))

restrict to equivalences

EnrFunΛV,∅(M,EnrFunΛ′

∅,W(O,N)) ≃ EnrFunΛ⊕Λ
′

V,W (M ×O,N) ≃ EnrFunΛ′

∅,W(O,EnrFun
Λ
V,∅(M,N)).

Lemma 4.49. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs such that S is a set
of morphisms of Env(V) and T is a set of morphisms of Env(W). Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a small left S-
enriched ∞-category and N⊛ →W⊗ a small right T-enriched ∞-category. Then M⊛ ×N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

is a S,T-bi-enriched ∞-category.

Proof. We prove that M⊛ ×N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a left S-enriched ∞-category. The proof of the right
T-enrichment is dual. We like to see that for every f ∈ S,X,Y ∈M,X′,Y′ ∈ N,W1, ...Wm ∈W for m ≥ 0
the induced map

PBEnv(M ×N)(f ⊗ (X,X′)⊗W1 ⊗ ...⊗Wm, (Y,Y′)) ≃
PEnv(V)(f,LMulMorPBEnv(M×N)((X,X′),W1, ...,Wm; (Y,Y′)))

is an equivalence. Let δ be the diagonal functor S→ PEnv(V). There is a canonical equivalence

LMulMorPBEnv(M×N)((X,X′),W1, ...,Wm; (Y,Y′)) ≃
LMorM(X,Y) × δ(MulN(X′,W1, ...,Wm;Y′))

in PEnv(V). Since M⊛ → V⊗ is a left S-enriched ∞-category, the following map is an equivalence:

PEnv(V)(f,LMorPLEnv(M)(X,Y)) ≃ PLEnv(M)(f ⊗X,Y).
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So it remains to see that the induced map PEnv(V)(f, δ(MulN(X′,W1, ...,Wm;Y′)) is an equivalence.
Because f is representable by assumption, by the Yoneda-lemma the latter map is the equivalence
δ(MulN(X′,W1, ...,Wm;Y′))(f). �

For the next Notation we use Notation 3.53 and Lemma 4.49:

Notation 4.50. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs such that S is a set of
morphisms of Env(V) and T is a set of morphisms of Env(W). Let H be a set of small left weights over
V and H′ a set of small right weights over W. Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a small left S-enriched ∞-category
that admits H-weighted colimits and O⊛ → W⊗ a small right T-enriched ∞-category that admits
H′-weighted colimits. Let

(M ×H,H′

S,T O)⊛ ∶= PBEnvΛ(M×O,H⊕H′)

Λ(M,H)⊕Λ(O,H′)(M ×O)⊛S,T.

Theorem 4.51. Let (V⊗ → Ass,S), (W⊗ → Ass,T) be small localization pairs such that S is a set of
morphisms of Env(V) and T is a set of morphisms of Env(W). Let H be a set of small left weights
over V and H′ a set of small right weights over W. Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a small left S-enriched ∞-
category that admits H-weighted colimits and O⊛ → W⊗ a small right T-enriched ∞-category that
admits H′-weighted colimits. There are canonical equivalences

EnrFunH,H′

V,W
(M ×H,H′

S,T O,N) ≃ EnrFunH
′

∅,W(O,EnrFun
H
V,∅(M,N)) ≃ EnrFunH

V,∅(M,EnrFunH
′

∅,W(O,N)).

Proof. We prove (1). The proof of (2) is similar. By Remark 4.48 and Notation 3.53 the equivalences

EnrFunV,∅(M,EnrFun∅,W(O,N)) ≃ EnrFunV,W(M ×O,N) ≃ EnrFun∅,W(O,EnrFunV,∅(M,N))

restrict to equivalences

EnrFunHV,∅(M,EnrFunH
′

∅,W(O,N)) ≃ EnrFunΛ
(M,H)

⊕Λ
(O,H

′)

V,W (M ×O,N)

≃ EnrFunH
′

∅,W(O,EnrFun
H
V,∅(M,N)).

The V,W-enriched functor M⊛ × O⊛ → (M ×H,H′

S,T O)⊛ = PBEnvΛ(M×O,H⊕H′)

Λ(M,H)⊕Λ(O,H′)(M ×O)⊛S,T induces the
following equivalence by Proposition 3.85:

EnrFunH⊕H
′

V,W (M ×H,H
′

S,T
O,N) ≃ EnrFunΛ(M,H)

⊕Λ(O,H
′)

V,W (M ×O,N).

�

Notation 4.52. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small ∞-operads. Let τ be the functor

V
⊗
×Ass (Wrev)⊗ ≃ V⊗ ×Ass W

⊗
→ V

⊗
×W

⊗

induced by projection and the equivalence (Wrev)⊗ ≃W⊗. Taking pullback along τ defines a functor

θ ∶ VωBEnrW → V×WrevωLEnr∅

that restricts to a functor

(19) VPBEnrW ≃ V×WrevPLEnr∅.

Theorem 4.53. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be small monoidal ∞-categories. The functor (19) is an
equivalence.

Notation 4.54. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories, µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W
⊗
→ W⊗ a

monoidal functor and N⊛ → W⊗ a left pseudo-enriched ∞-category. By Theorem 4.53 the pullback
µ∗(N)⊛ → V⊗ ×Ass W

⊗ along µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W
⊗
→ W⊗ is the pullback of a unique bi-pseudo-enriched

∞-category N⊛µ → V⊗ × (Wrev)⊗. Let Ñ⊛µ → W⊗ × (Vrev)⊗ be the corresponding bi-pseudo-enriched
∞-category via Notation 2.66.
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Notation 4.55. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories and µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W
⊗
→ W⊗ a

monoidal functor. Let N⊛ → W⊗ be a left pseudo-enriched ∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ → W⊗

weakly left enriched ∞-categories.

(1) Let

EnrFunV(M,N)⊛ →W
⊗

be the weakly left enriched∞-category corresponding to the weakly right enriched∞-category

EnrFunV,∅(M,Nµ)⊛ → (Wrev)⊗.

(2) Let

EnrFunW(O,N)⊛ → V
⊗

be the weakly left enriched∞-category corresponding to the weakly right enriched∞-category

EnrFunW,∅(O, Ñµ)⊛ → (Vrev)⊗.

Proposition 2.124 has the following consequences:

Corollary 4.56. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass monoidal ∞-categories
compatible with κ-small colimits and µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W

⊗
→ W⊗ a monoidal functor preserving κ-small

colimits component-wise. Let N⊛ → W⊗ be a left κ-enriched ∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ → W⊗

weakly left enriched ∞-categories. The following weakly left enriched ∞-categories are left κ-enriched:

EnrFunV(M,N)⊛ →W
⊗, EnrFunW(O,N)⊛ → V

⊗.

Corollary 4.57. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories, µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W
⊗
→ W⊗ a

monoidal functor, M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ →W⊗ small weakly left enriched ∞-categories and N⊛ →W⊗ a left
enriched ∞-category.

(1) If W admits small limits, the monoidal structure on W is closed and for every V ∈ V the
functor µ(V,−) ∶W→W admits a right adjoint, the weakly left enriched ∞-category

EnrFunV(M,N)⊛ →W
⊗

is a left enriched ∞-category.
(2) If V admits small limits, the monoidal structure on V is closed and for every W ∈ W the

functor µ(−,W) ∶ V→W admits a right adjoint, the weakly left enriched ∞-category

EnrFunW(O,N)⊛ → V
⊗

is a left enriched ∞-category.

Notation 4.58. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories and µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W
⊗
→ W⊗ a

monoidal functor. Let N⊛ → W⊗ be a left pseudo-enriched ∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ → W⊗

weakly left enriched ∞-categories, H a collection of left weights over V and H′ a collection of left
weights over W.

(1) Let

EnrFunH
V (M,N)⊛ ⊂ EnrFunV(M,N)⊛

be the full weakly left enriched subcategory of left V-enriched functors M → N preserving
H-weighted colimits.

(2) Let

EnrFunH
′

W (O,N)
⊛ ⊂ EnrFunW(O,N)⊛

be the full weakly left enriched subcategory of left W-enriched functors O → N preserving
H′-weighted colimits.

Proposition 3.94 gives the following corollary:
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Corollary 4.59. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories and µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W
⊗
→ W⊗ a

monoidal functor. Let N⊛ →W⊗ be a left pseudo-enriched ∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗,O⊛ →W⊗ weakly
left enriched ∞-categories, H a collection of left weights over V and H′ a collection of left weights
over W.

(1) If N⊛ → W⊗ admits H′-weighted colimits and µ(1V,−) ∶ W⊗ → W⊗ sends weights of H to

weights of H′, then EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ →W⊗ admits H′-weighted colimits, EnrFunH
V (M,N)⊛ ⊂

EnrFunV(M,N)⊛ is closed under H′-weighted colimits and for every X ∈M the left W-enriched
functor EnrFunV(M,N)⊛ → N⊛ preserves H′-weighted colimits.

(2) If N⊛ → W⊗ admits H-weighted colimits and µ(−,1W) ∶ V⊗ → W⊗ sends weights of H to

weights of H′, then EnrFunW(O,N)⊛ → V⊗ admits H-weighted colimits, EnrFunH
′

W (O,N)
⊛ ⊂

EnrFunW(O,N)⊛ is closed under H-weighted colimits and for every X ∈ O the left V-enriched
functor EnrFunW(O,N)⊛ → N⊛ preserves H-weighted colimits.

For the next theorem we use Example 4.43:

Theorem 4.60. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass monoidal ∞-categories
compatible with κ-small colimits and µ ∶ V⊗ ×Ass W

⊗
→ W⊗ a monoidal functor preserving κ-small

colimits component-wise. Let H,H′ be sets of small left weights over V, over W, respectively, such that
µ(−,1W) ∶ V⊗ →W⊗ sends left weights of H to left weights of H′. Let M⊛ → V⊗,O⊗ →W⊗,N⊛ →W⊗

be left κ-enriched ∞-categories that admit H-weighted colimits, H′-weighted colimits, respectively.
There are canonical equivalences

EnrFunH
′

W (M⊗
Enrκ
H,H′ O,N) ≃ EnrFunH

′

W (O,EnrFun
H
V (M,N)) ≃ EnrFunH

V (M,EnrFunH
′

W (O,N)).

Proof. By [9, Proposition 5.58.] there are canonical equivalences

EnrFunV,∅(M,EnrFunW(O,N)) ≃ EnrFunW,∅(µ!(M ×O),N) ≃ EnrFunW,∅(O,EnrFunV(M,N)),

which restrict to equivalences

EnrFunHV,∅(M,EnrFunH
′

W (O,N)) ≃ EnrFunµ!(Λ
(M,H)

⊠Λ(O,H
′))

W,∅
(µ!(M ×O),N)

≃ EnrFunH
′

W,∅(O,EnrFun
H
V (M,N)).

By construction of the left action as (M⊗Enrκ
H.H′ O)⊛ ≃ PBEnvH′

µ!(Λ(M,H)⊠Λ(O,H′))(µ!(M×O))
⊛

LEnrκ
the

left W-enriched functor µ!(M ×O)⊛ → (M⊗Enrκ
H,H′ O)⊛ induces an equivalence

EnrFunH
′

W,∅(M⊗
Enrκ
H

O,N) ≃ EnrFunµ!(Λ
(M,H)

⊠Λ(O,H
′))

W,∅
(µ!(M ×O),N).

�

We obtain the following corollary using Corollary 2.124:

Corollary 4.61. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞ and κ a small regular cardinal, V⊠ → Ek+1 an Ek+1-monoidal ∞-
category compatible with κ-small colimits and H a set of small left weights over V.

(1) The Ek-monoidal structure on κ
VLEnr(H) of Theorem 4.42 is closed.

(2) If V⊠ → Ek+1 is a presentably Ek+1-monoidal∞-category, the Ek-monoidal structure on VLEnr(H)
of Theorem 4.42 is closed.

5. Applications

5.1. Monoidality of enriched presheaves. In the following we prove that the functor of enriched
presheaves is monoidal.

Notation 5.1. Let O → Comm be a symmetric ∞-operad and V ∶ O⊗ → ccMon⊗ an O-algebra. Let
Lcc be the family that assigns to every X ∈ O the set of totally small left weights over V(X).
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Notation 5.2. Let ccLMod⊗ ⊂ (L̂Mod∅)× be the symmetric suboperad whose colors are the left
tensored ∞-categories compatible with small colimits and whose multi-morphisms M⊛1 , ...,M

⊛

n → N⊛

for n ≥ 0 correspond to a map M⊛1 ×Ass ...×AssM
⊛

n → N⊛ of left tensored ∞-categories preserving small
colimits component-wise.

Notation 5.3. Let PrLMod⊗ ⊂ ccLMod⊗ be the full symmetric suboperad spanned by the presentably
left tensored ∞-categories.

Remark 5.4. There is an identity ccLMod⊗ = LQEnr(Lcc)⊗.

Corollary 5.5. Let V⊠ → Ek+1 be an Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits for
1 ≤ k ≤∞. The functor

VLQEnr→ VccLMod, (M⊛ → V
⊗) ↦ (PV(M)⊛ → V

⊗)

is Ek-monoidal and restricts to an Ek-monoidal functor VLEnr→ VPrLMod.

Proof. By Corollary 4.44 the inclusion

VccLMod⊗ = VLQEnr(Lcc)⊗ ⊂ VLQEnr(∅)⊗ =∶ VLQEnr⊗

is a lax Ek-monoidal functor that admits a left adjoint relative to Ek. The left adjoint sends a small

left quasi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ to PV(M)⊛ = PB̃EnvLcc(M)⊛LEnr
. �

For the next corollary we fix the following notation:

Notation 5.6. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories compatible with small colimits.
For every weakly left enriched ∞-categories M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ →W⊗ let

(M ⊠N)⊛ → (V⊗W)⊗

be the pushforward of M⊛ ×AssN
⊛
→ V⊗ ×AssW

⊗ along the canonical monoidal functor V⊗ ×AssW
⊗
→

(V⊗W)⊗ to the tensor product of ccMon.

Corollary 5.7. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be monoidal ∞-categories compatible with small colimits
and M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ →W⊗ small left quasi-enriched ∞-categories. There is a canonical equivalence of
∞-categories left tensored over V⊗W ∶

PV⊗W(M ⊠N)⊛ ≃ (PV(M)⊗ PW(N))⊛.

Proof. Let U ∶ O⊗ → ccMon⊗ be the identity. By Corollary 4.44 and Example 5.1 the lax ccMon-
monoidal inclusion

ccLMod⊗ ≃ UccLMod⊗ ⊂ ULQEnr⊗ ≃ LQEnr⊗

admits a left adjoint θ relative to ccMon⊗. The relative left adjoint θ is a map of cocartesian fibrations
over ccMon⊗. Hence θ induces a commutative square

VLQEnr ×WLQEnr

⊠

��

θV×θW
//
VccLMod ×WccLMod

⊗

��

V⊗WLQEnr
θV⊗W

//
V⊗WccLMod.

This square gives the desired equivalence. �
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5.2. A tensor product for presentable enriched ∞-categories. Let V⊗ → Comm be a pre-
sentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category. By Corollary 4.42 there is a symmetric monoidal structure
on VLQEnr(Lcc) ≃ VccLMod. We will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 5.8. Let V⊠ → Comm be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category andM⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ →

V⊗ presentably left tensored∞-categories. There are small left V-enriched∞-categories C⊛ → V⊗,D⊛ →

V⊗, sets S of morphisms of PV(C) and T of morphisms of PV(D) closed under the left actions and left
V-enriched equivalences M⊛ ≃ S−1PV(C)⊛,N⊛ ≃ T−1PV(D)⊛. The tensor product of VLQEnr(Lcc) ≃
VccLMod admits the following descriptions:

(1) The relative tensor product:

(M⊗V N)⊛ → V
⊗,

(2) The full subcategory of the internal hom in VLEnr∅ ∶

EnrFunR
V(M

op,N)⊛ → V
⊗,

(3) The accessible V-enriched localization:

(S ⊠T)−1PV(C⊗D)⊛ → V
⊗.

5.2.1. Presentable enriched ∞-categories.

Proposition 5.9. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, V⊗ → Ass a κ-compactly generated monoidal
∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗ a κ-compactly generated ∞-category left tensored over V. The restricted
left V-enriched Yoneda-embedding admits a V-enriched left adjoint and is a left V-enriched embedding
M⊛ → PV(Mκ)⊛ preserving small κ-filtered conical colimits whose essential image precisely consists of
the V-enriched presheaves preserving κ-small conical limits and right cotensors with κ-compact objects
of V.

Proof. The left V-enriched embedding M⊛ → PV(Mκ)⊛ is V-enriched right adjoint to the left V-
enriched embedding (Mκ)⊛ ⊂M⊛ of the full left enriched subcategory of κ-compact objects. Since the
embedding Mκ ⊂M preserves κ-compact objects, the right adjoint preserves small κ-filtered colimits.

Let N⊛ → V⊗ be a presentably left tensored ∞-category. By Proposition 2.70 the following compo-
sition is an equivalence:

LinFunLV,∅(M,N) → EnrFun′V,∅(M
κ,N) → LinFunκVκ(Mκ

κ,Nκ),

where EnrFun′V,∅(M
κ,N) ⊂ EnrFunV,∅(Mκ,N) is the full subcategory of left V-enriched functors

preserving κ-small colimits and left tensors with κ-compact objects of V. The second functor in the
composition is an equivalence as a consequence of Corollary 2.142 (1). So the first functor in the
composition is an equivalence and the statement follows from Proposition 3.85.

�

Definition 5.10. Let κ be a small regular cardinal and M⊛ → V⊗ a left V-enriched ∞-category.
An object X of M is V-enriched κ-compact if the left V-enriched functor LMorM(X,−) ∶ M⊛ → V⊛

preserves small κ-filtered conical colimits.

Definition 5.11. Let κ be a small regular cardinal. A left V-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ is V-
enriched κ-presentable if it admits small weighted colimits and every object of M is a small κ-filtered
conical colimit of V-enriched κ-compact objects of M.

Theorem 5.12. Let τ ≤ κ be small regular cardinals, V⊗ → Ass a τ-compactly generated monoidal
∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗ a left V-enriched ∞-category. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The left V-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ is a κ-compactly generated left tensored ∞-category.
(2) The left V-enriched∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ is a κ-accessible V-enriched localization of PV(N)⊛ →

V⊗ for some small left V-enriched ∞-category N⊛ → V⊗.
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(3) The left V-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ is V-enriched κ-presentable.

Proof. Condition (2) implies (1) since PV(N)⊛ → V⊗ is a κ-compactly generated left tensored ∞-
category by Remark 2.153. By Proposition 5.9 condition (1) implies (2). We prove that (1) and (3) are
equivalent: in view of Proposition 3.63 and the assumption that the tensor unit of V is τ -compact and
so κ-compact it suffices to see that if M⊛ → V⊗ is a left tensored∞-category, the left V-action preserves
κ-compact objects if and only if for every κ-compact object X of M the functor LMorM(X,−) ∶M→ V

preserves small κ-filtered colimits. Since V is κ-compactly generated, an object X ∈M has the property
that LMorM(X,−) ∶M→ V preserves small κ-filtered colimits if and only if for every κ-compact object
V ∈ V the left tensor V ⊗X is κ-compact because LMorM(V⊗X,−) ≃ LMorV(V,LMorM(X,−)).

�

Lemma 5.13. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ →W⊗ be τ-compactly generated left
tensored ∞-categories such that the tensor product (M⊗N)⊛ → V⊗ ⊗W⊗ in LQEnr(Lcc) ≃ ccLMod
is presentably left tensored. Let S be a set of morphisms of M and T a set of morphisms of N closed
under the left actions with κ-compact objects. Let S⊠T be the set of morphisms of the form f⊗Y,X⊗g
for X ∈Mκ,Y ∈ Nκ, f ∈ S,g ∈ T. There is a canonical V⊗W-linear equivalence

(S−1M⊗T−1N)⊛ ≃ (S⊠T)−1(M⊗N)⊛.

Proof. Let O→ V′′⊗ be a left tensored ∞-category compatible with small colimits. The functor

EnrFun(S−1M⊗T−1N,O) → EnrFun(S−1M ×Ass T
−1N,O)

is fully faithful and the essential image Λ precisely consists of the left enriched functors preserving
small weighted colimits component-wise by Proposition 3.85. The functor

(20) EnrFun(S−1M ×Ass T
−1
N,O) → EnrFun(M ×Ass N,O)

is fully faithful and the essential image precisely consists of the left enriched functors F such that
for every X ∈ M,Y ∈ N the left enriched functor F(X,−) ∶ N → O inverts T and the left enriched
functor F(−,X) ∶M→ O inverts S. The functor (20) restricts to an equivalence between Λ and the full
subcategory of EnrFun(M×Ass N,O) of left enriched functors F that preserve small weighted colimits
component-wise and invert S⊠T. The functor

EnrFun((S ⊠T)−1(M⊗N),O) → EnrFun(M⊗N,O)

is fully faithful and the essential image Θ precisely consists of the left enriched functors inverting S⊠T.
The functor

(21) EnrFun(M⊗N,O) → EnrFun(M ×Ass N,O)

is fully faithful and the essential image precisely consists of the left enriched functors preserving small
weighted colimits component-wise by Proposition 3.85. The functor (21) restricts to an equivalence
between Θ and the full subcategory of EnrFun(M ×Ass N,O) of left enriched functors F preserving
small weighted colimits component-wise and inverting S ⊠T.

�

Corollary 5.7 gives the following corollary:

Corollary 5.14. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be κ-compactly generated
monoidal ∞-categories and C⊛ → V⊗,D⊛ → W⊗ small left enriched ∞-categories. Let S be a set of
morphisms of PV(C) and T a set of morphisms of PW(D) closed under the left actions with κ-compact
objects. Let S ⊠T be the set of morphisms of the form f ⊗W ⊗Y,V ⊗X⊗ g for V ∈ Vκ,W ∈Wκ,X ∈
C,Y ∈D, f ∈ S,g ∈ T. There is a canonical left V⊗W-linear equivalence

(S−1PV(C)⊗T−1PW(D))⊛ ≃ (S ⊠T)−1(PV⊗W(C⊠D))⊛.
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5.2.2. The relative tensor product as an enriched functor ∞-category.

Lemma 5.15. Let M⊛ → U⊗ ×V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be weakly bi-enriched ∞-categories.

(1) Then M⊛ ×V⊗ N
⊛
→ U⊗ ×W⊗ is a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category.

(2) If M⊛ → U⊗ × V⊗ is a left tensored ∞-category and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is a right tensored ∞-
category, then M⊛ ×V⊗ N

⊛
→ U⊗ ×W⊗ is a bitensored ∞-category.

(3) If M⊛ → U⊗×V⊗ is a left tensored∞-category compatible with small colimits and N⊛ → V⊗×W⊗

is a right tensored ∞-category compatible with small colimits, then M⊛ ×V⊗ N
⊛
→ U⊗ ×W⊗ is

a bitensored ∞-category compatible with small colimits.

Proof. Via the enveloping bitensored ∞-category (1) follows from (2). (2): The functors M⊛ ×W⊗ →
U⊗ ×V⊗ ×W⊗,U⊗ ×N⊛ → U⊗ ×V⊗ ×W⊗ are maps of cocartesian fibrations relative to the collection of
triples, whose first and third component is cocartesian and whose second component is an equivalence.
Thus the pullback

(M⊛ ×W⊗) ×(U⊗×V⊗×W⊗) (U⊗ ×N⊛) ≃M⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → U
⊗
×W

⊗

is a cocartesian fibration relative to the collection of pairs whose first and second component is
cocartesian. So it is enough to observe that for every U ∈ U,W ∈W the cocartesian lift U → U′ in U

of the morphism {n} ⊂ [n] in ∆ and the cocartesian lift W →W′ in W of the morphism {0} ⊂ [m] in
∆ induce an equivalence

(M⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛)U,W ≃M⊛U ×V⊗ N⊛W → (M⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛)U′,W′ ≃M⊛U′ ×V⊗ N⊛W′

since the functors M⊛
U
→M⊛

U′
and N⊛

W
→ N⊛

W′ are equivalences.
(3): Let U→ U′ be a cocartesian lift in U of the morphism {0} ⊂ [n] in ∆ and W →W′ a cocartesian

lift in W of the morphism {m} ⊂ [m] in ∆. The induced functor

(M⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛)U,W ≃M⊛U ×V⊗ N⊛W → (M⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛)U′,W′ ≃M⊛U′ ×V⊗ N⊛W′

preserves small colimits because the functors M⊛U →M⊛U′ and N⊛W → N⊛W′ preserve small colimits.
�

Notation 5.16. Let M⊛ → U⊗ ×V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be bitensored ∞-categories and σ ∶M⊛×V⊗ N
⊛
→

V⊗ → Ass the canonical cocartesian fibration. We write

(M ⊠V N)⊛

for the ∞-category arising from M⊛ ×V⊗ N
⊛ by formally inverting the σ-cocartesian morphisms.

Since the functor M⊛ ×V⊗ N
⊛
→ U⊗ ×W⊗ inverts σ-cocartesian morphisms, it induces a functor

τ ∶ (M ⊠V N)⊛ → U
⊗
×W

⊗.

Lemma 5.17. Let M⊛ → U⊗ × V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be bitensored ∞-categories. The functor τ ∶
(M⊠V N)⊛ → U⊗ ×W⊗ is a bitensored ∞-category and the following canonical functor is U,W-linear:

M
⊛
×V⊗ N

⊛
→ (M ⊠V N)⊛.

Proof. Since the functor M⊛×V⊗N
⊛
→ U⊗×W⊗ inverts σ-cocartesian morphisms, every σ-cocartesian

morphism belongs to some fiber M⊛
[n]
×V⊗ N⊛

[m]
for some [m], [n] ∈ ∆. Every morphisms [n] →

[n′], [m] → [m′] in ∆ induce a left V-linear functor M⊛
[n′]
×V⊗ N⊛

[n]
→ M⊛

[m′]
×V⊗ N⊛

[m]
that preserves

σ-cocartesian morphisms being left V-linear. Let T be the collection of σ-cocartesian morphisms.
By [13, Proposition 2.1.4.] this implies that τ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over Ass ×Ass, the
canonical functor M⊛×V⊗N

⊛
→ (M×VN)⊛ is U,W-linear, and for any [n], [m] ∈∆ the induced functor

(M ×V N)⊛[n],[m] → (M
⊛

[n] ×V⊗ N
⊛

[m])[T] ≃ U×n × (M⊛[0] ×V⊗ N⊛[0])[T] ×W×m
is an equivalence. Thus τ is a bitensored ∞-category.

�
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Remark 5.18. Let M⊛ → U⊗ × V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be bitensored ∞-categories. The cocartesian
fibration M⊛

[0]
×V⊗ N⊛

[0]
→ V⊗ → Ass classifies the Bar-construction ∆op

→ Cat∞, [n] ↦ M × V×n ×N

of [16, Construction 4.4.2.7.] and M ⊠V N is the colimit of the Bar-construction, the relative tensor
product of M⊛

[0]
→ V⊗ and N⊛

[0]
→ V⊗ [16, Definition 4.4.2.10.].

Lemma 5.19. Let M⊛ → U⊗ × V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be bitensored ∞-categories compatible with small
colimits. There is a bitensored ∞-category (M⊗V N)⊛ → U⊗ ×W⊗ compatible with small colimits and
a U,W-linear functor

(M ⊠V N)⊛ → (M⊗V N)⊛

whose underlying functor preserves small colimits component-wise, that induces for every bitensored
∞-category O⊛ → U⊗ ×W⊗ compatible with small colimits an embedding

LinFunLU,W(M⊗V N,O) → LinFunU,W(M ⊠V N,O),

whose essential image are the U,W-linear functors whose underlying functor preserves small colimits
component-wise.

Proof. We set (M ⊗V N)⊛ ∶= PBEnvHΛ (M ⊠V N)⊛LEnr → U⊗ ×W⊗, where H is the large collection of
small (U,W)-weights and Λ is the large collection of all colimit diagrams weighted with respect to
weights on ∗U,W together with the following conical diagrams:

K▷ →M ≃M × {Y}→M ×N ⊂ (M ×V N)⊛,T▷ → N ≃ {X} ×N→M ×N ⊂M⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → (M ⊠V N)⊛

for some X ∈M,Y ∈ N and colimit diagrams K▷ →M,T▷ → N.
�

Remark 5.20. The universal property of Lemma 5.19 implies that the U,W-linear functor (M ⊠V
N)⊛ → (M⊗V N)⊛ exhibits (M⊗V N)⊛ → U⊗ ×W⊗ as the relative tensor product of M⊛ → U⊗ × V⊗

and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ based on the tensor product on Catcc
∞
.

Notation 5.21. Let N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category, M⊛ → V⊗ a weakly left
enriched ∞-category and Λ a collection of left diagrams in Mop. Let

EnrFunΛ−limV,∅ (M,N)⊛ ⊂ EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛

be the full weakly right enriched subcategory of left V-enriched functors sending diagrams of Λ to
H-weighted limit diagrams.

Remark 5.22. Let κ be a regular cardinal, N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a κ-compactly generated bitensored
∞-category, M⊛ → V⊗ a left enriched ∞-category and Λ a collection of left diagrams in Mop such that
M is small and M admits limits weighted with respect to underlying weights of diagrams of Λ. By [10,
Proposition 3.76., Lemma 3.64.] the weakly right enriched ∞-category EnrFunV,∅(Mop,N)⊛ → W⊗

is presentably right tensored. The full weakly right enriched subcategory EnrFunΛ−lim
V,∅ (M

op,N)⊛ ⊂
EnrFunV,∅(Mop,N)⊛ is the right W-linear localization with respect to the set of morphisms

{θ ∶ colimH(ψZ ○F)→ ψZ(Y) ∣ Z ∈ Nκ, (J⊛ → U
⊗
× Q

⊗,H ∈ PBEnv(J)) ∈H,F ∶ J⊛ →M
⊛}

in EnrFunV,∅(Mop,N), where ψZ is the composition

M
⊛ ρ
Ð→ EnrFunV,∅(Mop,V)⊛

((−)⊗Z)∗
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ EnrFunV,∅(Mop,N)⊛,

adjoint to the following morphism in PBEnv(J) ∶

H→ F∗(Y) → (ψZ ○F)∗(ψZ(Y)) ≃ F∗(ψ∗Z(ψZ(Y))).

Proposition 5.23. Let N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a presentably bitensored ∞-category.
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(1) Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a small left enriched ∞-category and Λ a collection of left diagrams in Mop

such that M admits limits weighted with respect to underlying weights of diagrams of Λ. There
is a canonical equivalence of ∞-categories presentably right tensored over W ∶

EnrFunΛ−lim
V,∅ (M,N)⊛ ≃ (EnrFunΛ−lim

V,∅ (M,V)⊗V N)⊛.

(2) Let M⊛ →W⊗ be a small left enriched ∞-category and Λ a collection of left diagrams in Mop

such that M admits limits weighted with respect to underlying weights of diagrams of Λ. There
is a canonical equivalence of ∞-categories presentably left tensored over V ∶

EnrFunΛ−lim
∅,W (M,N)⊛ ≃ (N ⊗W EnrFunΛ−lim

∅,W (M,W))⊛.

Proof. We prove (1). Statement (2) is dual. Let α ∶ V⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → (V ⊗V N)⊛ ≃ N⊛ be the universal
V,W-enriched functor. The V,W-enriched evaluation functor M⊛×EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ → V⊛ gives rise
to a V,W-enriched functor

M
⊛
×EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → V

⊛
×V⊗ N

⊛ α
Ð→ N

⊛

adjoint to a right W-enriched functor

κ ∶ EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛

that sends F ∈ EnrFunV,∅(M,V),Y ∈ N to X↦ F(X)⊗Y. The functor κ is right W-linear because for
every F ∶ M → V and Y ∈ N, W ∈ W the canonical morphism κ(F,Y) ⊗W → κ(F,Y ⊗W) identifies
after evaluation at any Z ∈M with the canonical equivalence

(F(Z)⊗Y)⊗W ≃ F(Z)⊗ (Y ⊗W).

For every Y ∈ N the functor κ(−,Y) ∶ EnrFunV,∅(M,V)→ EnrFunV,∅(M,N),F ↦ F(−)⊗Y preserves
weighted colimits because the left V-linear left adjoint functor (−)⊗Y ∶ V⊛ → N⊛ preserves weighted
colimits using Proposition 3.94. Since κ(−,Y) ∶ EnrFunV,∅(M,V) → EnrFunV,∅(M,N) preserves
weighted colimits, it sends generating local equivalences to local equivalences and so induces a right
W-linear functor κ′ that fits into a commutative square:

(22) EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛

��

κ
// EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛

��

EnrFunΛ−limV,∅ (M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛
κ′

// EnrFunΛ−lim
V,∅ (M,N)⊛.

Let σ ∶ EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → V⊗ → Ass be the canonical functor. We prove next that κ
sends σ-cocartesian morphisms to equivalences. This holds if and only if for every Z ∈ M the right
W-linear functor

EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛
κ
Ð→ EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛

evZ
ÐÐ→ N⊛

inverts σ-cocartesian morphisms. By construction the latter factors as

EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛
evZ×V⊗N

⊛

ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ V
⊛
×V⊗ N

⊛ α
Ð→ N

⊛

and evZ ∶ EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ → V⊛ is left V-linear and α universally inverts morphisms cocartesian
with respect to V⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → V⊗ → Ass. Therefore κ inverts σ-cocartesian morphisms. Let σ′ ∶
EnrFunΛ−limV,∅ (M,V)⊛ ×V⊗ N⊛ → V⊗ → Ass be the canonical functor. Since both vertical functors
in square (22) send σ-cocartesian morphisms to σ′-cocartesian morphisms, κ′ inverts σ′-cocartesian
morphisms. So by Lemma 5.17 the functor κ′ induces a right W-linear functor

ρ ∶ (EnrFunΛ−lim
V,∅ (M,V) ⊠V N)⊛ → EnrFunΛ−lim

V,∅ (M,N)⊛.

The right W-linear functor κ induces on underlying ∞-categories the functor

EnrFunV,∅(M,V) ×N → EnrFunV,∅(M,N), (F,Y) ↦ ((−)⊗Y) ○F
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that preserves small colimits component-wise. Since both vertical functors in square (22) are left
adjoints, the right W-linear functor κ′ induces on underlying ∞-categories a functor preserving small
colimits component-wise. So by Lemma 5.19 the functor ρ induces a right W-linear small colimits
preserving functor

λ ∶ (EnrFunΛ−limV,∅ (M,V)⊗V N)⊛ → EnrFunΛ−lim
V,∅ (M,N)⊛

that fits into a commutative square of ∞-categories right tensored over W ∶

(23) (EnrFunΛ−lim
V,∅ (M,V)⊗V N)⊛

��

λ
// EnrFunΛ−lim

V,∅ (M,N)⊛

��

(Fun(M≃,V)⊗V N)⊛ ≃
// Fun(M≃,N)⊛.

The canonical conservative right W-linear functor EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ → (NM
≃

)⊛ preserves small col-
imits and admits a W-enriched left adjoint by [9, Proposition 5.23.] and so is monadic by [16, Theorem
4.7.3.5.]. Therefore the right vertical functor in square (23) is monadic, too, where we write F for the
left adjoint. By [9, Corollary 4.59.] also the left vertical functor in square (23) is monadic, where the

left adjoint is F′ ⊗V N when F′ is the left adjoint of EnrFunΛ−lim
V,∅ (M,V) → Fun(M≃,V). Therefore by

[16, Corollary 4.7.3.16.] it is enough to check that λ preserves the left adjoints, i.e. that the canonical
morphism F → λ○F′⊗VN is an equivalence. By Lemma [9, Lemma 5.21.] the∞-category Fun(M≃,N)

is generated under small colimits by the functors of the form M≃
M
≃(X,−)

ÐÐÐÐÐ→ S
(−)⊗Y
ÐÐÐ→ N for X ∈M,Y ∈ N.

Therefore it is enough to check that for every X ∈M,Y ∈ N the canonical morphism

ψ ∶ F(M≃(X,−)⊗Y) → κ′(F′(M≃(X,−)),Y)

is an equivalence. By [9, Lemma 5.21., Proposition 5.22.] there is a local equivalence MorM(X,−) →
F′(M≃(X,−)) and a commutative square in EnrFunΛ−lim

V,∅ (M,N):

MorM(X,−)⊗Y ≃ κ(MorM(X,−),Y)

��

// κ(F′(M≃(X,−)),Y)

��

F(M≃(X,−)⊗Y)
ψ

// κ′(F′(M≃(X,−)),Y),

where both vertical morphisms are local equivalences. So ψ is an equivalence if and only if the top
morphism of the square is a local equivalence. The top morphism is a local equivalence since κ(−,Y)
preserves local equivalences. �

Proposition 5.24. Let N⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be a presentably bitensored ∞-category, M⊛ →W⊗ a small left
enriched ∞-category and Λ a collection of left diagrams in Mop such that M admits limits weighted
with respect to underlying weights of diagrams of Λ. There is a left V-linear equivalence:

EnrFunΛ−lim
∅,W (Mop,N)⊛ ≃ (N ⊗W PLEnvΛ(M)LEnr)⊛.

Proof. By Proposition 5.23 there is a left V-linear equivalence:

EnrFunΛ−lim∅,W (Mop,N)⊛ ≃ (N ⊗W EnrFunΛ−lim
∅,W (Mop,W))⊛.

By Corollary 2.142 the left W-enriched Yoneda-embedding M⊛ → EnrFun∅,W(Mop,W)⊛ uniquely
extends to a left W-linear equivalence PLEnv(M)⊛LEnr ≃ EnrFun∅,W(Mop,W)⊛ that restricts to an

equivalence PLEnvΛ(M)⊛LEnr
≃ EnrFunΛ−lim

∅,W (Mop,W)⊛ by Remark 3.72.
�
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Corollary 5.25. Let N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a presentably bitensored ∞-category and M⊛ →W⊗ a small
left enriched ∞-category. There is a left V-linear equivalence

EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N)⊛ ≃ (N ⊗W PW(M))⊛.

Lemma 5.26. Let N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗ a weakly left
enriched ∞-category. There is a canonical left W-enriched equivalence:

(EnrFunV,∅(M,N)op)⊛ ≃ EnrFun∅,V(Mop,Nop)⊛.

Proof. The desired equivalence is represented by the canonical equivalence

EnrFunW,∅(Oop,EnrFunV,∅(M,N)op) ≃ EnrFun∅,W(O,EnrFunV,∅(M,N))

≃ EnrFunV,W(M ×O,N) ≃ EnrFunW,V(Oop
×M

op,Nop)

≃ EnrFunW,∅(Oop,EnrFun∅,V(Mop,Nop))

for every weakly right enriched ∞-category O⊛ →W⊗.

�

Theorem 5.27. Let κ be a small regular cardinal, M⊛ → V⊗ a κ-compactly generated right tensored∞-
category and N⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ a presentably bitensored∞-category. There is a right W-linear equivalence

EnrFunRV,∅(M
op,N)⊛ ≃ (M⊗V N)⊛.

Proof. There is a chain of rightW-linear equivalences, where κ-colim refers to right V-enriched functors
preserving κ-small colimits and tensors with κ-compact objects of V and κ-lim refers to left V-enriched
functors preserving κ-small limits and cotensors with κ-compact objects of V:

EnrFunR
V,∅(M

op,N)⊛ ≃ (LinFunL
∅,V(M,Nop)op)⊛ ≃ (EnrFunκ−colim

∅,V (Mκ,Nop)op)⊛

≃ EnrFunκ−limV,∅ ((M
κ)op,N)⊛ ≃ (EnrFunκ−limV,∅ ((M

κ)op,V)⊗V N)⊛ ≃ (Indκ(Mκ)⊗V N)⊛.

The first and third equivalence is by Lemma 5.26, the fourth equivalence is by Proposition 5.23, the
second and fifth equivalence is by Proposition 5.9.

�

5.3. Enriched Day-convolution. In the following we equip the ∞-category of enriched functors
between Ek-monoidal enriched ∞-categories with an Ek-monoidal structure, which is an enriched
version of Day-convolution.

Definition 5.28. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞ and V⊠ → Ek+1,W
⊠
→ Ek+1 be presentably Ek+1-monoidal ∞-

categories.

(1) Let H be a collection of left weights over V. An Ek-monoidal left V-enriched ∞-category
compatible with H-weighted colimits is an Ek-algebra in VLEnr(H).

(2) Let H be a collection of right weights over W. An Ek-monoidal right W-enriched ∞-category
compatible with H-weighted colimits is an Ek-algebra in REnrW(H).

(3) Let H be a collection of weights over W,W. An Ek-monoidal V,W-bi-enriched ∞-category
compatible with H-weighted colimits is an Ek-algebra in VBEnrW(H).

We refer to E1-monoidal as monoidal. We refer to Comm-monoidal as symmetric monoidal.

Example 5.29. An Ek-monoidal V,W-bi-enriched ∞-category compatible with small weighted col-
imits is an Ek-algebra with respect to the relative tensor product on VccBModW.
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Corollary 5.30. Let V⊠ → Ek+1,W
⊠
→ Ek+1 be presentably Ek+1-monoidal ∞-categories for 1 ≤ k ≤∞

and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ an Ek-monoidal V,W-bi-enriched ∞-category compatible with small weighted
colimits such that N is presentable. Let H be a collection of left weights over W and M⊛ → W⊗ an
Ek-monoidal left W-enriched ∞-category compatible with H-weighted colimits. Then

EnrFunΛH
−lim

∅,W (Mop,N)⊛ → V
⊗

refines to an Ek-monoidal left V-enriched ∞-category compatible with small weighted colimits.

Proof. The functor PLEnvΛH(−)LEnr ∶ VLEnr∅(H) → VccLMod∅ is Ek-monoidal by Theorem 4.42
and so equips PLEnvΛH(M)⊛LEnr → W⊗ with an Ek-algebra structure in VccLMod∅. Since V⊠ →

Ek+1,W
⊠
→ Ek+1 are presentably Ek+1-monoidal∞-categories, the functor VccLModW×WccLMod∅ →

VccBMod∅ is Ek-monoidal so that EnrFunΛ
H
−lim

∅,W (Mop,N)⊛ ≃ (N⊗W PLEnvΛH(M)LEnr)⊛ carries the
structure of an Ek-algebra in VccLMod∅, where the latter equivalence is by Theorem 5.24.

�

Corollary 5.31. Let V⊠ → Ek+1,W
⊠
→ Ek+1 be presentably Ek+1-monoidal ∞-categories for 1 ≤ k ≤∞

and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ an Ek-monoidal V,W-bi-enriched ∞-category compatible with small weighted
colimits such that N is presentable. Let M⊛ → W⊗ be an Ek-monoidal left W-enriched ∞-category
compatible with H-weighted colimits. Then

EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N)⊛ → V
⊗

refines to an Ek-monoidal left V-enriched ∞-category compatible with small weighted colimits.

Remark 5.32. Let the assumptions like in Corollary 5.31. The tensor product

EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N) ×EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N) → EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N)

of the left V-enriched Day-convolution factors as

EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N) ×EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N) → EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N)⊗EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N)

≃ N ⊗W PLEnvΛH(M)LEnr ⊗N ⊗W PLEnv(M)LEnr

≃ (N ⊗N)⊗W⊗W (PLEnv(M)LEnr ⊗ PLEnv(M)LEnr)
≃ (N⊗N)⊗W⊗W PLEnv(M⊗M)LEnr

→ N ⊗W PLEnv(M)LEnr ≃ EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N),
which identifies with the functor

EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N) ×EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N) → EnrFun∅,W(Mop
⊗M

op,N ⊗N)
(⊗N)∗
ÐÐÐ→ EnrFun∅,W(Mop

⊗M
op,N)

(⊗M)!
ÐÐÐ→ EnrFun∅,W(Mop,N).

5.4. A tensor product for (∞,2)-categories with lax colimits. In the following we apply our
theory to (∞,2)-categories, which we define as Cat∞-enriched ∞-categories, to define lax and oplax
colimits and deduce the existence of a monoidal structure on the ∞-category of small ∞-categories
that admit K-indexed (op)lax colimits for any set K of (∞,2)-categories.

Definition 5.33. Let n ≥ 1. Let Cat(∞,1) ∶= Cat∞,Cat(∞,n+1) ∶= Cat(∞,n)
LEnr.

Construction 5.34. By [20, Theorem 6.20.] for every small (∞,2)-category C there is an (∞,2)-
categorical Grothendieck construction, which can be viewed as a functor of (∞,2)-categories

θ ∶ EnrFunCat∞,∅(C
op,Cat∞)⊛ → Cat⊛(∞,2)

that sends the final object to C and sends a functor of (∞,2)-categories F ∶ Cop
→ Cat∞ to a functor

of (∞,2)-categories B→ C whose fiber over X ∈ C is F(X). We obtain a functor of (∞,2)-categories:

κC ∶ C⊛ → EnrFunCat∞(C
op,Cat∞)⊛ → Cat

⊛

(∞,2) → Cat
⊛

∞,
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where the first functor is the Cat∞-enriched Yoneda-embedding and the second functor is the Cat∞-
enriched right adjoint τ of the embedding Cat∞ ⊂ Cat(∞,2) that discards all non-invertible 2-morphisms.

The functor κC sends X ∈ C to a functor τ(θ(C)) → τ(C) whose fiber over any Y ∈ C is MorC(Y,X).

Definition 5.35. Let C ∈ Cat(∞,2).
● The lax weight on C is the functor of (∞,2)-categories

κC ∶ C→ Cat∞.

● The oplax weight on C is the functor of (∞,2)-categories

λC ∶= (−)op ○ κC ∶ C → Cat∞.

Definition 5.36. Let F ∶ C →D be a functor of (∞,2)-categories.
(1) The lax colimit of F, denoted by colimlax(F), is the colimit of F weighted at the lax weight

on Cop.

(2) The oplax colimit of F, denoted by colimoplax(F), is the colimit of F weighted at the oplax
weight on Cop.

(3) The lax limit of F, denoted by limlax(F), is the limit of F weighted at the lax weight on C,
i.e. the lax colimit of Fop.

(4) The oplax limit of F, denoted by limoplax(F), is the limit of F weighted at the oplax weight
on C, i.e. the oplax colimit of Fop.

Remark 5.37. In [7, Definition 2.9.] Gepner-Haugseng define the lax colimit and lax limit of a
functor Cop

→ Cat∞ under the assumption that C is an (∞,1)-category.

Notation 5.38. Let K ⊂ Cat(∞,2) be a full subcategory. Let

Cat
laxcolim
(∞,2) (K) ∶= Cat∞

LEnr({κC ∣ C ∈ Cat(∞,2)}) ⊂ Cat(∞,2) = Cat∞
LEnr,

Cat
oplaxcolim

(∞,2)
(K) ∶= Cat∞LEnr({λ

C ∣ C ∈ Cat(∞,2)}) ⊂ Cat(∞,2) = Cat∞LEnr

be the subcategories of small (∞,2)-categories that admit K-indexed (op)lax colimits and functors
preserving K-indexed (op)lax colimits.

Theorem 4.42 specializes to the following:

Corollary 5.39. Let K ⊂ Cat(∞,2) be a full subcategory. The ∞-categories

(24) Catlaxcolim(∞,2) (K) ⊂ Cat(∞,2), Catoplaxcolim(∞,2)
(K) ⊂ Cat(∞,2)

carry closed symmetric monoidal structures such that the inclusions (24) are lax symmetric monoidal,
where the right hand sides carry the cartesian structure.

Example 5.40. The functor κ{0,1}
⊳

∶ {0,1}⊳ → Cat∞ corresponds to the diagram {0}→ {0,1}⊳ ← {1}.
For every (∞,2)-category D and functor F ∶ {0,1}⊲ →D corresponding to a diagram X← Z→ Y in D

and every T ∈D there is a canonical equivalence:

D(colimlax(F),T) ≃ Fun(({0,1}⊲)op,Cat∞)(κ{0,1}⊳ ,MorD(F(−),T)) ≃
D(X,T) ×D(Z,T){1} Cat∞([1],D(Z,T)) ×D(Z,T){0} Cat∞([1],D(Z,T)) ×D(Z,T){1} D(Y,T).

So if D admits pushouts and tensors with [1], the latter equivalence represents an equivalence

colimlax(F) ≃ X ∐
{1}⊗Z

([1]⊗ Z) ∐
{0}⊗Z

([1]⊗ Z) ∐
{1}⊗Z

Y.

Dually, if D admits pullbacks and cotensors with [1], the lax limit of a functor G ∶ {0,1}⊳ → D

corresponding to a diagram X→ Z ← Y in D is X∏Z{1} Z
[1]∏Z{0} Z

[1]∏Z{1} Y.
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Definition 5.41. Let σ ∶ {0,1}⊳ → Cat∞ be the functor corresponding to the diagram {0}→ [1]← {1}
and D an (∞,2)-category.

● Let F ∶ {0,1}⊲ → D be a functor corresponding to a diagram X ← Z → Y in D. The lax

pushout of the diagram X← Z→ Y in D, denoted by X∐lax
Z Y, is the σ-weighted colimit of F.

● Let F ∶ {0,1}⊲ → D be a functor corresponding to a diagram X ← Z → Y in D. The oplax

pushout of the diagram X ← Z → Y in D, denoted by X∐oplax
Z Y, is the (−)op ○ σ-weighted

colimit of F.
● Let G ∶ {0,1}⊳ → D be a functor corresponding to a diagram X → Z ← Y in D. The lax
pullback of the diagram X→ Z← Y in D, denoted by X ×laxZ Y, is the σ-weighted limit of G.
● Let G ∶ {0,1}⊳ → D be a functor corresponding to a diagram X → Z ← Y in D. The oplax

pullback of the diagram X → Z ← Y in D, denoted by X ×oplax
Z

Y, is the (−)op ○ σ-weighted
limit of G.

Remark 5.42. Let B be an∞-category and γ, γ′ ∶ {0,1}⊳ → B be functors corresponding to diagrams
A→ C ← B,A′ → C′ ← B′, respectively. There is a canonical equivalence

Fun({0,1}⊳,B)(γ, γ′) ≃ B(A,A′) ×B(A,C′) B(C,C′) ×B(B,C′) B(B,B′).
Example 5.43. Let F ∶ {0,1}⊲ → D be a functor corresponding to a diagram X ← Z → Y in D. By
Remark 5.42 there is a canonical equivalence for every T ∈D:

D(X
lax

∐
Z

Y,T) ≃ Fun({0,1}⊳,Cat∞)(σ,MorD(F(−),T)) ≃

Cat∞([0],MorD(X,T)) ×Cat∞([0],MorD(Z,T)) Cat∞([1],MorD(Z,T))

×Cat∞([0],MorD(Z,T))Cat∞([0],MorD(Y,T)) ≃

D(X,T) ×D(Z,T) Cat∞([1],MorD(Z,T)) ×D(Z,T)D(Y,T).

So if D admits pushouts and tensors with [1], we find that

X
lax

∐
Z

Y ≃ X ∐
{0}×Z

([1]⊗ Z) ∐
{1}×Z

Y.

Similarly, if D admits pushouts and tensors with [1], we find that

X
oplax

∐
Z

Y ≃ X ∐
{1}×Z

([1]⊗ Z) ∐
{0}×Z

Y.

Dually, if D admits pullbacks and cotensors with [1], the lax pullback of the diagram X → Z ← Y in

D is X ×laxZ Y ≃ X∏Z{0} Z
[1]∏Z{1} Y and the oplax pullback is X ×oplaxZ Y ≃ X∏Z{1} Z

[1]∏Z{0} Y.

Notation 5.44. Let Catlax push

(∞,2)
,Cat

oplax push

(∞,2)
⊂ Cat(∞,2) be the subcategories of (∞,2)-categories that

admit (op)lax pushouts and functors preserving (op)lax pushouts.

Corollary 5.45. The ∞-categories Cat
lax push

(∞,2)
,Cat

oplax push

(∞,2)
carry closed symmetric monoidal struc-

tures such that the inclusions Cat
lax push

(∞,2)
,Cat

oplax push

(∞,2)
⊂ Cat(∞,2) are lax symmetric monoidal, where

the right hand side carries the cartesian structure.
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5.5. A tensor product for Cauchy-complete enriched ∞-categories.

Definition 5.46. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a bi-enriched ∞-category. An enriched weight on J is absolute if it is preserved by any V,W-enriched
functor between ∞-categories bi-quasi-enriched in V,W.

Example 5.47. For V = S the ∞-category of spaces the ∞-category Idem classifying idempotents of
[17, Definition 4.4.5.2.] equipped with the trivial left S-enriched weight is an absolute left S-enriched
weight.

Notation 5.48. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a bi-enriched ∞-category. The Cauchy-completion M̂⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ of M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is the full
bi-enriched subcategory of PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr → V⊗ ×W⊗ spanned by the absolute enriched weights on
M.

Remark 5.49. Let F ∶M⊛ → N⊛ be a V,W-enriched functor between bi-enriched ∞-categories. The
functor F! ∶ PBEnv(M)BEnr → PBEnv(N)BEnr sends M̂ to N̂ since for every absolute enriched weight
H on M the F!(H)-weighted colimit of a V,W-enriched functor φ ∶ N⊛ → O⊛ between bi-enriched
∞-categories is the H-weighted colimit of φ ○F as a consequence of Corollary 3.21.

Definition 5.50. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories. A bi-enriched
∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is Cauchy-complete if it admits the colimit of any V,W-enriched functor
weighted with respect to any absolute enriched weight.

Proposition 5.51. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories, J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a
bi-enriched ∞-category and H an enriched weight on J. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The V,W-enriched functor

MorPBEnv(J)BEnr
(H,−) ∶ PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr → (V⊗W)⊛

is linear and preserves small colimits.
(2) The enriched weight H on J is absolute.
(3) The H-weighted colimit of the V,W-enriched embedding J⊛ ⊂M⊛ ∶= PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr is preserved

by the V,W-enriched embedding M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr.

Proof. Assume that (1) holds. Let F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛,G ∶ M⊛ → N⊛ be V,W-enriched functors between
bi-quasi-enriched ∞-categories. We like to see that G preserves the H-weighted colimit of F if the
latter exists. The universal morphism H→ F∗(colimH(F)) gives rise to a morphism

θ ∶ PBEnv(M)BEnr(colimH(F),−) → PBEnv(J)BEnr(H,−) ○F∗

in LinFunLV,W(PBEnv(M)BEnr,V⊗W) since colimH(F) ∈M and by [9, Theorem 4.45.] and assumption
(1) and Proposition 2.149. By universal property of the weighted colimit for every X ∈M the morphism
θX is an equivalence so that θ is an equivalence by Corollary 2.97. To see that the canonical morphism
colimH(G ○ F) → G(colimH(F)) in N is an equivalence, we need to see that for every Y ∈ N the
canonical map

PBEnv(J)BEnr(H,F∗(G∗(Y))) ≃ PBEnv(M)BEnr(colimH(F),G∗(Y)) ≃
PBEnv(N)BEnr(G!(colimH(F)),Y) ≃ N(G(colimH(F)),Y) → N(colimH(G ○F),Y) ≃

PBEnv(J)BEnr(H, (G ○F)∗(Y)) ≃ PBEnv(J)BEnr(H,F∗(G∗(Y)))
is an equivalence. The latter morphism identifies with the identity. This proves (2).

Condition (2) trivially implies (3). Assume that (3) holds. The H-weighted colimit of the V,W-
enriched embedding J⊛ ⊂ M⊛ ∶= PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr is H. By assumption this H-weighted colimit is pre-
served by the V,W-enriched embedding M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛

BEnr
. Thus the image of H ∈ PBEnv(J)BEnr =

M in PBEnv(M)BEnr is the H-weighted colimit of the composition J⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr = M⊛ ⊂
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PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr. The latter composition factors as J⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr

θ!
Ð→ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr, where the

latter V,W-enriched embedding is induced by the V,W-enriched embedding θ ∶ J⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr =
M⊛. Since θ! preserves weighted colimits, the image H′ of H ∈ PBEnv(J)BEnr =M in PBEnv(M)BEnr

is the image of H ∈ PBEnv(J)BEnr under θ!. Thus there is a canonical equivalence

MorPBEnv(J)BEnr
(H,−) ≃MorPBEnv(M)BEnr

(θ!(H),−) ○ θ! ≃MorPBEnv(M)BEnr
(H′,−) ○ θ!

of V,W-enriched functors PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr → (V⊗W)⊛. Thus (1) follows.
�

Corollary 5.52. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a small bi-enriched ∞-category. The Cauchy-completion M̂⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ of M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is small.

Proof. Since V⊗W is presentable, the tensor unit of V⊗W is κ-compact for some small regular cardinal
κ. Let H ∈ M̂. By Proposition 5.51 the V,W-enriched functor MorPBEnv(J)BEnr

(H,−) ∶ PBEnv(J)⊛BEnr →

(V⊗W)⊛ preserves small colimits and therefore small κ-filtered colimits. Hence the left adjoint of the
latter functor, which sends V⊗W to V⊗H⊗W, preserves κ-compact objects. Thus H is κ-compact.
So M̂ is contained in the full subcategory of κ-compact objects of PBEnv(J)BEnr. Proposition 2.153
guarantees that PBEnv(J)⊛

BEnr
→ V⊗×W⊗ is a presentably bitensored∞-category and so locally small.

Presentability implies that the full subcategory of κ-compact objects of PBEnv(J)BEnr is small [17,
Remark 5.4.2.13.].

�

Proposition 5.53. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories. A bi-enriched
∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is Cauchy-complete if and only if every absolute enriched weight on M

belongs to M.

Proof. Assume that every absolute enriched weight on M belongs to M, let H be an absolute enriched
weight on a bi-enriched ∞-category J⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ and F ∶ J⊛ → M⊛ a V,W-enriched functor. The

H-weighted colimit of the V,W-enriched functor J⊛
F
Ð→M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr is F!(H) by Proposition

3.23, which is an absolute enriched weight on M by Remark 5.49. So by assumption F!(H) ∈ M.

Thus the H-weighted colimit of the V,W-enriched functor J⊛
F
Ð→M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr lies in M and

so is the H-weighted colimit of F. Conversely, assume that M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is Cauchy-complete and
let H be an absolute enriched weight on M. The H-weighted colimit of the identity of M, which
exists by Cauchy-completeness, is preserved by any V,W-enriched functor and so is sent by the V,W-
enriched embedding M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛

BEnr
to the H-weighted colimit of the V,W-enriched embedding

M⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr, which is H by Proposition 3.23. So H belongs to M.

�

Proposition 5.54. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories, M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ a
bi-enriched ∞-category and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a Cauchy-complete bi-enriched ∞-category. The following
induced functor is an equivalence:

ρN ∶ EnrFunV,W(M̂,N) → EnrFunV,W(M,N).

Proof. We prove first that the functor ρN is conservative. Let H ∈ M̂. Then H ∈ PBEnv(M)BEnr is the

H-weighted colimit of the V,W-enriched embeddingM⊛ ⊂ M̂⊛. Since H is absolute, every V,W-enriched
functor F ∶ M̂⊛ → N⊛ preserves the H-weighted colimit of the V,W-enriched embedding M⊛ ⊂ M̂⊛ so
that the canonical morphism colimH(F∣M⊛) → F(H) is an equivalence. This implies that the functor
ρN is conservative and that it is the pullback of the conservative functor ρPBEnv(N)BEnr

since N is
closed in PBEnv(N)BEnr under H-weighted colimits. So it is enough to see that ρPBEnv(N)BEnr

is an
equivalence. This functor admits a fully faithful left adjoint by [9, Proposition 2.62.] and so is an
equivalence being conservative. �
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Corollary 5.55. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a bi-enriched ∞-category. The Cauchy-completion of M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is Cauchy-complete.

Proof. Let H ∈ PBEnv(M̂)BEnr be an absolute enriched weight on M̂. We like to see that H ∈ M̂. By

Proposition 5.54 the embedding M⊛ ⊂ M̂⊛ induces an equivalence PBEnv(M)BEnr ≃ PBEnv(M̂)BEnr.

So H is the image of an enriched weight H′ on M that is absolute by Proposition 5.51. Thus H′ ∈ M̂.

By Proposition 5.54 the V,W-enriched embedding M̂⊛ ⊂ PBEnv(M)⊛BEnr ≃ PBEnv(M̂)⊛BEnr is the
canonical embedding since both are equivalent after restriction to M⊛. So H is the image of H′ under
the embedding M̂ ⊂ PBEnv(M̂)BEnr. �

Proposition 3.85 gives the following corollary:

Corollary 5.56. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be presentably monoidal ∞-categories and M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

a small bi-enriched ∞-category. The Cauchy-completion M̂⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is generated by M under
colimits weighted with respect to small absolute V,W-enriched weights.

Notation 5.57. Let V⊗ → Ass be a presentably monoidal ∞-category. Let VLEnr
∧ ⊂ VLEnr be the

full subcategory of Cauchy-complete left V-enriched ∞-categories.

Corollary 5.58. Let n ≥ 1 and V⊠ → En+1 a presentably En+1-monoidal ∞-category. The ∞-category

VLEnr
∧ of Cauchy-complete left V-enriched ∞-categories carries a canonical En-monoidal structure.

Proof. There is an identity VLEnr
∧ = VLEnr

∧(H), where H is the set of absolute left V-enriched
weights. We apply Theorem 4.42.

�

5.6. A tensor product for stable (∞,n)-categories.

Definition 5.59. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is preadditive if it admits finite
conical coproducts, i.e. conical colimits indexed by finite sets, and finite conical products, i.e. conical
limits indexed by finite sets, and the morphism ∅ → ∗ from the initial to the final object in M is an
equivalence, and for every X,Y ∈M the canonical morphism X∐Y → X ×Y in M is an equivalence.

Remark 5.60. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is preadditive if it admits finite
conical coproducts and finite conical products and M is preadditive. A weakly bi-enriched∞-category
is preadditive if and only if the opposite weakly bi-enriched ∞-category is preadditive.

Example 5.61. A weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is preadditive if it admits left and
right cotensors and M is preadditive, and so dually a weakly bi-enriched∞-category M⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ is
preadditive if it admits left and right tensors and M is preadditive. In particular, for every monoidal
∞-category V⊗ → Ass such that V is preadditive we have that V⊛ → V⊗ × V⊗ is preadditive.

Example 5.62. Every full weakly bi-enriched subcategory of a preadditive weakly bi-enriched ∞-
category closed under finite products is again preadditive.

Remark 5.63. Let M⊛ → V⊗ be a weakly left enriched ∞-category and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a preadditive
weakly bi-enriched ∞-category. The weakly right enriched ∞-category EnrFunV,∅(M,N)⊛ → W⊗

is preadditive. This follows from Proposition 3.94. In particular, for every monoidal ∞-category
V⊗ → Ass such that V is preadditive we have that EnrFunV,∅(M,V)⊛ → V⊗ is preadditive.

Notation 5.64. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits finite conical
products, i.e. conical limits indexed by finite sets. Let Cmon(M)⊛ ⊂ (MComm)⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ be the full
weakly bi-enriched subcategory spanned by the commutative monoid objects in M, i.e. the functors
X ∶ Comm→M such that for every n ≥ 0 the induced morphism X(⟨n⟩) → X(⟨1⟩)×n is an equivalence.

Remark 5.65. Evaluating at ⟨1⟩ ∈ Comm gives a V,W-enriched functor Cmon(M)⊛ →M⊛.
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Remark 5.66. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits finite conical
products and left (right) cotensors. Then Cmon(M)⊛ → V⊗ × W⊗ admits left (right) cotensors,
which are preserved by the forgetful functor Cmon(M)⊛ → M⊛ ∶ by Proposition 3.94 we find that
(NComm)⊛ → V⊗×W⊗ admits left (right) cotensors, which are formed object-wise. Thus Cmon(N)⊛ is
closed in (MComm)⊛ under left (right) cotensors since forming left (right) cotensors are right adjoints.

Lemma 5.67. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits finite conical
products. Then Cmon(M)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is preadditive.

Proof. There is a V,W-enriched embedding M⊛ ⊂ N⊛ preserving finite conical products into a weakly
bi-enriched∞-category that admits left and right cotensors. For example takeN⊛ ∶= PBEnv(M)⊛. The
latter embedding yields an enriched embedding Cmon(M)⊛ ⊂ Cmon(M)⊛ that preserves finite conical
products. By [5, Proposition 2.3.] the ∞-categories Cmon(M),Cmon(N) are preadditive. Thus by
Example 5.62 and 5.61 we find that Cmon(M)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is preadditive if Cmon(N)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗

admits left and right cotensors. This holds by Remark 5.66.
�

Lemma 5.68. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads such that V and W are the empty category or
preadditive or V⊗ =W⊗ = S×. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a preadditive weakly bi-enriched ∞-category such
that for every X ∈M,Y ∈ PBEnv(M) and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the functors

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, .., (−), ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) ∶ Vop
→ S,

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ..,Vn,X,W1, ..., (−), ...,Wm;Y) ∶Wop
→ S

preserve finite products. The V,W-enriched forgetful functor Cmon(M)⊛ →M⊛ is an equivalence.

Proof. We first prove that there is an enriched embedding M⊛ ⊂ N⊛ preserving finite conical prod-
ucts into a preadditive weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits left and right cotensors. Let
N⊛ ∶= PBEnv(M)⊛. The weakly bi-enriched ∞-category PBEnv(M)⊛ → PEnv(V)⊗ × PEnv(W)⊗ is
preadditive by Example 5.61 since PBEnv(M) is preadditive what we prove in the following: the
jointly conservative functors

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, .., (−), ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;−) ∶ PBEnv(M)→ Fun∏(Vop,S),

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ..,Vn,X,W1, ..., (−), ...,Wm;−) ∶ PBEnv(M)→ Fun∏(Wop,S)
for V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 and X ∈M preserve small limits and small colimits by
[9, Theorem 4.45.] and Fun∏(Vop,S),Fun∏(Wop,S) are preadditive if V,W are empty or preadditive
by [5, Corollary 2.4.]. The V,W-enriched forgetful functor Cmon(M)⊛ → M⊛ is the pullback of the
V,W-enriched forgetful functor Cmon(N)⊛ → N⊛ that preserves left and right cotensors by Remark
5.66. The latter is an equivalence since it preserves left and right cotensors and induces an equivalence
on underlying ∞-categories by [5, Proposition 2.3.].

�

Proposition 5.69. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads such that V,W are empty or preadditive
or V⊗ = W⊗ = S×. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a preadditive weakly bi-enriched ∞-category such that for
every X ∈M,Y ∈ PBEnv(M) and V1, ...,Vn ∈ V,W1, ...,Wm ∈W for n,m ≥ 0 the functors

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, .., (−), ...,Vn,X,W1, ...,Wm;Y) ∶ Vop
→ S,

MulPBEnv(M)(V1, ..,Vn,X,W1, ..., (−), ...,Wm;Y) ∶Wop
→ S

preserve finite products and N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits finite conical
products. The following induced functor is an equivalence:

θN ∶ EnrFun
∏
V,W
(M,Cmon(N))→ EnrFun∏

V,W
(M,N).
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Proof. For every ∞-category K there is a V,W-enriched equivalence Cmon(NK)⊛ ≃ (Cmon(N)K)⊛

and the functor θKN identifies with the functor θNK . Consequently, it is enough to prove that θN is
a bijection on equivalence classes. Since M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is preadditive, by Lemma 5.68 the V,W-
enriched forgetful functor Cmon(M)⊛ →M⊛ is an equivalence. The functor θN is essentially surjective
since every V,W-enriched functor M⊛ → N⊛ is the image under θN of the V,W-enriched functor
M⊛ ≃ Cmon(M)⊛ → Cmon(N)⊛. The functor θN is essentially injective: every V,W-enriched functor

φ ∶M⊛ → Cmon(N)⊛ factors as M⊛ ≃ Cmon(M)⊛
Cmon(θN(φ))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cmon(Cmon(N))⊛ → Cmon(N)⊛.

�

Let Fin be the category of finite sets.

Notation 5.70. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads. Let

∐
V
ωBEnrW ∶= VωBEnrW(Fin), ∐VBEnrW ∶= VBEnrW(Fin).

Notation 5.71. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads. Let

VPreaddW ⊂ ∐VBEnrW

be the full subcategory of preadditive V,W-bi-enriched ∞-categories. For V⊗ =W⊗ = S× we drop V,W

from the notation.

By definition ∐
V
ωBEnrW,

∐
V
BEnrW are the subcategories of (weakly) V,W-bi-enriched ∞-categories

that admit finite conical coproducts and V,W-enriched functors preserving finite conical coproducts.

Proposition 5.72. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads. Then ∐
V
ωBEnrW,

∐
V
BEnrW,VPreaddW

are preadditive.

Proof. The ∞-category VωBEnrW admits finite products: for every small weakly bi-enriched ∞-
categories M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ the weakly bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ ×(V⊗×W⊗) N

⊛
→

V⊗ ×W⊗ is the product in VωBEnrW, and id ∶ V⊗ ×W⊗ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is the final object. By description
of the morphism objects of a product a V,W-enriched functor to a product preserves finite conical
coproducts if it components do. Thus the subcategory ∐

V
ωBEnrW admits finite products and the

inclusion ∐
V
ωBEnrW ⊂ VωBEnrW preserves finite products. Moreover the final object in ∐

V
ωBEnrW is

an initial object. Let M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ be a weakly bi-enriched ∞-category that admits finite conical
coproducts. Then the V,W-enriched diagonal functor M⊛ →M⊛×(V⊗×W⊗)M

⊛ admits a V,W-enriched
left adjoint µ ∶M⊛ ×(V⊗×W⊗)M

⊛
→M⊛ assigning the coproduct. Moreover the unique V,W-enriched

functor M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ admits a V,W-enriched left adjoint α ∶ V⊗ ×W⊗ → M⊛ assigning the initial

object. We apply [16, Proposition 2.4.3.19.] and have to verify that the compositionM⊛
M
⊛
×(V⊗×W⊗)α

ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→

M⊛×(V⊗×W⊗)M
⊛
µ
Ð→M⊛ is the identity and the composition M⊛×(V⊗×W⊗)N

⊛
×(V⊗×W⊗)M

⊛
×(V⊗×W⊗)

N⊛ ≃ M⊛ ×(V⊗×W⊗)M
⊛
×(V⊗×W⊗) N

⊛
×(V⊗×W⊗) N

⊛
µ×(V⊗×W⊗)µ

ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→M⊛ ×(V⊗×W⊗) N
⊛ is µ. This holds by

adjointness. So ∐
V
ωBEnrW is preadditive. The full subcategories VPreaddW,

∐
V
BEnrW are closed under

finite products and so preadditive, too.
�

Lemma 5.73. Let D be a presentable ∞-category and C ⊂D a full subcategory such that the embedding
ι ∶ C ⊂D admits a right adjoint G ∶D→ C. The following are equivalent:

(1) The functor ι ∶ C ⊂D admits a left adjoint F ∶D → C such that the composition ι○F ∶D→ C ⊂D
is an accessible functor.

(2) The full subcategory C is closed in D under small limits and G ∶D → C is an accessible functor.
(3) The functor ι ○G ∶D→ C ⊂D is accessible and preserves small limits.

In particular, if (1) or (2) holds, C is presentable.
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Proof. The ∞-category C admits small limits and small colimits being a colocalization of an ∞-
category that admits small limits and small colimits. Moreover small limits in C are coreflected via G
from small limits in D. So (2) and (3) are equivalent.

If (1) holds, C is closed in D under small limits. If (1) holds, C ⊂ D is an accessible localization
so that C is presentable. Hence G ∶ D → C is an accessible functor as a right adjoint functor between
presentable ∞-categories.

Assume that (2) holds. The composition R ∶= ι ○ G ∶ D → C ⊂ D is an accessible functor that
preserves small limits. Since D is presentable, R ∶ D → D admits a left adjoint T ∶ D → D by the
adjoint functor theorem [17, Corollary 5.5.2.9]. Let ε ∶ R = ι○G → idD be the counit. Because ι ∶ C ⊂D
is fully faithful, the unit idC → G○ ι is an equivalence so that the composition G○ ǫ ∶ G○ ι○G → G and
thus R ○ ε ∶ R ○R → R are equivalences by the triangle identities.

Let X,Y be objects of D. The map D(T(X),R(Y)) → D(T(X),Y) induced by the counit ε(Y) ∶
R(Y)→ Y is equivalent to the map

D(T(X),R(Y)) ≃D(X,R ○R(Y)) →D(X,R(Y)) ≃D(T(X),Y)
induced by the counit R(ε(Y)) ∶ R○R(Y) → R(Y) and thus is an equivalence. Thus T(X) is a colocal
object of D and so belongs to C. So T ∶ D → D factors as F ∶ D → C ⊂ D. Since T ∶ D → D is left
adjoint to R ∶D→D, the functor F ∶D→ C is left adjoint to ι ≃ R ○ ι ∶ C→D.

�

Proposition 5.74. Let V⊗ → Ass,W⊗ → Ass be ∞-operads such that V,W are empty or preadditive
or V⊗ = W⊗ = S×. The embeddings VPreaddW ⊂ ∐VBEnrW,VPreadd

∧

W ⊂ ∐VBEnr∧W admit a left and
right adjoint.

Proof. By Proposition 5.69 the embedding VPreaddW ⊂ ∐VBEnrW admits a right adjoint G such that
∐
V
BEnrW

G
Ð→ VPreaddW ⊂ ∐VBEnrW preserves small limits and filtered colimits. By Corollary 4.18 the

∞-category ∐
V
BEnrW is presentable. We apply Lemma 5.73 to deduce the existence of a left adjoint of

the embedding VPreaddW ⊂ ∐VBEnrW. By the same proposition the embedding VPreadd
∧

W ⊂ ∐VBEnr∧W

admits a right adjoint G such that ∐
V
BEnr∧W

G
Ð→ VPreadd

∧

W ⊂ ∐VBEnr∧W preserves small limits and
filtered colimits since for every Cauchy-complete bi-enriched ∞-category M⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ the bi-
enriched ∞-category (MComm)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ is Cauchy-complete (Proposition 3.94) and the full bi-
enriched subcategory Cmon(M)⊛ → V⊗ ×W⊗ of the latter is closed under abosulte colimits and so

Cauchy-complete, too. By Corollary 4.18 the ∞-category ∐
V
BEnr∧W is presentable. We apply Lemma

5.73 to deduce the existence of a left adjoint of the embedding VPreadd
∧

W ⊂ ∐VBEnr∧W.
�

Notation 5.75. Let V⊠ → En+1 be a presentably En+1-monoidal ∞-category corresponding to an
En-algebra in PrMon.

(1) Let ∐
V
LEnr⊗ ∶= VLEnr(Fin)⊗.

(2) Let ∐
V
LEnr∧,⊗ ∶= VLEnr(Fin ∪ {absolute V−enriched weights})⊗.

(3) Let VPreadd
⊗ ⊂ ∐

V
LEnr⊗ be the full suboperad spanned by the preadditive left V-enriched

∞-categories.
(4) Let VPreadd

∧,⊗ ⊂ ∐
V
LEnr∧,⊗ be the full suboperad spanned by the preadditive left V-enriched

∞-categories.
(5) For V⊗ = S× we drop V from the notation.

Proposition 5.76. Let n ≥ 0 and V⊠ → En+1 a preadditive presentably En+1-monoidal ∞-category
corresponding to an En-algebra in PrMon or V⊗ = S×.
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(1) The embedding VPreadd
⊗ ⊂ ∐

V
LEnr⊗ admits a left adjoint relative to En and the embedding

VPreadd ⊂ ∐VLEnr admits a right adjoint.

(2) The embedding VPreadd
∧,⊗ ⊂ ∐

V
LEnr∧,⊗ admits a left adjoint relative to En and the embedding

VPreadd
∧ ⊂ ∐

V
LEnr∧ admits a right adjoint.

Proof. In view of Proposition 5.74 it is enough to see that for every (Cauchy-complete) left V-enriched
∞-categories M⊛ → V⊗,N⊛ → V⊗ having finite conical coproducts the internal hom from M⊛ → V⊗ to
N⊛ → V⊗ in ∐

V
LEnr,∐

V
LEnr∧, respectively, is preadditive if N⊛ → V⊗ is preadditive. This follows from

the description of the internal hom (Theorem 4.60) and Remark 5.63.
�

Corollary 5.77. Let n ≥ 0 and V⊠ → En+1 a preadditive presentably En+1-monoidal ∞-category cor-
responding to an En-algebra in PrMon or V⊗ = S×. Then VPreadd

⊗
→ En,VPreadd

∧,⊗
→ En are

preadditive presentably En-monoidal ∞-categories.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.74 since ∐
V
LEnr⊗ → En,

∐
V
LEnr∧,⊗ → En are presentably En-

monoidal ∞-categories by Theorem 4.42, which are preadditive by Proposition 5.72 and the fact that

VPreadd
∧ is closed in VPreadd under finite products.

�

Definition 5.78. Let V⊠ → Comm be a preadditive presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category or
V⊗ = S×. Let n ≥ 1. Let

VPreadd(1)⊗ ∶= VPreadd
⊗, VPreadd(n + 1)⊗ ∶= VPreadd(n)Preadd

⊗,

VPreadd
∧(1)⊗ ∶= VPreadd

∧,⊗, VPreadd
∧(n + 1)⊗ ∶=

VPreadd∧(n)Preadd
∧,⊗.

For V⊗ = S× we drop V from the notation and call

Preadd(n) ∶= SPreadd(n)

the ∞-category of n-preadditive ∞-categories and

Preadd∧(n) ∶= SPreadd
∧(n)

the ∞-category of Cauchy-complete n-preadditive ∞-categories.

Corollary 5.79. Let V⊠ → Comm be a preadditive presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category or
V⊗ = S× and n ≥ 1. Then VPreadd(n)⊗ → Comm,VPreadd

∧(n)⊗ → Comm are preadditive presentably
symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. In particular, VPreadd(n) is enriched in itself and so belongs to

VP̂readd(n + 1) and VPreadd
∧(n) is enriched in itself and so belongs to VP̂readd

∧

(n + 1).

Notation 5.80. Let Catex,∧
∞
⊂ Catex

∞
⊂ Cat∞ ≃ SLEnr be the subcategories of (idempotent complete)

stable ∞-categories and finite colimits preserving functors.

Remark 5.81. The ∞-categories Catex
∞
,Catex,∧

∞
are preadditive because they are full subcategories

closed under finite products of the ∞-category SLEnr({finite ∞−categories}) of small ∞-categories
having finite colimits and functors preserving finite colimits, which is a preadditive ∞-category.

Notation 5.82. Let (Catex,∧∞ )⊗ ⊂ (Catex∞)⊗ ⊂ SLEnr({finite ∞−categories})⊗ be the full symmetric
suboperads spanned by the (idempotent complete) stable ∞-categories.

By [10, Lemma 8.15.] the embeddings (Catex,∧∞ )⊗ ⊂ (Catex∞)⊗ ⊂ SLEnr({finite ∞−categories})⊗ ad-
mit a left adjoint relative to Comm so that the symmetric∞-operads (Catex

∞
)⊗ → Comm, (Catex,∧

∞
)⊗ →

Comm are presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. The next definition for n = 2 is due to [19]:
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Definition 5.83. Let n ≥ 2. The ∞-category of n-stable ∞-categories is

Catex(∞,n) ∶= Cat
ex
∞
Preadd(n − 1).

The ∞-category of Cauchy-complete n-stable ∞-categories is

Cat
ex,∧

(∞,n)
∶=

Cat
ex,∧
∞

Preadd∧(n − 1).

For V = Catex
∞
,Catex,∧

∞
Corollary 5.79 gives the following corollary:

Corollary 5.84. Let n ≥ 1. Then Cat
ex
(∞,n) is n+1-stable and Cat

ex,∧

(∞,n)
is Cauchy-complete n+1-stable.

Remark 5.85. Let n ≥ 2. By induction the inclusion Cat
ex
∞ ⊂ Cat∞ gives rise to inclusions

(25) Catex(∞,n),Cat
∧,ex

(∞,n)
⊂ Cat(∞,n).

Theorem 4.42 gives the following corollary:

Corollary 5.86. Let n ≥ 2. The ∞-categories

Preadd(n), Preadd∧(n), Catex(∞,n),Cat
∧,ex

(∞,n)

carry closed symmetric monoidal structures such that the inclusions (25) are lax symmetric monoidal,
where the right hand sides carry the cartesian structure.
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